MEMORANDUM
TO

:

File No.

FROM:

Elliot Staffin
Special Counsel
Office of Rulemaking
Division of Corporation Finance
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission

DATE :

October 17, 2017

RE

Meeting with representatives from Publish What You Pay-U.S., Oxfam America,
EarthRights International and Global Witness

:

On October 17, 2017, William Shirey, Bryant Morris and Connor Raso of the Office of
General Counsel, Elizabeth Murphy, Michael Seaman and Elliot Staffin of the Division of
Corporation Finance, and Adam Yonce and Vladimir Ivanov of the Division of Economic and
Risk Analysis met with representatives of Publish What You Pay-U.S., Oxfam America,
EarthRights International and Global Witness, as noted below, to discuss issues related to the
rulemaking regarding the disclosure of payments by resource extraction issuers.
In attendance were: Jana Morgan, Director and Waseem Mardini, Policy Advisor from
Publish What You Pay-U.S.; Isabel Munilla, Senior Policy Advisor, Extractive Industries from
Oxfam America; Michelle Harrison, Attorney from EarthRights International; and Corinna
Gilfillan, Head of the U.S. Office of Global Witness.
The attached documents were submitted to the staff at the meeting.
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WJ1-y is I:'-T iger still losing· out to ArEJ~la?
By By Quentin Parrinello, Oxfam France S- Publish What You Pay France on September 18, 2017

In 2014, Niger announced it had successfully renegotiated uranium extraction contracts with
French state-owned company Areva to secure a greater share of the wealth deriving from their
uranium resources. Three years later, an analysis carried out by Oxfam based on data released by
Areva calls into question the benefits for Niger in the contract renegotiation.
This analysis was carried out as part of the data extractor program developed by Publish What
You Pay.

You can read more about Areva in Niger and more in the English version of u Bevond Tron spc:·en c1: !nvestiqoting the
!m ·e.ottJ ~-•__ ~ . . ' . ' ·_.,. · ·rocU ,;e .ii 1 • iStrv Disciosures ."This report was published by Pubk;h Wflat fou Pa)' Fronce ,
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Fra nce vvould he !it up thanks to N ig2 rie11 uran iu m.
For years, civil society organizations have

for the uneven partnership with Niger. Despite vast

re sou rces in uranium, ~,liger has yet to convert this valuable resource into tangible wealth : the country still ranks
second to last in the
The renegotiation: a gam e-c hanger for Niger'?
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In 2014, after months of pressure from civil society organizations around the world, Areva and Niger agreed to a new
contract without the sweetheart clause. In June 2014, a Strategic Partnership Agreement signed between Areva
and Niger stressed that Areva would be subject to the legal royalty regime, raising hopes of a fairer share of the
revenues for Niger. This agreement was published on the Journal Officiel- the official gazette of the Republ ic of
Niger where major legal official information are published.
In August 2016, Areva releasedJor the first time the payments the company makes to governments where it mines
uranium, as part of new EU regulations. In Niger, it was the first time the public had access to Areva's payments
since the renegotiation took place in Niger. And the results are surprising:
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Among the payment listed we find one for Somafr - the company owning one of the largest uranium mines in the
world in terms of production. Areva owns 64% of Somafr. Th e remaining share is owned by Sopamin a Nigerien
public company. Areva's report shows the French company paid more than 7bn FCFA (around 10.8 million euros) in
royalty fees to extract uranium from the Somafr mines in 2015. The company's annual report outlines that Somafr
extracted 2,509 tons of uranium that year.
Niger is a member of the ~x trac tive Industry Transparency Initiative (EITI). By the time Areva released its first
payments to governments report in 2016, the most recent payments data available in Niger were from 2013 - right
before the contract renegotiation . Niger's 2013 EITI report shows that Areva paid almost 10bn FCFA (about 15.3
million euros) in royalty fees to extract uranium in Soma'ir min es. The amount of uranium extracted from the mine is
slightly superior - 2730 tons - but not enough to justify a massive decrease in royalty payments.
In two ye;:irs, ArevrJ's royrJlty p;:iyments decreased by 4.5 million euros. What went wrong?
http://www.pwypusa .org/why-is-niger-still-losing-out-to-areva/
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Royalties are what companies pay in exchange for the right to mine a particular mineral. They usually represent a
fraction of the value generated by the mine - or the gross revenues of the mine -which means they depend on the
amount of mineral produced (i.e. the production volume of the mine) and the valorization of the mineral (i.e. the
price at which the company value the mineral).

Gross Revenues

-

X

Since 2006, Niger imposed a sliding-scale royalty regime, which means that the royalty rate increases with the
profitability of the company

Profitability corresponds to the net margin of the operator

Following the agreement over the new contracts Areva was subject to this regime for the first time. As numerous
reoorts previously documented how uneven the partnership was, one would have expected the French company to
pay a higher amount of royalty fees. Our comparison with the 2013 royalty payment outlines a small decrease in the
production volume, but not enough to explain why Areva paid 4.5 million less in royalty fees. What about the price?
Areva: the price is wrong?
Until 2073, Areva directly negotiated a price of extraction with the government of Niger. This price corresponds to
the market value of uranium extracted from the mines operated by Areva in Niger. In 2013, the extraction price was
73,000 FCFA per kilogram of uranium (kgU) (about 111€/kgU). Thanks to data released by Areva, we are able to
determine the 2015 extraction price of uranium:

1. Find the applicable royalty rate
2. Calculate the gross revenues
3. Calculate the price
1. Find the applicable royalty rate: 5.5%
In Areva's 2015 annual report, the company discloses Soma"ir's income and revenue that we use to calculate the
mine's profit margin. This is the indicator that we need to determine the applicable royalty rate.
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Source: Areva 2015 reference document p. 22 3

Somafr Net Margin = (Somafr Income/ Soma"ir Revenue)*l00
SomaYr Net Margin = (5/197)*100
SomaYr Net Margin = 2.5%
SomaYr Net Margin being 2.5%, th e appli cable royalty rate is 5.5% according to the sliding-scale royalty regime
described above.
2. Calculate the gross revenues : 196 658 415€
If the applicable royalty rate is 5.5%, the amount of money disclosed by Areva as a royalty fee corresponds to 5.5%
of the gross revenues of the mine:
Royalty Fee= 5.5% * Gross Revenues
Gross Revenues = Royalty Fee/ 0.055
Gross Revenues (FCFA) = 7 094 970 527 / 0.055
Gross Revenues (FCFA) = 128 999 464 127
We calculate the price in euro s
Gross Revenues(€)= 128 999 464 127 / 655.957
Gross Revenues(€) = 196 658 415

3. Calculate the price: 78.38€/kgU
Using Soma"ir's production volume disclosed by Areva, w e can calculate the price:
Gross Revenues = Volume * Pri c e
Price = Gross Revenues/ Volume
Price (€/Ton) = 196 658 415 / 2509
Price (€/Ton) = 78 381
Price (€ /kgU) = 78.38

According to Areva's payments t o governments report, the extraction price for the uranium extracted from Nigerien
min es operated by Areva dec reased by almost 33 € pe r kilogram of uranium. The effect of a price decrease is
twofold :

1. With a lower valuation of th e uranium, the gross revenues generated by the mines are smaller
which means the royalty fee - a fraction of the gross revenues - are also smaller
2. With a lower valuation of the uranium, the profits of the mines are less important which
means the profitability of the mine is lower and the applicable royalty rate is the lowest
possible - 5.5%.
http://www.pwypusa .org/why-is-niger-still-losing-out-to-areva/
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Before the new contracts were signed in 2014, the price of uranium was fixed through direct negotiation between
Areva and Niger every couple of years. The latest known extraction price was agreed in 2013 and reached 73 000
FCFA per kgU (about 111€/kgU). Our analysis suggests that it was not applicable anymore in 2015.
Backing our analysis is the Strategic Partnership Agreement signed between Areva and Niger. When it was
released, civil society organizations paid attention to the provision stating that Areva would be subject to the 2006
mining law.

Excerpt from the Strategic Partnership Agreement signed between Areva and Niger in 2014

However, another provision in the document states that the extraction price of uranium for the two mines operated
by Areva will be calculated as follows:
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Excerpt from the Strategic Partnership Agreement signed between Areva and Niger in 2014

This rather complicated formula essentially means that the extraction price is to be indexed on both short-term
market prices (also called spot market prices) and long-term market prices.
Indexing the extraction price on market prices has lowered the value of uranium in Niger. In particular, the
indexation on spot market - spot contracts are traded at a lower price - has had an important impact on lowering
the price. The problem is Areva is not operating on spot contracts. Uranium extracted in Niger is systematically sold
to another subsidiary of the Areva group to be refined into nuclear fuel. This nuclear fuel is provided to Arevas
commercial partners - mostly on long-term contracts. For example, tlectricite de France has signed a contract with
Areva to secure a supply of 30,000 tons of uranium until 2035.
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2.

The formula used to va1ue uranium include an indexation on spot prices. It does not reflect
Areva's economic model.: Nigerien uranium is traded \Vithin the Areva group, refined in
Europe and sold on long-term contracts to nuclear power companies.
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The stark decrease in price had an important impact on revenues to the Nigerien government. With the new sliding
scale royalty regime, we calculated that Niger would have received an extra 15 million€ in royalty fees had extraction
price have been left unchanged at 111€/kgU.
Does a decrease in price benefit Areva?
Intuitively, a decrease in a mineral's price would not appear to benefit a mining company: the lower the price, the
lower the profits. However in this case, it does benefit Areva because of the way the company structures its
activities in Niger:

http:/NNvw.pwypusa.org/why-is-niger-still-losing-out-to-arava/
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To formally get ownership over the ur8-ni11m e ,rrclcted in the So,--ri,11, mines. A.reva and Sopamin U\reva's m1nry:ty
partner in the Somafr's mines) have to buy the uranium at extraction price - 78.38€/kgU. Areva buys this uranium
through its f\Jigerien branch before seili,1g it to another subsidiary that will ta:<e care of refining uranium. ,l\reva is
therefore not only a seller but also a buyer. It has an incentive to export uranium at a cheaper price: the cheaper the
uranium is. the better for the company that can refine and seli nuclear fuel at a lower price than competition.
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WelcorrLc to Extract-A-Fact
By Jana Morgan on June 22, 2016

Photo by Daniel Sallai available under a Creative Commons License

This post originally appeared on www.extracta fact.org on June 3, 2016

Publish What You Pay - United States (PWYP-US) is excited to launch the Extrac t-A-Fact proi ect!
"Are we getting a good deal on our natural resources?"
Extract-A-Fact will provide training modules detailing useful and creative ways to find, analyze, and visualize
extractives data, as well as blog posts from PWYP-US and our partners as we dig deeper into oil, gas, and mining
sector data to answer questions critical to communities impacted by natural resources.
Over the last 14 years Publish What You Pay coalitions around the world have advocated for a more transparent
extractives sector by petitioning governments to require oil, gas, and mining companies to publish what they pay
for the right to explore, develop, and extract natural resources. There are now mandatory disclosure laws in force in
over 30 countries, and the first company reports were released in 2015. These reports can be analyzed alongside
other data sources to get a more complete picture of a country's natural resource sector.
http://www.pwypusa.org/welcome-to-extract-a-facV
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academics, and other stakeholders to effectively analyze this data ancl out it to use to hold both companies and
governments accountable for how natural resources are extracted and managed.
In the corning weeks and months, we will feature biogs and training modules that will help readers er,hance their

Jbility to vvork •;vith and explore the data. But we also vvant to hear frcr"l you - Extract-,~.-Fact is 1:1 tended ta be a

collaborative space for those interested in working with the growing set of extractives sector data Pi ease tel! us
what questions you would like to answer, or if you wish to collaborate on a training or story.
"How do I make a map to shovv mining revenu es owed vs. revenues paid to my community?"
Th ese are exciting times F0r the transparency rnovernent, as the books are now being ooened on the oayrnents that
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- - - Help us spread the word - use #ExtractAFact to tell folks about this project!
Jana Morgan is the Director of PWYP-US, follow her on Twitter @janalmorgan and @pwypusa
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Over the 10 years that I have been involved with the
Publish What You Pay (PWYP) global network, the
coalition has expanded its reach and the breadth of
issues it works on, all while demon strating a clear
ability to affect global change. Our work has been
complemented and amplified by other global movements
focused on illicit financial flows, tax evasion, corporate
accountability and, more recently, open data. Despite
persistent chal lenges, the result of this collective work
is an extractive sector that is more transparent and
accountable than it was just a decade ago.
VVith greater transparency, the link between transparency and accountability is being
tested. Civil society is challenged to use new disclosures to change government policies,
company behaviour and even global systems. Despite many documented successes, the
complexity of both global corporate arrangements and the national laws/contracts that
govern the extractive sector, pose a serious analytical challenge. As this report shows,
companies can employ a wide array of legal and illegal means to reduce their payable taxes
and royalties, often in an environment where there is insufficient government oversight
This report responds to a persistent question: is my government receiving its fair share
of revenues from extractive sector projects? While no single report can specify what
constitutes a fair share for every resource project, by identifying and illustrating the
common pathways to government revenue loss in the extractive sector, this report wili
help stakeholders pinpoint mechanisms and policies that can safeguard critical revenues.
It will equally serve as a tool to enable deeper and more systematic analysis of data on
company payments to governments. A need made more pressing as new laws, such as that
in Canada, see hundreds of extractive companies report payments to governments around
the world every year.
Publish What You Pay has very successfully advocated for new laws and standards
that require that mining, oil and gas companies disclose the payments they make to
governments. We have equally worked for changes to standards that support contract
disclosure and transparency of company ownership, amongst other things. With new data
at hand, there is a growing focus on strengthening the mechanisms by which transparency
is used for accountability. At the global level, the PWYP network has recognized this
challenge and is developing different programs focused on using the data. At the national
level within the PWYP global network, there is a plethora of initiatives focused on putting
data to use. This report aims to enhance and enable those discussions; to be a critical tool
for those analyzing government revenues and fiscal regimes; and to be a platform for more
informed discussions about whether governments are receiving their 'fair share.'

Claire Woodside
Di rec tor, PWYP-Canada
Many Ways to Lose a Billion:
How Governments Fail to Secure a fair Share of Natural Resource Wealth

Risks to Revenues
Tax Incentives
• Accelerated depreciation
Tax Holidays
• Corporate tax exemptions

Production Volumes
Under-reporting production
Non-reporting of by-products

Sale Price
• Intra-firm sales agreements
• Excessive marketing fees
• Forward sales/ price hedging

Ineligible Costs
: Falsified or duplicate invoices
Misallocated Costs
Inflated Goods and Services
• Over-priced used machinery
• Transport (rail, ports, pipelines)
• Management fees

Debt Financing
• Thin capitalization
• Abusive interest rates
Resources for Development Consulting (2016)

How Governments Fail to Secure a Fair Share of Natural Resource Wealth
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Many Ways to Lose a Billion:
How Governments Fail to Secure a Fair Share of Natu ral Resource Wea lth

Arm's length transaction: A transaction where the buyer and
the seller have no significant prior re lati onship. As bot h partie s
see k to maximize their ow n interests, the re sulting sale pric e is
co nside red to be an approximation of fair market valu e.
Base erosion and profit shifting (BEPS): The company
practice of moving revenues and costs between different
jurisdictions (often through transfer mispricing) to minimize
t axation. Also an international process led by the OECD to
address government revenue loss.
Capital costs: Costs incurred after a decision has been made
to develop a project, including the costs of constructing
the site, installing equipment and purchasing machinery
(sometimes "capex").
Capital gains tax: A tax on the income gained when a capital
asset (o r a stake in a capital asset) is sold.
Corporate income tax: A tax assessed as a percentage of the
net profits of a company, after deducting allowable expenses
(sometimes "CIT").
Cost oil: The portion of oil production that is allocated
to the company to reimburse for past and current costs
(exploration, development, operating, etc.)
Cost recovery: The process of recouping the costs of
producing a commodity, usually established in the fiscal
regime.
Accelerated depreciation: A process by which the costs
of a capital asset can be deducted in full or in part against
reve nues accrued over a very short time period. This is a
common investment incentive.
Double taxation agreement (DTA): Treaties that seek to
avoid the t axation of the same income in both the host and
home country.

Many Ways to Lose a Billion:
How Govern me nts Fail to Secure a Fair Share of Natural Resource Wea lth

Fiscal regime: The set of terms, agreements, laws and regulations that together determine
how the revenues from extractive projects are shared between company and government
Fiscal instruments: Policy tools that enable governments to generate revenues, including:
bonuses, taxes, royalties, dividends and production entitlement, amongst others (sometimes
'fiscal terms").
Gross revenues: Total of all revenues collected from commodity sales (production" sales
price) without any deductions for costs or taxes (sometimes "project revenues").
Hedging: The practice of securing the value of future production as a means to insure
against price volatility.
Illicit financial flows: The movement of illegally acquired money across borders from
smuggling, corruption and tax evasion.
Investment incentives: A range of policy options that governments employ in order
to attract investors, including, but not limited to, full or partial deferral of taxes, capital
investment credits and accelerated depreciation (sometimes "tax incentives").
Long-term sales agreements: Contracts between two separate or related entities that
stipulate the price, or the formula for how the price will be determined, for future sales of
a commodity.
Net revenues: Income after expenses, according to the appropriate accounting rules
(sometimes "net income" or "profit").
Production sharing: A system where the oil produced ("profit oil") is divided between the oil
company and the government after the company has recovered its costs ("cost oil").
Production sharing contract: The principal contract between a government and a private
oil company setting terms for oil exploration and future production (sometimes "production
sharing agreement").
Profit oil: The portion of oil production that is split between the government and company
after cost oil has been deducted and allocated to the company.
Progressive fiscal regime: A set of tax terms that allows the government to capture a larger
share of revenues for more profitable projects.
Reference pricing: Establishing a commodity price that is not based on the invoice price but
rather on an international benchmark price, often with a formula for discounts or premiums
(sometimes "norm" or "benchmark" pricing).
Ring fencing: Establishing an economic perimeter around a project, often at the level of the
contract or concession, so that the company cannot offset the income inside the fenced
area with losses from other proj ects outside the fenced area.
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the commodity extracted.
Shell company: A corporate entity that serves as a vehicle for business transactions and

has no physical office or employees (sometimes "mailbox company").
Stabilization clause: A contractual provision assuring investors (and their lenders) of the

durability of the initial terms, particularly related to taxation.

T:n i\'loidan c: ,i; The legal practice of seeking to minimize a tax bill by taking advantage of a
loophole or exception to the rules, or adopting an unintended interpretation of the tax code.
Tax base: The revenue against which tax rates are applied, or the method of calculation set
out in contract or tax laws.
Tax evasion: The illegal non-payment or under-payment of taxes, usually by deliberately
making a false declaration or no declaration to tax authorities, declaring less income than
actually earned, or overstating deductions (sometimes "tax fraud").
Tax exemptions: The waiving of specific taxes that would normally apply, such as a valueadded tax or customs and excise duties.
Tax havens: Jurisdictions that attract economic activity to their territory by applying no or
minimal taxes. They are often also secrecy jurisdictions.
Tax holiday: An incentive designed to stimulate investment that reduces or eliminates
corporate taxation for a defined period of time.
Thin capitalization: The financing of an extractive sector project through a high level of
debt, with financing often provided by an affiliated company at high interest rates.
Transfer mispricing: The abusive manipulation of transfer prices, where affiliated companies
transfer goods or services between themselves at non-market prices.
Treaty shopping: The establishment of a legal entity in a specific country in order to obtain
the benefits of that country's double taxation treaty.
Windfall tax: An additional tax (e.g. resource rent tax) designed to allow the government to
capture a larger share of revenue for highly profitable projects.
Withholding tax: A tax levied on payments to non-residents, often applied to payments to
non-resident subcontractors as well as to foreign interest and dividend payments.
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Introductiort
Resource-rich developed and developing countries often fail to secure a fair share of their natural
resource wealth. The concern that multinational companies in general are not paying the taxes that
they should is hardly surprising. Since the financial crisis there has been outrage in both rich and
poor countries that companies from across many sectors are employing ever-more aggressive tax
avoidance strategies in order to maximize profits. 1 Revenue loss from the extractive sector, however,
is particularly important given the number of countries that depend on natural resource revenues for
a substantial portion of their annual budgets.
it ls impossible to quantify the scale of extractive sector revenue loss. Research on illicit financial flov,.:s
in Africa has concluded that the main source of government revenue loss is neither smuggling nor
corruption but rather company tax avoidance.2 The scale of potential loss seems to be in the billions of
dollars each year, though there are significant limits to the methodologies being employed. 3
Concern over tax leakage has resulted in a flurry of international activity in recent years. The Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) launched a major initiative to combat what it
terms "base erosion and profit shifting" (BEPS). Several OECD initiatives have been directly focused
on extractives, including policy dialogues on natural resource-based development and a dedicated
project on mineral pricing.4 The United Nations (UN) Tax Committee has mobilized around similar
issues, with a strong emphasis on the concerns of developing countries in the context of "Financing
for Development," 5 including specific work on the extractive industries.6 Other developments include a
new joint International Monetary Fund (IMF)/World Bank Group initiative on strengthening tax systems
in developing countries.
Risks to government extractive sector revenues have also been a prominent part of the Canadian
political landscape. There have been Parliamentary he arings on tax evasion,7 a private member's bill
seeking to close tax loopholes,8 and commitments by the Liberal party to reverse cuts to the Canada
Revenue Agency (CRA) and crack down on tax haven abuse.9 Concerns have been exacerbated
due to the commodity downturn and its impact on provinci al budgets, particularly in Alberta and
Newfoundland. Specific examples have also become part of the public debate, including the CRA's
reassessment of Cameco and Silver Wheaton 10 (See Textbox 2 and Textbox 7) and reporting on
marginal revenues from the diamond sector in Ontario. 11
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Great progress has been made over the past 15 years in bringing
transparency to what have historically been highly secretive
industries. 12 Revenue payment data is now publicly available
for nearly 50 countries participating in the Extractive Industries
Transparency Initiative (EITI). That data will become even more
useful following the decision to require project-by-project
reporting for all EITI countries. 13 Long-standing advocacy efforts
to require extractive companies to report on their payments to
government have taken a step backwards in the United States but
are now bearing fruit in the European Union, Norway and Canada.
For example, Canada expects over 700 companies to report
payments to governments in over 100 countries by the end of 2017.
There is growing concern, however, that we are entering a period
with lots of transparency but little accountability. Transparency
alone can be a deterrent to corruption. For greater transparency
to translate into increased extractive sector revenues the data
must be analyzed and that analysis must be used.
The growing volume of availabl e data represents both an
opportunity and a chall enge. Large volumes of high-quality data
make it possible to identify and analyze trends across regions,
countries and sectors. At the same time, when seeking to better
understand what taxes ought to be paid, and whether the level of
this taxation is fair for host countries, it can be hard to know where
to start Looking for revenue loss in the midst of the available
disclosure data can be like looking for a needle in a haystack.
There are many potential mechanisms through which companies
seek to reduce their payments to governments. But the pathways
to revenue loss are not unlimited. There are clear patterns to how
companies reduce payments to governments. Knowing what
to look for can help those seeking to conduct more effective
data analysis. This paper sets out a revenue risk assessment
framework, mapping th e main pathways through which
governments lose extractive sector revenues. 14
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This revenue risk asse ssment framework is designed to be used
by government officials who have responsibility for petroleum and
mining projects. It is also relevant for those outside government
who have a role in strengthening revenue accountability, including
parliamentarians, civil society organizations and journalists. Despite
progress in recent years to build capacity among these groups to
conduct revenue analysis, capacity remains uneven.
Within government s there is frequently a gap between those who
understand the sector but are primarily concerned with attracting
inwards investment and moving projects forward, and those
with mandates for revenue generation who are often excluded
from early contract negotiations and sometimes lack the sector
expertise necessary to anticipate the full range of revenue-related
risks. Defending a government's revenue interests requires
both the capacity and willingness to confront companies. The
American state of Alaska, for example, has spent hundreds of
millions of dollars in litigation in order to recover billions in lost
government revenue (See Textbox 11: Securing the Government
Take in Alaska). 15
For actors outside of government, there is a tendency to focus
on high-profile risks that are easy to analyze and for which data
is relatively easily available. The result is often greater attention
to royalties (a small, though important, source of government
revenue) than corporate income tax (the main source of revenue
for many extractive projects).
A comprehensive approach to revenue risk assessment is needed.
The full range of pathways to government revenue loss should
be considered before deciding which risks are most relevant to a
particular sector, company or project

Despite progress in recent years to buil d capacity among
parliamentarians, civil society organi·z8.tions and journalists
to conduct revenue analysis, capaci ty n1 rn a ins uneven.
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This report is based on a comprehensive review of
public domain information on risks to government
revenue from the extractive sector. 16 It draws from
material on fiscal regime design for the extractive
industries,17 on the challenges of tax administration, 18
and on recent guidance on managing transfer
mispricing risk in the mining sector.19
The analysis is grounded in the experiences
of resource-rich countries and their legal and
institutional responses to try to stem revenue loss.
Given the scale of the alleged abuses it is perhaps
surprising that it is difficult to find clear examples
of companies making use of the various pathways
to government revenue loss in the public domain.
Considerable effort has been devoted, therefore, to
identifying real-world case studies to illustrate the
specific nature of the risks in a more concrete way.

The analysis is grounded
in the experiences of
resource-rich countries
and their legal and
institutional responses to
try to stem revenue loss.

Several of the case studies were prepared specifically fo r this study. Many of the case studies come
from Resources for Development Consulting's extensive database of extractive sector tax avoidance
cases. Real-world examples are drawn from both petroleum and mining sectors, and from various
commodities within those categories. They are also drawn from a broad range of both developed and
developing countries, including Australia, Canada, Chile, Indonesia, Mongoli a, Mozambique, Sierra
Leone, Tanzania, Timor-Leste, Trin idad, Uganda and the Un ited States.
The study begins with a framework chapter that introduces a se ries of key concepts, including the
main fiscal instruments through which governments generate revenue from the extractive industries,
the important distinction between tax rates and the tax base against which those rates are applied, and
the role of subsidiaries in low-tax jurisdictions in the corporate structures of mu ltinational extractive
sector companies. It introduces a four-part framework for analyzing revenue risks: two related to tax
rates (contract terms and treaty shopping) and two related to the tax base (und er-reporting revenues
and over-reporting costs). The remainder of the report comprises sections examining each of these
four risks in detail.
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A Framework for
Assessing Revenue Risks
Securing a fair share of government revenue from extractive sector projects is
a two-step process: establishing a fair tax rate for the project at the outset, and
then protecting the tax base over the lifespan of the operation. Shortcomings
on either front can result in significant loss of government revenue. 20
Building on the basic distinction between tax rates and the tax base, the
table below provides a framework for considering the various ways in which
extractive sector revenue can be lost (See Textbox 1: Revenue Risk Framework
and Case Studies).

A Framework for Assessing Revenues Risks
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Risks to Revenues

Examples

Tax Incentives

•

Accelerated depreciation

Tax Holidays

•

cffi
LI.I::,
~z

Peru Mining: Accelerated depreciation
Mali Mining: Corporate tax exemptions

Corporate tax exemptions

Production Volumes

•
•

Under-reporting production
Non-reporting of by-products

Cor1go Brazzaville: pia1T1ond smuggling
Chile:Tax avoidance on tailings production

0~

C. LI.I
LI.I 0:::

v2

Cd
P=l

Cf
lo::: (..)

LI.I LI.I

C -,

zO

::> 0:::

C.

•
•
•

Intra-firm sales agreements
Excessive marketing fees
Forward sales/ price hedging

Uranium Sales: Cameco (Canada)
Natural Gas: Mozambique South Africa
Iron Ore Sales: Sierra Leone
Marketing Hubs: Australia/ Singapore
Chile Mining Company: False invoices

~
CTJ
"" ,1

Sale Price

Ineligible Costs
• Falsified or duplicate invoices

Indonesia: Cost recovery abandoned
due to abuse

ccn
Wl1- en

Misallocated Costs

Timor-Leste: Cost claims against

Inflated Goods and Services

producing block

OU

•
•
•

Alaska: Inflated pipeline and

0::: 0

C. 1-

w (..)

Cf
w
0::: -,

Over-priced used machinery
Transport (rail, ports, pipelines)
Management fees

wO

> 0:::
QC.

shipping costs
Tanzania: Inflated costs in the
mining secto r

Debt Financing

Chile: Mining company debt financin g

•
•

Chevron Australia: Financing costs

Thin capitalization
Abu sive int erest rate s

disa llowe d
Resources for Development Consulting (2016)
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Once the contract is signed
establishing the basic tax rate,
it is difficult for governments
to make changes.

Th e tax terms that should determine the proportion of extractive sector project

revenue allocated to the government are normally set out in both project-specific
contracts (host country agreements) as well as national tax and investment
laws and regulations. The sources of government revenue from extractive
sector projects are often different than for normal businesses. In the mining
sector, the mix of fiscal instruments commonly includes royalty payments and
corporate income tax (and increasingly a windfall or "resource rent" tax), while
in the petroleum sector a production sharing system is common, sometimes in
combination with a royalty payment and/or corporate income tax.
There are often concerns that governments have negotiated bad deals that will
see the bulk of project profits go to foreign companies. !n some cases these deals
appear to be the result of corruption, but in many cases they are likely the result
of the profound asymmetry of expertise between multinational companies and
relatively inexperienced government officials.
It is common for governments to offer investment incentives or tax holidays
in order to encourage companies to explore and produce. In some cases tax
holidays reduce or even eliminate corporate income tax. Once the contract is
signed establishing the basic tax rate, it is difficult for governments to make
changes. Extractive sector contracts normally contain stabilization clauses that
provide prntection for the investor from changes to the fiscal terms.
Companjes often seek to expand the set of tax breaks that apply to their project
by taking advantage of double taxation agreements through a process known as
treaty shopping. By creating subsidiaries in jurisdictions like the Netherlands or
Mauritius, companies can reduce or even eliminate a range of taxes, including
withholding taxes on the repatriation of interest and dividend payments,
management fees and capital gains on the sale of resource rights.

A Framework for Assessing Revenues Risks
Page 11
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The tax rate described above determines the categories of tax
and the corresponding percentages that should be paid to the
government These so-called "headline terms" tend to attract the
bulk of the attention in comparisons of fiscal regimes. For example,
an analysis of mining taxes commonly compares royalty rates in
percentage terms. While headline tax terms are important, it is at
least as important to evaluate the tax base against which those rates
will be applied. For example, a five percent royalty only becomes
meaningful when applied against the value of actual commodity
sales. Similarly, a 30 percent corporate income tax only becomes
meaningful when applied against company net (after-cost) income.
There are two basic paths through which the tax base can be eroded.
First, gross revenues can be under-reported. This can be done either
by reporting less production than has actually taken place or by
reporting a sale price below the fair market value. The second path to
tax base erosion is the inflation of project costs. Because the bulk of
government revenue normally comes from profit-based taxes - that
is taxes that are assessed on net (after-cost) income - inflated costs
can significantly reduce the tax base.
Protecting the tax base is challenging given the relatively high effective tax rate in the extractive sector. 21
The overall tax take in producing countries is normally much higher for parent companies incorporated in
OECD jurisdictions where the main tax liability would be corporate income tax, with rates often around 25
to 30 percent, than those in tax havens, where income taxes are extremely low or waived entirely.
The difference between the tax rates in different jurisdictions creates major incentives for companies
to minimize the tax base by both shifting profits out of high tax jurisdictions and shifting costs into high
tax jurisdictions. By doing this, companies minimize the tax payments that they will be required to make
in either home.or host countries, while maximizing the profits shifted to zero or low-tax jurisdictions.
The ability to i:nove revenues and costs between jurisdictions is based on the complex corporate
structures adopted by multinational corporations. 22 As shown in Figure 1, parent companies often
use conduit companies - subsidiaries incorporated in tax havens or other low taxjurisdictions 23
(See Textbox 2: Silver Wheaton Repatriates Unreported Income from Cayman Subsidiary 24 ) .
The parent company may have affiliates that are involved in purchasing commodities, providing
contractor services, and/or providing management services and financing.
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Using Subsidiaries
to Reduce Taxes

Money Flow:
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Corporate Control
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Governm.ent Revenue
In some countries, natural resource extraction is undertaken by state-owned enterprises. In most
countries, however, private companies are involved either as partners with state-owned companies or
acting independently. The challenge for governments is how to ensure that they maximize government
revenue even while encouraging inward investment by private companies.

The fiscal regime or framework determines both the
government's share of the revenue and the timelines for
revenue coming on stream (See Textbox 3: Benchmarks
for Assessing a "Good Deal"). This framework is set out
either in national legislation, or more commonly in projectspecific contracts. Fiscal frameworks evolve over time, but
normally the terms agreed at the outset govern the project
through its full lifecycle. There are many similarities, but
also important differences, between government revenue
generation in the mineral and petroleum sectors. 25
The extractive industries are fundamentally different
than other sectors of the economy due to the scale of
upfront investment required (frequently measured in the
billions of dollars), the timelines of the projects (often 25
years or more) and the potential for super-profits when
commodity prices spike. As a result, taxation of the
extractive industries is also different from other sectors of
the economy.

Tax Breaks and Government Revenue
How Governments Fail to Secure a Fair Share of Natural Resource Wealth

First, it is common for countries to offer exemptions from some taxes, including value-added
taxes, customs duties and excise taxes. Second, it is common for countries to supplement
the standard corporate income tax with resource-specific taxes, including royalties and
windfall (resource rent) taxes. Some countries use a royalty tax system for both the mining
and petroleum sectors, but many countries have chosen to use a production sharing system
for their petroleum sectors.
Production-based taxes: Production taxes or royalties are payments based on the quantity
of the resources extracted. 26 There are several different ways in which royalties are assessed,
including the volume of the commodity produced (e.g. a price per ton) and the value of
production (e.g. a percentage of the market price). In some cases, the royalty rate is linked
to the price of the commodity. Some countries also use profit-based royalties, though they
function more like an additional corporate income tax. In most cases, the royalty is paid from
the time that commercial production begins. Traditionally, production taxes were seen as
compensation for the depletion of a non-renewable asset Royalties are now more commonly
seen as a political necessity, guaranteeing at least some government revenue in the early
years of production before income tax payments begin.

Profit-based taxes: Income taxes are "profit-based," meaning they are assessed on project
income after deducting project costs. The percentage at which the rate is assessed may
be less important than the rules governing the calculation of the income against which it
will be applied. Income tax should represent the majority of the government take over the
lifetime of a mine, but may be delayed as companies recover the costs of their investments. 27
Increasingly, countries are putting in place "resource-rent taxes" that complement basic
income tax by applying a higher percentage tax to windfall profits.
Petroleum production sharing: The production sharing system, first developed by Indonesia
in the 1960s, has become the most common approach to petroleum development amongst
developing countries. As the name suggest, the main source of government revenue is
a share of the petroleum produced. It is based on a two-step process. First, production
is allocated to the company for the recovery of costs. Second, the remaining production
is split between the company and the government, normally on the basis of a sliding
scale responding to volumes of production or profitability. As the government's share
comes after costs have been recovered, it functions somewhat like a profit-based tax. 28
Many governments have supplemented the production sharing system with a royalty and
corporate income tax.
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Four benchmarks provide a useful starting point
for assessing whether a government negotiated
a good deal in return for the depletion of its nonrenewable resources.
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divisible (after-cost) revenue allocated to the
government over the life cycle of the project
Timing: As companies can normally recover their
investments quickly, the bulk of government
revenue comes later in the project life cycle.
Fiscal regimes that are 1'rearloacled'! may' ~t~iE:,_,~-generate little government revenue for five to
10 years.
Progressivity: The government's share of net
benefits should increase for more profitable
projects. Adding some kind of "windfall" tax can
make the overall fiscal regime "progressive."
As many fiscal regimes do not have a progressive
tax, the government would not capture a higher
share when commodity prices skyrocket, when
the gr.ade is particularly high, or when production
costs are particularly low.
Administration: Fiscal regimes are often
designed to be economically efficient - finding
an ideal balance between investor and
government interests - with little attention
given to their application in practice. From the
outset, fiscal regimes should be developed to
minimize vulnerability to company tax avoidance
strategies and to work within the capacity of
government tax authorities.

Tax Breaks a nd Government Revenu e
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When considering whether the government is securing
a fair share of extractive sector wealth, the initial
focus is on the fiscal terms negotiated for the project
In some cases, the lack of government revenue from
profitable projects has nothing to do with company
tax avoidance. It is the result of generous contractual
terms and investment incentives.
Tax holidays are an obvious example. During the
1990s, particularly in Africa, it was common for
governments to reduce or even waive the application
of corporate income tax for a defined period from the
start of the project There are many cases that could
be cited. In Mali, for example, contracts signed in
the 1990s commonly included a provision indicating
that no corporate income tax (the main source of
government revenue) would be paid for the first
five years. 29 The IMF has repeatedly warned that tax
competition was resulting in a "race to the bottom." 30
Tax holidays obviously reduce government revenue.
They also create incentives for companies to exploit
the resource quickly but inefficiently (a process
known as high grading) and can complicate tax
administration where multiple projects have differing
tax rates applying over different periods.

In Peru, little income tax was paid by the mining sector throughout
the 1990s. By the end of the 1990s combined income taxes from
mining were less than $100 million per year, amounting to about seven
percent of government revenues. As the benefits to companies frum
accelerated depreciation gradually declined, and as metal prices
increased, government revenues rose substantially. Between 2000 and
2006, the annual income tax revenue from mining companies rose from
$70 million to $1.8 billion, accounting for more than 40 percent of total
government revenue.
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How quickly companies are allowed to recove r
their capital costs is another investment incenti ve
that can have a significant impact on the timing of
government revenue.
Normally, for tax purposes, capital costs are
"depreciated." This means that only a portion
of the initial capital costs can be claimed in the
calcul ation of taxable income in any single year.
Extractive sector projects, however, are known to
be particularly capital intensive. Given the scale
of the upfront costs, it is normal for companies
to be allowed to recoup these costs rapidly. This
provision is known as "accelerated depreciation."
Due to accelerated depreciation, it is not
uncommon for companies to pay no income tax
at all during the first five to 10 years of production,
even when projects are very profitable (See
Textbox 4: Accelerated Depreciation in Peru 31 ).
vVhiie depreciation terms should be more
generous for extractive sector projects, in a
number of cases countries place no restrictions
at ail on the timeframe for claiming capital
expenses. 32 Accelerated depreciation delays
the onset of profit-based taxes early in the
project lifecycle. It can also reduce or even
eliminate profit-based tax payments immediately
following large capital investments during project
expansion, resulting in a short-term collapse of
government revenues. 33

Tax Planning,
Avoidance or
Evasion?
Tax planning reduces taxes in ways
that are consistent with the letter
and spirit of the law.
Tax avoidance, sometimes referred
to as aggressive tax planning,

reduces taxes in ways that are
inconsistent with the overall spirit
of the law. Tax avoidance is based

on activ"tles uni;le(Ptken before the
occ~ ce .of ta&: 1: ab'I ¥Tax evasion is a criminal act and .

tax

can also be called
fraud. It often
involves making a false declaration
to tax authorities declaring less
income than actually earned, or
overstating deductions. Tax evasion
is based on activities undertaken
after a tax liability has arisen.
As the defining line between
avoidance and evasion is often
unclear, this report uses the general
term tax avoidance to cover the
range of practices that fall outside
the spirit of the law, including those
that are illegal.
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Significant efforts are being made to strengthen
the capacity of government negotiators, including
the development of draft contract language (e.g.
the International Bar Association's Model Mining
Development Agreement34) and the provision of direct
negotiation support (e.g. African Legal Support Facility
or the World Bank's Extractive Industries Technical
Advisory Facility). Recognizing that it is hard to
anticipate all eventualities, it is also prudent to write
time-bound review provisions into contracts.
Extractive sector contracts commonly contain stabilization provisions stating that the basic economic
position of the company, as set out in the original contract, should be retained. International best
practice suggests avoiding or at least significantly limiting stabilization provisions. Too often in the
past, stabilization has provided one-way benefits. Companies have secured guarantees that their
economic position will not be undermined while at the same time ensuring that they can benefit from
any future changes. If stabilization is to be included, it should apply to only specific fiscal terms and
should be time-bound. In some countries, stabilization is offered only in return for an increase in royalty
or income tax rates.
Where broad stabilization clauses exist, there is strong pressure on governments to respect the
sanctity of the original terms, not only from companies but also from international actors such as
the World Bank and the IMF. Nevertheless, when circumstances fundamentally change renegotiation
is not only reasonable, it may be unavoidable. In fact, as oil prices rose through the 2000s, many
petroleum-producing countries in both the developed and developing world renegotiated their
contracts. 35 When managed badly, renegotiation can undermine credibility and make future
investors wary. Conversely, for projects that offer potentially game-changing government revenues,
the risks of maintaining overly generous contracts could well exceed the risks of over-riding
stabilization provisions. 36
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Treaty Shopping to
Expand Tax Exelllptions
Some taxes that would apply to an extractive sector project can be minimized
or even eliminated in cases where double taxation agreements (OT As) apply.
These bilateral treaties have been put in place over past decades in order
for companies to avoid being taxed twice on the same income - once in the
country where the income is earned and again in their "home" jurisdiction. 37
Increasingly, however, there is concern that treaties designed to avoid double
taxation are resulting in companies paying little or no tax.
Countries sign DTAs in the hope that offering tax concessions to specific
trading partners will encourage greater foreign direct investment Common
provisions in DTAs include reductions or exemptions in both withholding
taxes and capital gains taxes. Withholding taxes are imposed when funds are
transferred from a resident company to a non-resident company. Examples
can include a withholding tax on management fees and interest and dividend
payments. In addition to being a source of government revenue, withholding
taxes can also reduce the incentive for some forms of profit shifting. Capital
gains taxes are sometimes imposed when rights to a project, or a stake in a
project, are sold. DTAs also normally contain provisions on the exchange of
tax information. 38
'vVhether a country benefits from a DTA depends on whether it generates
sufficient additional Foreign Direct Investment (FOi) inflows to offset the
revenue loss due to these reductions and exemptions. Developing countries
have commonly entered into DTAs without careful analysis, often more as a
political gesture than a matter of careful tax policy. 39

Treaty Shopping To Expand Tax Exemptions
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Multinational corporations frequently create "conduit" or
"mailbox" companies in a specific jurisdiction in order to
obtain treaty benefits that would not be available directly
- a practice known as "treaty shopping." In the absence of
restrictions,"a treaty with one country becomes a treaty
with the rest of the world." 40
The Netherlands, home of the world's first corporation (the Dutch East India Company) is a highly
attractive location for multinationals to establish subsidiaries. Having concluded tax treaties with
more than 00 countries, routing money through a subsidiary in the Netherlands allows companies to
minimize withholding taxes on interest and dividends.41
The Netherlands' role in corporate tax avoidance strategies has attracted significant attention in
recent years. Mongolia and Malawi have both cancelled tax treaties with the Netherlands due to
concerns over lost revenue from mining projects (See Textbox 5: Mongolia Mining Revenues at Risk in
the Netherlands 4 2 ) .

Research has illustrated the widespread existence of mailbox subsidiaries in the Netherlands. It has
also revealed how the way in which Taxation Treaty benefits are exploited works at cross-purposes
to Dutch support for international development 43 In 2016, Oxfam Novib published a report asserting
that the Netherlands should be classified as a tax haven."'"' In response to external pressure, the Dutch
government initiated a review of its DTAs with 23 developing countries. 45 As of June 2016, the Ministry
of Finance reports that anti-abuse measures have been inserted into treaties with nine countries, with
negotiations currently underway in another 11. 46
Mauritius is another common country of concern, often for investments in Africa, as they have 16 tax
treaties with African countries. Deloitte, for example, has provided detailed advice to investors on how
to use Mauritius to minimize tax payments. 47
Some governments are now clearly alert to the risks. Indonesia cancelled a OTA with Mauritius in 2004
over allegations of treaty shopping and India is currently in the process of renegotiating its tax treaty with
Mauritius. The government of Uganda denied treaty benefits to Heritage Oil, for example, when it tried
to use Mauritius to dodge a major capital gains tax bill following their sale of oil rights (See Textbox 6:
Heritage Creates Mauritius Subsidiary in Attempt to Avoid Ugandan Tax 4 ~ ). Other countries, however,
may not have fully assessed the potential risks. Tax Justice Network Africa, for instance, is currently
fighting to stop a proposed OTA between Mauritius and Kenya. 4 9
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The nature of the abuse seems obvious: companies create subsidiaries
with the sole intent of securing treaty benefits that would otherwise
be unavailable to them. However, denying treaty benefits even
where the tax avoidance rationale is transparent has proven to be
difficult Uganda ultimately succeeded in securing a capital gains tax
payment from Heritage Oil (See Textbox 6: Heritage Creates Mauritius
Subsidiary in Attempt to Avoid Ugandan Tax) but there are relatively
few examples where countries contest treaty shopping and, of those,
many are lost in court 5° For example, the Indian Supreme Court, in
a case where OECD companies were using mailbox subsidiaries to
benefit from the India-Mauritius OTA, ruled that treaty shopping was
lawful in the absence of a specific anti-abuse provision. 51
Canada is another good example of the challenges of successfully denying treaty benefits. The CRA
has lost several cases, even though the evidence clearly demonstrates that the conduit company has
been created with the sole purpose of securing tax reductions through treaty benefits. 52 Canadian
courts have indicated that treaty shopping to minimize tax, on its own, is not illegal. 53
Trinidad and Tobago provides a clear example of the challenges of treaty shopping for a resource
rich country. Petroleum companies producing in Trinidad and Tobago with headquarters in the
United States and Canada have established subsidiaries in neighbouring countries covered by the
Caribbean Community (CARICOM) Tax Treaty (e.g. Barbados, Saint Kitts and Nevis), thereby avoiding
withholding tax on both dividends and interest As a result, Trinidad loses an estimated $200 million
per year. The government has been fighting these exemptions in the courts since 2005 without any
successful resolution.5"'
The OECD initiative on base erosion and profit shifting (BEPS) recognized the abuse of DTAs as a
significant source of lost government revenue. It suggested the adoption of a "principal purpose test"
where "the benefits of a double taxation convention should not be available where a main purpose for
entering into certain transactions or arrangements was to secure a more favourable tax position." 5 5
The principal purpose test has been adopted by the Netherlands in its DTA renegotiations. Revised
treaties negotiated with Malawi and Zambia, for example, state that "No relief shall be;available under
this Article if it was the main purpose or one of the main purposes[ ... ] to take advantage of this Article." 56
It remains to be seen, however, whether this "principal purpose" test would deny treaty benefits to
extractive sector companies that will undoubtedly argue that their Dutch subsidiaries were created for
reasons other than to minimize withholding taxes.

Denying treaty benefits even where the tax avoidance
rationale is transparent has proven to be difficult.
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Under-Reporting Project Revenue
When assessing the fiscal terms that govern extractive projects, there is a common tendency
to focus on the main fiscal terms: the percentage rates for the payment of royalties and
income tax, or the government's share of post-cost production. This is particularly the case
in countries where there is a widespread belief that the government is not reaping adequate
rewards in the face of the depletion of their non-renewable assets. In such circumstances,
there is often a call to redesign the fiscal system and even renegotiate the terms of existing
contracts. A good example of this is the series of fiscal changes in Zambia that have been
implemented, and subsequently revoked. 57 However, in many cases where government
revenues are not meeting expectations, the reason is not the percentage rates associated
with the main fiscal terms but rather the tax base against which those rates are applie~.
The starting point in protecting the tax base is to ensure accurate reporting of the components
that comprise overall project revenue: the quantity and quality of the commodity produced and
the resulting market value. Under-reporting gross project revenue results in a reduction of all
the main government revenue streams. Production-based taxes such as royalties are reduced,
where they are a percentage of the sale value. Profit-based taxes - including corporate income
tax, resource rent taxes and petroleum production sharing- are reduced because taxable
income falls while costs remain unchanged (See Annex 1).

Under-Reporting Project Revenue
How Governments Fat! to Secure a Fair Share of Natural Resource Wealth

Any assessment of the tax base must start with the
volume of resources actually produced. This is more
difficult than it sounds.
Alluvial production, including gemstones and gold,
is vulnerable to under-reporting, particularly in the
artisanal and small-scale mining sectors. In many
cases these commodities are simply smuggled out
of the country, resulting in no reported income at all.
In the early 2000s, for example, Congo-Brazzaville
was a significant exporter of diamonds. According
to the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), most of
the diamonds came from the DRC and were being
smuggled into neighbouring Congo-Brazzaville in
order to take advantage of lower export taxes (two
percent versus three percent in the surrounding
countries). More importantly, Brazzaville made no
effort to accurately value the diamonds, allowing
the export tax to be imposed on a fraction of their
true value. A Kimberley Process review mission
concluded that Brazzaville produced few, if any, of
its own diamonds, and the country was temporarily
excluded from the certification scheme. The
following year, DRC diamond exports increased by
more than 65 percent 58
Even in large-scale production, there is a risk that
production volumes are not accurately reported.
For example, a recent report by the OECD on risks
associated with assessing the value of mineral
production notes that "companies may engage in
straight tax evasion by misreporting the value of
product shipments they are making." 59 One particular
area or concern is the non-reporting of valuable
mineral by-products. Copper concentrate, for
example, commonly contains gold, silver, nickel and
cobalt that are separated at the smelting stage. To
illustrate the potential revenue risk, the OECD report
offers a scenario of a copper-producing developing
country exporting $1.9 billion copper concentrate,
including $120 million in gold. In this specific
scenario, undervaluing the copper by 10 percent
and failing to report the gold contained in the
concentrate results in the loss of around $40 million
in annual government revenue. 60
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Determination of the volum e of petrol eum produced is easier th an for most minerals
as the methodolo gies for measurement are widely accepted. Nevertheless, careful
government monitoring is essential. The Norwegian government, for example, employs
five individuals to ensure the accurate metering of petroleum production and export
The Norwegian Petroleum Directorate notes "even small deviations in the volume of
production can have a significant impact on government revenues." In their example,
an error of just 0.35 percent at one of their metering stations would amount to a loss of
four million NOK (US$660,000). 61 In the United States, the Government Accountability
Office noted that while oil and gas produced from federal leases generated over
$6.5 billion in government revenue, the "Department of the Interior's measurement
regulations and policies do not provide reasonable assurance that oil and gas are
accurately measured." 62
Ensuring fair taxat ion depends not only on tracking the volumes produced, but also
that they are applied against each relevant fiscal instrument Chile, for example,
imposes a special mining tax (IEAM) on the sale value of the minerals produced after
deducting direct costs and expenses. Some companies were paying this tax only
on minerals extracted from the mine itself, but not on minerals produced from old
tailings. The discrepancy was uncovered during an audit The companies defended
their position, claiming that the I EAM applied only to new production. The tax
authority, however, cl aimed that th e mining code was clear that "extraction" applied
to production from the tailin gs as well, a position ultimately accepted by the country's
Supreme Court 63
The solution to protecting government revenues from under-reporting of production is
effective monitoring of both the quantity and quality of the natural resources extracted
and exported. Although this may seem obvious, in many jurisdictions reporting on
production is based on self-assessment and there is little government oversight
Tanzania only began tracking the quantity and quality of mineral production with the
creation of the Tan zani a Mineral Audit Agency, while Zambia has recently launched a
project to independently monitor copper production. 6 4
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Even where the qua ntity and quality of prod uction is
c1ccurc1tely reported, under-reporting sale va lu e can
ero de th e tax base. Th ere are many ways in which the
val ue of the commo dity can be und er-rep orted, most
of whic h involve selling the commodity to an affiliated
com pa ny involved in trading, m arketing or processing.
Long-term sal es agreements provide a deg ree of revenue predictab ility and are often necessary
to sec ure proj ect financing. However, they also presen t significant risks to government revenu es.
In some case s, th ey may allow for ge ne rous deduc tion s. In other cases, they may contain form ulas
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The risk that minerals are being undervalued was raised repeatedly by mineral exporting countries
and Civil Society Organization s (CSOs) as part of the OECD BEPS initiative. 65
According to a recent OECD report,"One rel atively straightforward form of base erosion is for
MN Es [multinational enterprises] to sell mineral produ cts to a related entity abroad at prices
below equivalent sales to unrelated parties, thereby moving sales revenue and profits offshore,
to take advantage of lower tax rates abroad." 66 For example, Cameco, a Canadian uranium mining
company, signed a long-term sal es agreement with an affiliated company based in a low-tax
canton in Switzerland, significantly reducing its tax liabilities in Canada (Textbox 7: Cameco Sells
Cheap Uranium to Swiss Subsidiary67 ).

Cameco Corporation (TSX) produces almost 20 percent of the world's
uranium from mines in Saskatchewan, the US and Kazakhstan.
In 1999, Cameco established a subsidiary (Cameco Europe Limited) in
the low-tax canton of Zug Switzerland (effective tax rate of 10 percent,
compared with 27 percent in Canada). Cameco then signed a contract
with its Swiss subsidiary to purchase Canadian uranium at a fixed
price for 17 years. The price is confidential but spot prices were US$10/lb
in 1999, US$140 in 2007 and around US$40 in 2016.
The Canada Revenue Agency began reassessing Cameco in 2008 based on transfer pricing violations.
They argue that the Swiss subsidiary existed only to avoid Canadian tax (it has a Board of Directors and
CEO, but no employees and no office in Zug) and that no independent company would have signed such
an unfavourable agreement
The revised tax bill for 2003-2009 is reported to be $820 million CAD. Audits continue for 2010-2015 and the
total tax liability could be as high as $2.2 billion CAD. Court proceedings began in early 2017.

Under-Reporting Project Revenue
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Long-term sales agreements, particularly between
affiliated companies, appear to be a feature of all
commodities in both the petroleum and mining sectors.
The scale of potential revenue loss, however, seems
to be greater for some commodities, parti cul arly those
that do not have clear international market prices.
Natural gas, for example, is hard to transport from
source to market and must be transported via pipeline
or liquefaction (Liquefied Natural Gas). The scale of
the required capital investments means that the gas is
normally sold through long-term sales agreements.
A lack of attention to the terms of these agreements can
cost governments billions of dollars (See Textbox 8:
Natural Gas Sales Agreements and Government
Revenue Loss 68 ).

Sales agreements can also involve explicit discounts
for investors. In Sierra Leone, for example, an investor
discount on the sale of iron ore resulted in reduced
royalty and tax payments (See Textbox 9: Sierra Leone
Iron Sold at Discount to Affiliated Company6 9).

Larger extractive companies frequently have
subsidiaries dedicated to the trading and marketing of
the commodities that they produce. These subsidiaries,
often created in low-tax jurisdictions, represent a
significant risk for transfer mispricing. First, there is a
risk that the sale price between affiliated companies
does not reflect the true market value. Second, it is
often difficult for producing countries to evaluate what
are legitimate versus illegitimate costs involved in
marketing and trading.
Some countries have taken action to minimize the
revenue loss due to profit shifting through marketing
hubs (See Textbox 10: Mining Giants Profit Shift
using Singapore Marketing Hub 70 ). In other cases,
governments are aware of the scale of potential
losses, but find it difficult to find effective remedies.
In Trinidad and Tobago, for example, petroleum
companies sell liquid natural gas (LNG) to their own
marketing subsidiaries at about $4 per tonne below
the average price of the three relevant benchmarks.
Annual production amounts to more than 10 million
tonnes, resulting in a potential under-reporting of
gross revenues of more th an $40 million. In addition,
the LNG is sold to the marketing subsidiaries at a
further discount of about five percent 7 t In many
other countries these profit-shifting techniq ues go
undetected.

One natural gas project in
Mozambique involves the South
African energy giant Sasol selling
gas from Mozambique to an
affiliated conJPany in South
Africa. While he fiscal terms for
the project are very generous,
the main source of government
revenue loss is the gas sales
agreement Sasol sells the gas
to its affiliate in South Africa at a
fraction of the value of the gas in
he So t
f ·can arket

that incl ~ded a price cap of $3.80/
mmbtu. When Asian LNG import
prices skyrocketed to more than
$15/mmbtu Yemen failed to secure
any additional benefits. Reports
suggest that Yemen renegotiated
the contracts to increase the
price cap to more than $7/mmbtu,
which could result in annual
government revenues increasing
from $300 million to $1 billion.
Similarly, Equatorial Guinea
had a comparable experience
in LNG sale contracts with
BG. In that case, the sale price
was benchmarked against the
American gas market (HP.nry Hub),
as that was the target destination.
When US prices plummeted, BG
began to sell the gas in Asia for
around $15/mmbtu while paying
tax on the US benchmarked price
of around $3 and making an extra
$1 billion in profit each year.

Under-Reporting Project Revenue
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Significant transfer mispricing risks exist
where rnlated companies are involved in both
producing and refining commodities. For example,
Kenmare Resources pie (Ireland) operates the
Moma titanium mine in Mozambique through
two Mauritius subsidiaries. One subsidiary is
responsible for mining operations and was able
to secure generous tax terms, including a three
percent royalty on the value of minerals sold and
a 50 percent reduction in corporate income tax
over the first 10 years of production. The second
subsidiary is responsible for processing and
operates ·under ~xport promotion tax terms with
no taxes assessed during the first six years and
a one percent tax on turnover thereafter. 72 There
is, therefore, a very strong incentive for Kenmare
Mining to reduce the tax it pays by selling at
. 73
below market price to Kenmare Processing.
While the tax authorities are aware of the risk,
it is difficult to determine what an arm's length
transfer price would be for the titanium ore before
processing.

Reports suggest that through 2013
and 2014, Tonkolili ore sold at an
average discount of 25 percent to
the benchmark price, due in part to
a $5/t investor discount for sales
to Shandong Iron & Steel (Hong
Kong). In 2014, Shandong had
the right to purchase 6.5 million
tons, accounting for nearly 50
percent of total mine production,
at the discounted price. Estimates
suggest that overall customer
discounts resulted in $5.9 million in
lost royalty payments, even though
the Mines and Minerals Act of
2009 explicitly excludes discounts,
commissions or deductions in the
calculation of royalties.

The examples offered above provide only a
sample of the ways in which transactions
between affiliated companies can lead to underreporting of project revenues. There are many
more. For commodities that depend on significant
transportation infrastructure (e.g. railways and
ports or pipelines), royalties and taxes are often
calculated after deducting transportation costs.
If affiliated companies own the transportation
infrastructure they have a strong incentive to shift
profits from the producing company (high tax
rate) to the transportation company (low tax rate).
Company pricing structures can also be used for
profit shifting. In order to manage price volatility,
companies often engage in forward sales
(also known as hedging) where they sell future
production at a predetermined price. For sales
between affiliated companies, however, it can be
difficult for the government to distinguish between
contracts designed to manage risk compared to
• • •
½-~_,74 n~~ ~~Ju½-:~~
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is to "quarantine" all hedging efforts so that
hedging losses can only be offset against hedging
gains, and not against overall project revenues. 75
I
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Mining giants BHP Billiton and Rio Tinto both have
marketing hubs based in Singapore - a jurisdiction
identified by both the International Monetary Fund
and the United States as a tax haven. The difference
in tax rates creates a strong incentive to shift profits.
According to Rio Tinto, the tax rate in Australia
(including royalties) can be as high as 57 percent,
while the tax rate in Singapore is no more than five
ere t-and a.Y. be s ow s zero.

The scale of the abuse led the ATO to issue detailed
guidance in 2017 on transfer pricing and marketing
hubs. Companies have 12 months to reassess
past tax assessments without incurring additional
penalties. In the meantime, the Senate Committee
has widened its inquiry into company tax avoidance
to including the country's burgeoning liquid natural
gas (LNG) sector.

II.
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Under-Reporting Project Revenue

Some commodities are much more
vulnerable to mispricing than others.
Several examples are offered below.

:Mining
Gold: Low risk. The transportation and processing costs are marginal
and the market price is comparatively easy to establish.

Copper: Medium risk. Copper is sold in multiple forms (concentrate vs.
cathodes), often to affiliated companies. Transportation infrastructure
is also often owned and operated by affiliated companies. International
market prices are available but various charges and penalties are
deducted as part of a normal sales contract76

Diamonds: High risk. As with all gemstones, expert analysis (often
parcel by parcel) is required, particularly on gem-quality diamonds,
in order to assess their market value.

Petroleum
Oil: Medium risk. Large volumes are commonly sold through national
oil companies and the marketing arms of major oil companies.
These risks are partly offset by the existence of clear international
benchmark prices and well-established discounts/premiums for
quality differences.

Natural gas: High risk. Unlike oil, gas is hard to transport and requires
either pipelines or liquefaction. There is no international market price,
though there are regional bend1iT1arks. Most gas is sold through
long-term sales agreements and bad terms can significantly reduce
government revenues.

Under-Reporting Project Revenue
How Goverrments Fail to Secure a Fair Share of Natural Resource Wealth

To mitigate the risk of undervalued production, resource
prices may be assessed based on prices listed on international
exchanges, or by specialized firms that offer pricing services.
For oil, one common method of valuation is to take the average
value of sales to non-affiliated companies at the end of each
month or quarter. However, as the case study of Alaska
demonstrates, this solution remains vulnerable to abuse (See
Textbox 11: Securing the Government Take in Alaska 77 ). Even
where sufficient arm's length transfers exist, companies commonly
manipulate the "average" price to their advantage. In 2006, "the
United Kingdom revised its petroleum valuation rules to curb
substantial tax losses resulting from this kind of manipulation." 7 s
Reference prices are one way to manage this risk. Norway, for example, uses a system of "norm prices"
for petroleum valuation, rather than depending on the price established through non-affiliated sales.
A Petroleum Price Board made up of representatives of Government Ministries establishes a reference
price for each oil field, taking into account input from companies. This price is then used for all
sales, including both affiliated and non-affiliated parties. 7 9 Nigeria establishes reference prices for
their oil fields and then calculates taxes based on the higher of either the reference price or the
actual sale price.so
Pricing is of even greater concern in the mining sector. The OECD project on "Addressing Information
Gaps on the Prices of Mineral Products" has provided useful case studies on gold, copper and iron
and a checklist to assist revenue authorities in identifying potential risks. st
The starting point is to work from international price benchmarks. However, the prices of some
commodities are not listed on international exchanges. Furthermore, resource prices may vary
depending on the quality of the resource and transportation costs. In such cases, tax authorities
may need to rely on the sector ministry to provide market intelligence and monitoring to establish
credible export prices.
Reference prices can also be established in the mining sector. In Chile, for example, the value
of a metric ton of fine copper is determined by the Comisi6n Chilena del Cob re (Chilean Copper
Commission) according to the average value of Grade A Copper as posted on the Metal Exchange.s 2
Many African countries - including Guinea, Tanzania and Zambia - use reference prices to determine
the tax base against which royalties are assessed. Reference prices seem less common in the
determination of the tax base against which corporate income tax is assessed.s 3
Awarene ss of the risks is an essential first step. Valuation provision s in contracts commonly establish
the point of vc1lui1tion: in the mining sector it may be the min e gate or the port of export and in
the petroleum sector the wellhead or the entry flange to a pipeline. Valuation provisions can also
establish alternative procedures where the bulk of the sal es are to an affiliated company. In many
cases, however, contracts will contain stabilization provi sion s, making it difficult for the government
to impose new approaches to valuation, even where the ri sks to government revenue are clear.

Under-Reportmg ProJect Revenue
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The challenges of securing a fair share of revenues
are not limited to developing countries. Over a 25year period, "one dollar out of every six that Alaska
received from its oil development was obtained
through legal challenges to the industry's original
payment"

Between 1977 and 1994, the Alaskan Department of
Law reported that it had paid contract lawyers and
accounting specialists from 30 different companies
a total of more than $217 million to follow up on
these legal claims. The money was well spent as this
litigation resulted in addjtional company payments
to government of $2.7 billion. By 2000, litigation
had produced an additional $10.6 billion in revenue,
including $6.8 billion in direct payments for taxes and
royalties, and an additional $3.8 billion in increased
taxes and royalties related to reassessing pipeline
transportation costs.

Under-Reporting Project Revenue
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Inflating Costs to
Underinine the Tax Base
Experiences in resource-rich developing countries suggest that ineligible and inflated costs are an
important source of lost government revenue. Inflating project costs reduces government revenue
because it lowers net (after-cost) income upon which profit-based taxes are assessed.

In some cases, costs claimed are simply ineligible.
In extreme cases, false invoices are filed even when
no work was actually done (See Textbox 12: False
Invoices from Chilean Mining Company84 ).
More commonly, claims are made for costs that
should be excluded, but are often not caught by
the relevant authorities. Case study evidence
demonstrates that this includes companies seeking to
claim expenses that: were incurred prior to the signing
of the contract; were for the personal interests of
expatriate employees and families; involved duplicate
invoices for goods or services that have already been
expensed; and which are clearly ineligible, such as
costs related to mergers and acquisitions, or transfers
in participating interests (See Textbox 13: Indonesia
Abandons Cost Recovery Due to Abuse).
The revenue impact of accepting ineligible costs is heightened in a production sharing system
where the main source of government revenue is their share of overall production (termed "profit oil").
Profit oil is divided between the company and government only after "cost oil" has been allocated
to the company to reimburse eligible project costs. Any increase in project costs results in a
decrease in available profit oil. Where increased expenses are legitimate, both the company and
the government suffer. There is simply less "profit oil" to be shared. But where ineligible or inflated
expenses are accepted, the company receives the full value in cost oil rather than only a portion of
the value through profit oil. (See Textbox 13: Indonesia Abandons Cost Recovery Due to Abuse).
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There are al so strong incentives for companies to
misallocate costs between different categories and,
for some fiscal regimes, between different concessions
or blocks.
Most fiscal regimes draw a clear distinction between
capital costs (e.g. permanent infrastructure and
machinery) and annual operating costs (e.g. salaries and
consumables such as fuel). Operating costs can be fully
claimed in the year in which they were incurred.
In most cases, however, capital costs are "depreciated,"
meaning that they are claimed over a series of years.
The depreciation of capital costs affects the timing of
government revenues. Companies therefore have an
incentive to clas sify costs as operating costs when they
should in fact be classified as capital costs. Auditors
from India have highlighted the revenue risks due to the
misclassification of costs between the different project
phases (exploration, development and production) and
also between capital and operating costs. 85

Companies have an
incentive to classify
costs as operating costs
when they should in
fact be classified as
capital costs.

Costs can also be misallocated between different blocks or con ce ssions. It is common, particularly
in the petroleum sector, for operations to be "ring-fenced" at the level of the contract area or block.
This means that revenues, costs and taxes are calculated separately. Costs can only be recovered,
therefore, from future production within the same block. Thus, particularly during the exploration
phase, companies can benefit from allocating costs to those blocks that hold the greatest prospect
of future production. For example, seismic testing, which is often carried out across multiple blocks,
could be disproportionately allocated to a highly prospective block in order to increase the likelihood
that the bulk of the costs could be recovered. A concrete example comes from Timor-Leste, where
a well d:illed in an area to be handed back to the government (relinquished) was claimed against a
producing block (See Textbox 14: Timor-Leste Loses Revenue Due to Misallocated Costs 8 6 ) .
A similar dispute is underway in Ghana's oil sector where companies are seeking to claim secondgeneration project development costs against first-generation project revenues. 8 7
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In other cases, the price of legitimate goods and
services are intentionally inflated. Transfer mispricing is
of particular concern for transactions between affiliated
companies. In the mining sector, inflating costs allows
companies to shift profits out of the producing country,
often to a subsid iary in a low-tax jurisdiction. In a
production sharing system, inflated costs represent a
direct revenue stream to the company through the cost
recovery process.
In Ghana, for example, civil society groups alleged
there was significant transfer mispricing in the
construction of a processing facility of a natural gas
project financed through $3 billion in oil-backed
Chinese loans. Documents revealed that a competitor
could have built a superior facility at a cost savings
of $40 million. The Civil Society Platform on Oil and
Gas stated: "It is suspected that Sinopec International
Petroleum Service Corporation (SI PSC) has overpriced
the materials - both the power plant and pipes - by
building hidden costs purportedly occasioned by an
arrangement with S_IPSC's special purpose subsidiary
offshore firm called SAF Petroleum Investments (FZE),
which is registered .in Dubai." 88 The Ghana National
Gas Company claims that it reviewed its own tendering
process and found the claims without substance
or merit There is no indication that any follow-up
investigation was undertaken.
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General and administrative costs are often a specific point of contention between host governments
and ext1c1dive Gurrq.Jdr1ies. iviuitinationai companies commoniy incur iegitimate costs outside the host
country and these are, by definition, transactions with affiliated companies. Support can be in the form
of business overhead (e.g., accounting services, human resources management and training, marketing
support, procurement), IT services (e.g., software and hardware support, systems acquisition), and
proprietary specialized functions and technologies.
One way to analyze management costs is the proportion of overall project revenue allocated to
those costs. A recent study of a gold mine project in Zimbabwe revealed that, by agreement with
the government, the company is authorized to charge a pre-determined fee for the provision of
management services that has amounted to seven to nine percent of gross project revenues in rec ent
years." 1 An analysis of Paladin's uranium mine in Malawi revealed $134 million in management fees over
five years, which amo unted to one-fifth of overall revenue for a mine suffering from depressed uranium
prices. Perhaps not surprisingly, the fees were paid to a subsidiary in the Netherlands, allowing the
company to also avoid the withholding tax. 90 In Guinea, a mining subcontractor was found to be paying
30 percent of total revenue in management fees to its parent company. An audit found that many of
the services provided were not likely to be required by the subcontractor in Gu inea.91
The costs assigned to the project should be fair, reasonable and in line with the market Ideally, clear
legislation, regulations and procedures should determine what proportion of indirect costs incurred
by an associated company is allowable. In order to limit the potential for abuse, some countries place
a cap on the level of head office expenses. Mozambique, for example, allows head office costs of five
percent of overall project costs below $5 million but only 1.5 percent of overall project costs over $10
million. 92 While a cap can limit the scale of potential abuse, companies may interpret it less as an upper
limit and more as an entitlement

A specific area of great potential risk to government
revenues is intra-firm financing for capital investments.
According to the IMF,"With interest deductible under
the CIT [corporate income tax] and low or no withholding
taxes, an obvious way to shift profits out of high tax
jurisdictions is by lending to them through low tax ones." 93
There are two separate dimensions to debt financing.
First, there is the question of the relative proportion of
company debt compared to company equity used to fund
capital costs. Many tax regimes put a limit on the debtto-equity ratio in order to avoid excess debt financing, a
phenomenon known as "thin capitalization." Second, there
is the question of whether the interest rate charged on the
debt is excessive. 94 As with transfer mispricing, affiliated
companies often provide the financing. This raises the
risks that interest rates are not based on arm's length
"market" prices but are rathe r designed to inflate costs
that are deductible against taxable income.
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Debt financing represents a major risk to government revenues. In Chile, for example, a copper mine
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a subsidiary in Bermuda. The true profitability of the mine was revealed when it was sold for $1.3 billion
(See Textbox 15: Debt Fin,rncing Undern1 ines Chilean Revenues 95 ).
Recent research highlights the prominence given to the issue by representatives of tax authorities in
Africa. 96 In one report, the IMF highlights an unnamed African country where $100 billion in investment
in the gold mining sector was almost entirely debt financed. 97 In another example, a gold mine in Guinea
had been operating for 20 years without paying any corporate income tax due to hundreds of millions
of dollars in debts, mostly coming from its parent company. When confronted, the company reduced its
declared debt load to $23 million, resulting in a payment of $13 million in corporate income tax. 9 a
The risks that debt financing pose to government revenue are clear in the petroleum sector as weli.
For example, the tax office in Australia recently prevailed in court against abusive debt financing
between two Chevron subsidiaries (See Textbox 16: Chevron Intra-Firm Financing Costs Disallowed 99 ).
Production sharing agreements can be particularly vulnerable to debt financing when contractual
provisions allow for interest payments to be both recoverable costs and legitimate deductions
against taxable income. A range of measures exists to limit revenue loss through debt financing. Thin
capitalization rules restrict debt to equity limits. Restrictions can be placed on the rate of interest,
often a mark-up on an international benchmark such as the London Overnight Banking Rate (LIBOR).
An alternative approach is to restrict interest to a percentage of profits, commonly referred to as an
"earning stripping rule." 100
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Effective monitoring and auditing is essential to counter
the risk that company cost claims are excessive. Tanzania's
Mineral Audit Agency is a commonly cited example of
a case in which comprehensive auditing has secured
significant revenue dividends (See T! At ti.-i< 17: T .1; 1.:;1:1i:1·,~
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Transfer mispricing represents a major challenge to tax administrations in both developed and
developing countries. 102 Contracts normally contain clauses requiring that all transactions between
affiliated companies are based on arm's length prices, but these are notoriously difficult to enforce.
There has been considerable effort recently to address these issues within international fora (e.g.
OECD BEPS and UN Tax Committee) as well as through capacity-building efforts supported by the IMF,
World Bank and Norway.
Constraining transfer mis pricing requires a combination of clear laws and strong capacity. For
developed countries, there have been some high-profile victories, including the recent Chevron case
in Australia (See Textbox 16: Chevron Intra-Firm Financing Costs Disallowed). But there have also
been many losses, including the Transocean cases in the United States and Norway (See Textbox 18:
Transocean: The Challenge of Taxing a Drilling Company 103 ).
South Africa's experience provides a useful perspective. Clearly the strongest tax authority in subSaharan Africa, the revenue authority has a dedicated transfer pricing audit team of 20 people covering
all sectors. Reports suggest that 30 audits between 2012 and 2015 resulted in adjustments totalling
nearly $2 billion, generating about $500 million in additional government revenue. 104 However, it does
not appear that there has been a successful prosecution for transfer mispricing in South Africa. The
challenges of administrative capacity are not limited to the revenue authority; they extend to the
courts, where judges may lack the capacity to truly understand a complicated transfer mispricing case.
The head of the Tax Review Committee, for examp·:e, said that he was "not sure that we have a judge
that can hear a transfer pricing case at this point" 105
For developing countries the challenges are immense, with a recent review of Africa showing major
weaknesses in both legislation and administrative capacity to manage the risks of transfer mispricing. 106
Representatives of tax authorities from Latin American countries have also highlighted similar
challenges. 107
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Government Revenue
There are many different pathways through which government extractive sector revenues are lost
Closing off one pathway is of little benefit if other pathways remain unchecked. Protecting revenues
that should ultimately provide benefits to citizens therefore requires a comprehensive approach.

Obviously, badly negotiated deals guarantee that
governments do not secure a fair share of their natural
resource wealth. Securing better extractive sector deals
is a well-established component of both civil society
advocacy and international donor support Progress
on the disclosure of extractive sector contracts and
the beneficial owners of companies will help. The nowstandard guidance to embed all (or nearly all) fiscal
terms in national legislation rather than project-specific
contracts will reduce the discretion left to government
negotiators. Model contracts, appended to national
legislation, can play a similar role where project-specific
negotiations continue. International support to assist
governments in those negotiations has also been widely
endorsed, though its practical impact is difficult to assess.
Continued vigilance is needed as bad deals are still being
negotiated 100 and companies continue to be offered tax
breaks, particularly during commodity price downturns.
One crosscutting lesson is the importance of building
the capacity for adaptation into contracts by limiting
stabilization and including a timeframe (e.g. five years) for
a formal review of fiscal terms.

Next Steps in Protecting Government Revenue
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Companies commonly exploit DTAs in order to reduce or eliminate an additional set of
taxes, primarily on the repatriation of interest and dividend payments and on the taxation
of capital gains. These taxes are not the main sources of government revenue from the
extractive sector. Nevertheless, tens of millions of dollars can be lost (sometimes more)
when companies secure treaty benefits by creating a shell company in a jurisdiction with
generous treaty terms. From a developing country revenue perspective, DTAs warrant
much more careful analysis. It appears that one arm of government often promotes DTAs
more as a signal of the desire for greater economic interaction, without fully appreciating
the potential revenue implications. As a single extractive sector project can fundamentally
alter the cost and benefit calculation of a OTA, proactive analysis is essential. Treaty
language designed to deny benefits to extractive sector companies using shell companies
seems eminently sensible, but it remains to be seen if it will be effective.
Establishing fair tax rates is a necessary condition for governments to get a fair share,
but it is not sufficient The bulk of this study has sought to illustrate that tax rates are
meaningless in the absence of the tax base against which they are assessed. Put simply,
whether the corporate income tax is 25 or 35 percent is irrelevant if companies report
no taxable income. Ensuring that governments receive a fair share of extractive sector
revenues therefore requires far greater attention to protecting the tax base.
Protecting the tax base starts with ensuring the accurate reporting of overall project
revenue. Effective monitoring is necessary to verify both the quantity and quality of the
commodity produced, including any valuable by-products. While this seems obvious, there
are many jurisdictions where this kind of verification does not take place. Government
revenue is also at risk when the commodity is sold to an affiliated company at below
market rates. Consideration should be given to establishing a reference price based on
international benchmarks for the calculation of government revenues. Where reference
pricing is impossible, great care should be taken wherever companies sell commodities to
an affiliated company, particularly when done as part of a long-term sales agreement
The second main step in protecting the tax base is controlling project costs claimed by
the company. These issues are much broader, and sometimes muc,h simpler than transfer
mispricing between affiliated companies. Government authorities should undertake riskbased auditing to disallow fraudulent invoices and other ineligible.costs and to ensure
that eligible costs are properly allocated between different projects and between different
categories of costs (i.e. capital vs. operating). With larger multinational resource companies,
there is a risk of profit shifting through transfer mispricing. Debt financing is a particularly
high-risk area, but scrutiny should be given to all cases where affiliated companies provide
goods and services. Engaging with international efforts of the OECD or the UN processes
may help but in general, countries will need to develop and implement national-level
solutions to limit the ability of companies to inflate costs. Si mple anti-avoidance measures
might include establishing or increasing withholding taxes, and setting caps on certain
types of expenditures such as head office costs.
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Strengthening tax administration capacity is an obvious
starting point when seeking to protect government
revenues. It is interesting to note that while dedicated
attention to extractive sector revenues and fiscal
regime design by the major donors - including the
IMF and the Wor!d Bank - can be traced back more
than 15 years, it is only in the last five years that similar
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Momentum in this area is growing rapidly, including:

•

The provision of detailed guidan ce on transfer pricing risks and mineral pricing. 110

•

Support for capacity-building programs from the IMF and World Bank, as well as
bilateral donors such as Norway, Germany and Canada.

•

The mobilization of various mechanisms to strengthen administration and audit
capacity, such as the African Tax Administration Forum and the International
Organization of Supreme Audit Institutions.

In many cases, the lack of previous government oversight is surprising. Zambia, for example, ranks
eighth among the world's copper producers. Minerals account for 70 percent of the value of the
country's exports and 30 percent of government revenue. The government was convinced that it was
not receiving a fair share of the wealth and implemented, and then revoked, a series of major revisions
to the mining fiscal regime. 111 Yet it is only in recent years that significant effort has been given to
revenue administration. 112
It is, of course, never too late to start Regrettably, however, the results of all this useful work comes
after the commodity super-cycle, with much revenue lost in the meantin:e.
Stronger government capacity can only be a good thing. But it would be unwise to over-estimate the
effectiveness of these efforts. A significant imbalance in expertise will remain, for the foreseeable
future, between the lawyers and accountants working for extractive sector companies and the
government officials tasked with securing a fair share of revenues.

Next Steps in Protecting Government Revenue
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As the case studies from natural resource "superpowers"
such as Alaska, Australia and Canada have illustrated,
even in developed countries the challenges of securing
extractive sector revenues are daunting. There have been
important victories, though, such as Alaskan litigation and
Australian success against Chevron's debt financing and
profit shifting to Singapore marketing hubs. In Canada, the
big cases- including Cameco and Silver Wheaton - remain
before the courts and their outcome is uncertain. Less
attention, however, is often paid to how often tax authorities
in developed countries lose in court Battles between tax
authorities in Norway and the US against the world's largest
petroleum drilling firm, Transocean, suggest scaling back
expectations on the revenue impact of tax administration
capacity building.
Perhaps counter-intuitively, the next big step in protecting
government revenues might be to revisit fiscal regimes
and to renegotiate contracts. The point, however, would
not be to revisit tax rates, but rather to find more effective
measures to protect the tax base by closing loopholes.
For developing countries with comparatively weak tax
administration, consideration should be given to a range of
simple but robust measures to counter revenue loss. 113
Reviewing fiscal regimes might even require changing the
balance between production-based and profit-based taxes.
After 15 years of recommending that developing countries
shift towards the taxing of profits and super-profits, some
at the IMF are now questioning this approach. A recent
IMF volume focused on risks to extractive sector revenues
concludes that fiscal regime design might require "tilting the
balance between profit-related taxes and royalties further
towards the latter than might otherwise be the case, on the
grounds that monitoring deductible costs is harder than
monitoring revenues." 114
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For developing
countries with
comparatively weak
tax administration,
consideration should
be given to a range
of simple but robust
measures to counter
revenue loss.
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Table 1 reviews the government revenue implica tions of the
different scenarios, assuming a simple fiscal regim e compri sed of
a five percent royalty (based on the sale value of the commodity)
and a 30 percent corporate income tax. To keep the example as
simple as possible, it is assumed that the royalty is not an allowable
deduction against corporate income tax_n 5

Scenario

Annex 1. A Tax Base Erosio n Scenano
Page 53
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1.

Scenario 1 generates $17 million in government revenue. A five percent royalty
on $100 million of commodity sales results in a payment of $5 million. A 30
percent corporate income tax on $40 million in taxable income results in a
payment of $12 million.

2.

Scenario 2 generates $11 million in government revenue. As the reported
gross revenue remains at $100 million, the royalty payment is unchanged.
Inflated costs, however, reduce taxable income to $20 million, resulting in a
payment of only $6 million. Government revenue is reduced by 35 percent

3.

Scenario 3 generates $10 million in government revenue. With reported gross
revenues of $80 million, royalty payments fall to $4 million. With taxable
income reduced to $20 million, corporate income tax again generates only
$6 million. As under-reporting commodity sales affects both royalties and
corporate income tax, government revenue is reduced by 41 percent

4.

Scenario 4 generates only $4 million in government revenue. With $80 million
in reported gross revenue, royalty payments remain at $4 million. There is,
however, no reported taxable income and therefore no corporate income
tax payment Government revenue is reduced by 76 percent, illustrating how
sensitive profit-base taxes are to tax base erosion. 116

Before leaving this example, it is worth considering a fifth scenario that adds the
dimension of time. Tax avoidance strategies are commonly employed already
in the exploration and development phase when inflated costs are often not
independently monitored and challenged by tax authorities. Fiscal regimes allow
for previous year losses to be "carried forward" and applied in the calculation of;
future year taxable income. 117 In the fifth scenario, the company has $200 million
in overinflated past losses that will be used to offset any future taxable income. 118
The combination of these techniques illustrates how a profitable extractive sector
project can end up paying no corporate income tax, ~\/~J.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In 2016, French companies extracting natural resources in developing countries made their payments to the governments of these countries
public for the first time, detailing the payments
for each of their projects. This is a significant step
forward in terms of transparency in a notoriously
opaque sector.
Nevertheless, while the stated objective of these
measures is to facilitate public understanding and
monitoring of the activities of companies exploiting natural resources, this report reveals various
limitations, such as regarding access to the new
data, which remains complicated, particularly for

non-specialists. Lack of contextual data surrounding the disclosure of payments makes understanding the data even more difficult. Furthermore, loopholes in the Directives and their transposition into
French law also limit possibilities of studying and
comparing the different payments.
However, the disclosure of payments to governments shows that the governance of the sector
is improving. This report demonstrates how the
disclosure of this new information helped inform
analysis of the activities of the French oil company
Total in Angola and the French uranium giant
Areva in Niger.

For several years, strong suspicions of embezzlement, corruption and tax evasion have plagued
the Angolan oil sector. The first disclosure of payments to governments by the French oil company Total provides the opportunity to cross-reference information published by the Angolan government on the revenues generated by oil with data from the French company. Analysis of data
relating to Block 17 shows a difference of more than USD 100 million in 2015 between Angola's
disclosed revenues and company payments based on information disclosed by Total. The following study shows that this discrepancy could be explained by a difference between Total and
the Angolan government in defining and estimating the data to be published, by misappropriation by the Angolan state-owned oil company, or by differences between Total's and the
government's valuation of the oil per barrel possibly associated with transfer pricing by Total,
which would allow it to pay less taxes in Angola.

Executive summary

Q
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The extractive sector is characterized by an asymmetric balance of power and wealth between the
t;Ufll!Jdllie:; LfldL ue11e1il IJUIII 1illdllt;id1 rluw:; lir,keu
to extractive activity 1 and the countries where resources are extracted, which are often affected by
societal and environmental crises: a situation often
referred to as the "resource curse". In particular, illicit financial flows resulting from corruption or
tax dodging have plagued the economies of these
extractive countries for years 2 .

To root out these problems and to improve the
management of revenues from extractive activities, it is essential to know and understand the
corresponding financial flows; how much do companies pay to extract resources? To whom are
those payments made? Are they fair in the con text of the exploited resources? Do the local populations really benefit?
Faced with the opacity that prevails in this sector, transparency represents an essential step
for shedding light on the activity of companies.
First and foremost, it deters companies from
·conducting dubious practices and can therefore
prevent these from occurring. It also enables citizens, journalists, parliamentarians and civil society organizations to access and verify data and
information and hold their local or national institutions accountable for payments they receive,
and to ensure that the economic resources benefit the community.
The launch of the Extractive Industries Transparency
Initiative (EITI) in 2003 was a crucial step in ending this opacity. This voluntary initiative brings
together representatives of governments, businesses and civil society organizations.
Countries deciding to join the EITI must set up a
number of transparency measures at national
level. At the core of the EITI is the requirement for
extractive companies to disclose the payments
they make to the host country government and
for the government to disclose its revenues from
extractive activities, a requirement formulated
in the early 2000s by the international coalition
Publish What You Pay (PWYP)3. Thanks to the EITI,
citizens in many countries engaged in extraction
now have insight into the financial flows of the ex-
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tractive sector, especially into payments made by
companies and the recipients of those payments.
Currently 52 countries are members of the EITI and
publish information on the financial flows of their
extractive sector. However, many countries that
are rich in oil, gas and minerals (such as Angola,
Canada, Russia and China) have not joined the initiative yet, which limits the EITl's ability to ensure
transparency of financial flows across the sector
worldwide. To complement transparency efforts
impiemented through the EITI, mandatory disclosure legislation was adopted in the United States
in 2010, in Norway in 2013 and in Canada in 2014,
which requires extractive companies to publish all
project level payments made to governments of
countries in which they operate.
The European Union (EU) was not left behind.
In 2013, the European Parliament adopted two
Directives (the Accounting Directive and the
Transparency Directive) requiring oil, gas and mining companies that are registered and/ or publicly
listed in an EU Member State to publish annually
their payments to governments in countries where
they conduct exploration and / or extraction activities (these reports are referred to as "reports
on payments to governments" or "disclosures"
throughout this analysis) 4 • In December 2014,
France was the second European country, after the
United Kingdom, to transpose these Oirectives 5 • In
2016, French extractive companies published for
the first time their payments to governments for
financial years starting in 2015 6 •
Thanks to the first disclosures of this information by French extractive companies, civil society
organizations ONE, Oxfam France and Sherpa,
members of Publish What You Pay, in partnership
with Le Basic (Bureau d'Analyse Societale pour
une Information Citoyenne / Bureau for Social
Analysis for Citizen Information), were able to:
• analyse and evaluate the way in which companies in the extractive sector fulfil their
transparency obligations regarding their
payments to governments;
• use these disclosures to better understand
the financial flows in the sector and to detect irregularities that could indicate possible practices of corruption or tax dodging.

Beyond Transparency - Investigating the New Extractive Industry Disclosures

The first part of this report therefore di scusses
issues ari sing from th e disclosu res of six Fren ch
companies active in the extractive sector 7: Areva,
EDF, Engie, Eramet, Maurel & Prom and Total. It
evaluates the quality of the informati on provid ed by the co mpanies and th eir compliance w ith
Fren c h law, and id entifies potential loopholes to
be filled in order to fully meet the transparency
challenge in the extractive sector.
In the second part of the report, two ca se studies
are presented regarding the activities of Total in
Angola and Areva in Niger, b ase d on their disclosures of payments to governments. The objective
of these studies is twofold:

• To evaluate the usefulness of the payment
disclosures to decipher the real financial
flows in the field;
• To determine the extent to which these disclosures can strengthen the ability of local
and international civil society organization s
to identify irregul arities th at could indicate
potential cases of corruption or tax dodging.

The aim of this report is therefore to contribute
to the strengthening of transparency in the extractive industries, as well as to propose recommendations in light of the discussions that will
take place before the review of the Accounting
Directive in 2018.

Figure 1. Overview of the payment to government disclosure requirements under French law
Sectors

• hydrocarbon s
• coal and lignite
• metallic minerals
• stone

• rock, sa nd and clay
• chemical minerals and mineral fertilizers
• peat
• salt and other mineral resources

Activities

• exploring
• prospecting
• di scove rin g

• exploiting
• extracting

Companies involved

Li sted companies,
larg e com pani es
th at meet two
of the following
thre e criteri a:

• Total assets: 20,000,000 €
• Net turnover: 40,000,000 €
• Average number of employees during the year: 250
It should be noted that for the first year of disclosure,
only French companies with more than 5,000 employees
were affected by the disclosure requirement.

- - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - ----~---···- -- - - -- - -- - - -- - - -- - - -Payment categories
All payments
• Production entitl eme nts
equal to or grea ter
• Ta xes on the income, production or profits
th an 100,000 euros.
of comp anies
broken down
• Royalti es
int o th e following
· Dividend s
· Bonu ses for signi ng, discovery and production
categ ories:
· Licence fees, rental fees, entry fee s and oth er payments
for lic ence s and/ or concessions
• Paym ent s for infrastructure improvement s
· - · · -- ·· · - ·-···--···-···-- -- - --- - -- -- · ·-------- -·· ·---~- .
Th e report on pa ym en ts to g ,1vern men ts co vers all pa ym ents made cfuring th e pa st fisc al year,
unlil<e the EITI, where there nwv be: a tv10-year d elay

Frenc h extrac ti ve comp anies pu bli sh their pay ments t o gove rnm ents for th e fir st time: wh at are the implications?
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Overall, companies do comply with the disclosure requirements ...
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particular the government entities that receive the payments. However, it should be noted that the company was not required to report for 2015, as it had 329 employees at the end of this year. Only companies
with more than 5,000 employees were required to report their payments to foreign governments in the
first year that France's law came into force .
... but their statements make it difficult to effectively analyse the payments made
While this is an important step forward in terms of transparency, the disclosures of payments to governments by the six companies studied enabie for the moment only a partial understanding of the
financial flows to the government authorities of the countries in which the companies operate. Our report identifies various gaps: difficulties in accessing the information, lack of contextual explanation and
clarification, inconsistencies, interpretation of legislative provisions, etc. It also sets out the potential
improvements that could lead to greater transparency in the extractive sector.

0

Access to information: an issue to revisit

While the French government assumed that the disclosure requirement would apply to "about thirty
companies" in the financial year 2015, only 12 reports on payments to governments were identified in
France by members of PWYP, and it is impossible to know whether these 12 constitute all or only some
of the companies subject to the French reporting obligation.
All payment disclosures from the companies studied in our report were published on line in accordance
with the legislation. However, they are not always easily accessible.
The search tool of "the Eramet website does not allow users to find the disclosure data of the
company using the keywords "payments" or "governments''.

In addition, all companies have published their document in "pdf" format, which, unlike open data formats, encapsulates data and does not allow direct manipulation (calculations, data sorting, aggregations, etc.). It is therefore necessary to manually retrieve the data and,to clean it, which is a long and
tedious process during which mistakes could be made.

0

Without context, numbers mean nothing

Like the Directives, French law does not ask for background information on the extractive projects subject
to the transparency requirement. Only EDF provides context for a better understanding of its activities.
However, raw data only allows for a limited understanding of the payments and leaves many questions
unanswered. Some projects are missing from the disclosures of the six companies studied, without any
explanation regarding their exclusion.
The Engie website mentions projects in Indonesia and the Philippines that are not reported
on in the company's disclosures.

12
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In the absence of contextual information, it is difficult to determine whether these projects were excluded from the disclosures because their payments were below the statutory 100,000 euros threshold or
because these projects were deliberately omitted by the companies.
Questionnaires therefore had to be sent to each company in order to understand and analyse their disclosures.
The questionnaire addressed to Total contained no fewer than 67 questions covering barely
one third of its disclosures. This number illustrates how difficult it is to understand the data
reported by the company if it is not linked to its activities in the various countries.

Four companies replied to the questionnaire that was sent to them : Areva, Engie, Eramet and Total. Their
answers, along with the information and comments that accompanied EDF's numerical table, illustrate
that greater contextual information about payments can address lingering questions. Information regarding the history and evolution of the presence of companies in the countries concerned, the existing
partnerships, details regarding the payment categories used, the projects, etc. are necessary for a better understanding of the payment disclosures.
Finally, additional information such as profits, revenues, the list of subsidiaries and the number of employees in all the countries where the company is present (known as "public country-by-country reporting") is also necessary. This information would make it possible to analyse more precisely whether
extractive companies pay their fair share of taxes in their countries of activity or if they artificially shift
their profits to tax havens in order to reduce their tax contributions. This step is essential to assess to
what extent the extractive activity benefits the development of producing countries.

0

The great mystery of currency conversion

French law defines a threshold of 100,000 euros for payments to be disclosed. In the absence of further
clarification, it is logical to expect that the currency used in the company statements will be the euro.
Yet this is not always the case.
Total publishes its payments in dollars, and Areva in local currencies. In both cases, it is
necessary to convert the amounts into euro in order for the amounts to be compared within
the same statement (in the case of Areva) or with the statements of the other companies.

Even when companies disclose their payments in euro, they do not specify the exchange rates used to
convert their payments from other currencies (nor the sources they used for reference), which makes it
difficult to cross-check them.
Finally, these rates are likely to vary from one company to another; therefore the euro valuation of payments is also different. For this reason, 100,000 euros disclosed by Engie is quite likely not the same as
the 100,000 euros disclosed by EDF.

Transparency of French extractive companies: more progress needed
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Unl<nDwn payment s

Some payments to governments are made in kind (in barrels of oil, for example). Although the Directives
require companies to disclose these payments in kind both in terms of volume and in monetary value,
French law does not include this obligation. This has created a loophole that companies can use in order
not to reveal:
• the volumes paid in kind to the governments;

To the extent that Total does not indicate either the corresponding volumes or the price references used
for their valuation, it is difficult to verify the correlation between the statements of the company and
those of the government authorities that received the payments.
• the raw materials associated with these payments;
EDF uses a unit which is the barrel of oil equivalent (boe), which makes it impossible to know
the type of raw materials that it makes payments with (oil or gas}, since the payments for
these two raw materials are not reported separately
Again, it is not possible to verify the consistency between EDF's statements and those of the recipient
authorities when the latter publish their receipt of payments in kind in other units (e.g., in m3 for gas, or
metric tonnes for liquefied gas).

0

To be or not to be (the one who discloses), that is the question

The law states that companies must report payments for each project. The rule is clear when a sole
company is involved in a project. On the other hand, things get complicated when a company operates
a project through a partnership or a joint venture. As no precise requirement has been provided by law
(neither in the Accounting Directive nor in the Transparency Directive), companies have a margin for
manoeuvring when assessing how payments are to be reported in the context of a partnership or joint
venture.
Analysis of the disclosures reveals various rationales used by the companies:
Areva discloses all the payments relating to the projects it operates. The company includes
the amount of payments made by its partners. The amount disclosed does not correspond
to what the company actually paid for its own share in the partnership or joint venture.
Tota! declares the pa ym ents that it actually pays, in proportion to its participation in a joint
venture, and for all its projects, whether or not the company is acting as an operator.
On the oth er hand, Engie deems that it does not need to declare any payments if it does not
have the status of an operator, eve n if it holds an interest in a project, ancl irrespective of
whether its payments exceed the thmsho!cl of 100,000 euros.

14
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The current ambiguity resulting from these differences in interpretation of the law makes it impossible
to obtain a complete and coherent view of the reality of the financial flows in cases of partnerships and
joint ventures, and certain payments in excess of 100,000 euros are therefore presumed to be absent
from the disclosures.

0

Projects with shifting boundaries

In order to improve the transparency of financial flows in each country of production, payments to governments must be disclosed for each project. However, the definition of the term "project" leaves room
to manoeuvre, allowing companies to aggregate geographically separate sites or different projects,
which in turn can ultimately undermine the visibility of financial flows.
In New Caledonia, Eramet aggregates as a single project payments relating to about ten
mines scattered throughout the territory 8 .
Areva has consolidated under one contract the activities of its two mines in Kazakhstan,
despite their distance of nearly 100 km apart 9 .
In addition, some companies have published payments at company level, not on a per project basis,
an option that is allowed (in respect of obligations imposed at entity level) under the Accounting and
Transparency Directives. The companies have in fact created a category of "not attributed to projects".
Disclosing at company level does not allow for cross-checking or tracking of revenue streams.
For its payments in Gabon, Total uses a "fields in a non-allocated concession" category
which includes more than 40% of all payments made in the country' 0 .
In the cases cited above, the possibilities for analysing the corresponding payments are undermined.

0

Payment categories: each does as it pleases

French law requires companies to report their payments according to seven payment categories, without giving a precise definition of those categories. This can be explained by the fact that payments can
be understood differently depending on the legal and fiscal regime of the countries in which the companies have extractive activities. As a result, each company has its own reference system to categorize
its payments in order to match each specific national tax system using the seven categories mentioned
in the law.
For Total, which uses United States and Canadian accounting standards as a reference, a
royalty fee is not necessarily the same as for Engie, which usecf the guidelines developed in
tho United Kingdom by professional associations in the oil and mining sector:::;_
According to the companies, a royaltv fee can be alloca ted to th e ca tegory "taxes'; in accordance with the benchmark used and the tax system of the country

In particular, the "taxes" category often turns out to be a sort of aggregated category, containing all the

Transparency of French extractive companies: more progress needed
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identifying the nature of the payments made.
The heterogeneity of the statements and the absence of a precise definition of the payment categories
make it difficult to compare the payments of different companies regarding taxes or royalties, making it
akin to comparing apples to pears.

The companies break down their payments by recipient government authority: ministry, region, municipality, public body, etc. But the disclosures do not allow, with the exception of the data trom Areva, users
to identify the recipient authorities by project. As it stands, the amounts per project are in one table,
and the amounts per authority in another, with no possibility of linking the two tables . However, only by
connecting these two pieces of information is it possible to trace financial flows and enable local civil
society to ask for accountability.
If, in the case of a certain project, payments were made by a company but it is not clear who the recipient was, possibilities of cross-checking and cross-referencing are limited. Furthermore, some recipient
authorities sometimes appear to be mentioned in different ways depending on the reporting company.
Companies also sometimes use generic names to indicate recipient authorities rather than their official
names.
Total mentions "Brunei government" to indicate the authority that received the payment.
However, this wording is too vague to accurately identify th e recipient (e.g., fvfinistry of
Finance).
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For many years, the Open Society Initiative of
Southern Africa (OSISA), which promotes democracy, transparency and human rights in the management of oil revenues in ten southern Africa
countries, has been reporting endemic corruption
in the Angolan oil sector 25 . Similar criticisms have

also been made by other NGOs, such as Human
Rights Watch 26 , some US authorities 27 , and the
International Monetary Fund (IMF). which lamented
a loss of 4.2 billion euros in public funds between
2007 and 2010, potentially linked to a misappro priation by Sonangol, the national oil companyl 0 •

The role of Sonangol
Angola's oil sector is regulated by a 2004 law which affirms the inalienable public ownership of oil
fields by the Angolan State and makes Sonangol, the national oil company, the holder of all land
rights 29• As the "exclusive concession holder" of the State, Sonangol is responsible for all hydrocarbon activities in the country. It can conduct these activities independently or in partnership
with other companies. Any company that wishes to carry out oil activities in the country (apart
from prospecting permits) must partner with Sonangol.

These accusations led the Angolan government
to take steps to improve .transparency in oil-related revenue streams. For several years, the Oil
Ministry and Finance Ministry have been publishing disaggregated information per block regarding the tax payments received by the Angolan
government. This information includes the barrels
paid pursu2;nt to Profit Oil 30, as well as the applicable selling price 31 • Despite these commendable
efforts 32 , Angola has not yet joined the Extractive
Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI) and remains 164th (out of 174 countries) in Transparency
lnternational's Corruption Perception lndex 33 .
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Furthermore, recent studies conducted by civil society have shown that the official data regarding
the revenues received by the Angolan State is incomplete and sometimes inconsistent between
the various government agencies 34 . Disclosure
of payments made by Total to the Angolan State
now at last makes a new analysis possible in order
to clarify how much Angola receives in return for
the extraction of its oil.
This study shows how the receipts of Profit Oil
reported by the Angolan authorities in 2015
on Block 17 - the largest payment received by
Angola - differ by more than USO 100 million
from companies' payments based on the payment reported by Total.

Beyond Transparency - Investigating the New Extractive Indu stry Disclosures

TOTAL IN ANGOLA AN ONGOING STORY

After a decade of economic upturn 15 following the
end of Angola's civil war, the dramatic decline in
economic growth in recent years has led to a recession in a country where more than a third of the
population lives below the poverty line 16 and only
40% of inhabitants have access to electricity17 •

Figure 1. Total projects in Angola
Source: Total SA - Financial Transparency 2015,
Example of Total in Angola

With production of 1.8 million barrels per day
(bpd), which accounts for 95% of exports and 80%
of the country's income 18 , the Angolan population
should be able to benefit from the exploitation of
the country's natural resources.
But that is not the case. Primarily destined for
the Chinese (60%), European (22%) and American
(14%) markets19 , Angolan oil mainly comes from offshore sites. The largest site in Angola is Block 17,
located 150 km off the coast. It accounts for about
35% of the country's production 20 • Although operations started in the 1970s, it was only since the
1990s and following the discovery in deep waters
of the Girassol field (which is located in Block 1?21).
that oil and gas production took off in Angola. It
more than tripled between 1994 and 2014 22 •
Claiming to be "the most efficient oil major in
2016 23 ", Total hold~ a special place in Angola as
the country's largest oil producer 24 . Total discovered the Girassol field in the 1990s and is
currently operating Block 17 in partnership with
Exxon Mobil, Statoil and BP. Angola is the second
largest oil source for the French multinational
and the new agreements signed in 2015 between
Total and Angola suggest that its involvement
will continue in the years to come.

TOTAL in Angola - an ongoing story
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Profit Oil con es pond s to the number of barrels, or
t heir va luati on, to b e shared between extract ive
co mpa nie s and the host gov ern m ent. It ca n be in
kind or in cash.

covered the Cost Oi l (t he sha re of oil intend ed to
cover thei r cost s of exploration or inves tment in
the prod uction sit e from th e begin ning) Prof it Oil
is pa id in kin d .

In th e cas e o f Block 17. there is a breakd own be t ween To ta l and it s par t ne rs (BP, Statoil and Exx oni and Sonangoi, tt1 e co nces s10 11 holde r o f th e
o perat ing site , onc e thes e compa ni es have re-

Onc e recover ed by Sona ngol, th e Profit Oil is
tran sfe rre d to th e Ang olan Mini str y of Fin ance after a c tia rge h as bee n ded uc ted to cove r th e ope ratin g cos ts o f So nang ol

Figure 2. The distribution of oil produced and the revenues generated between operating companies
and the concession holder of Block 17 (so urce : BAS IC)

TOTAL PRODUCTION BLOCK 17
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Figure 3. Participation in _block 17
(so urce ; BA SIC).
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PROFIT OIL:
DIFFERENT TOTALS
In 2015, the Angol an authorities di sc losed revenues
of m ore than USO 3.7 billi on (U SO 3, 729,572, 26 2)
as Profit Oil from Block 1735 .
Two of the joint ve nture p artners ope ratin g Block
17 haVf~ nnt disclosP. rl th Ri r r r1yme nts to t hP.
Ang olan go ve rnm ent. Wit hout th e st ate m en ts
of Ex xo n and BP36 , it is impossibl e to trace the
p ay m ents m ad e by each co m pany pay in g Prof it
Oil fo r Bloc k 17 and to know if t he tota l sum co rresp onds to th e amount reporte d by the Ango lan

Tota l

7[)

Sta t oil

BP

Esso (Exxon Mobil)
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authorities. Despite this, the exi sting statements
of Total serve as a starting point for tracing the
whol e Profit Oil paid for Block 17
Total states in its payments to governments
disclosures that it paid USO 1.5 billion (USO
1,535,173,000) in Profit Oil in relation to Block 17.
At a meeting with the authors of this report, the
company's management confirmed that the

Profit Oil it paid on Block 17 corre sponded to th e
percentage held by Total in the joint venture operating the block, i.e. 40%. However, the amount
reported by Total does not correspond to 40% of
the amount reported by the Angolan authorities.
Had this been the case, the Profit Oil received
by Angola would amount to USO 3.8 billion (USO
3,837,932,500), which means that there is a discrepancy of USO 108,360,238.

Illustration 4. USDlOO million gap between Profit Oil disclosed by Angolan authorities and data based
on Total disclosure (Source: BASIC)

Figure 5. The two possible exp!anations for the difference in valuation of Profit Oil between Total
and Sonangol (source: BASIC)
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stem from a differenc e b e tween th2 num ·
b er of oil b::irrals reported by Sonangol
and those accountDd for b'/ Tota l.
In its 20'l5 financ1ai report, Sonangol stated that it
had received 70,269,382 barrels of Profit Oil for
Block 1737 . According to the information from the
Angolan authorities, Total's share would therefore
be expected to be 28,107,753 barrels, corresponding to its share in Block 17 (40% of total barrels
paid).
In its payments to governments disclosures, Total
publishes only the valuation of its payments in
kind without providing the number of barrels.
This obligation under the Directives has not been
properly transposed into French law. It is therefore
impossible to compare the volumes declared by
Total and those disclosed by the Angolan authorities directly. In order to make such a comparison, the reference price published by the Angolan
Ministry of Finance must be used to value the
Profit Oil paid to Sonangol relating to Block 1738 .

ments from Total, it may account for certain payments under Profit Oil, while Total does not.
Another possibility could be an under-reporting
of the number of barrels received by the Angolan
authorities. Sonangoi may have received more
barrels as Profit Oil than officially declared; some
could then have been diverted, although it is im·
possible to trace the destination or use of those
barrels. Officially, Sonangol collects a portion of
Profit Oil paid by the companies to maintain its
operations. The margin is reported annually by
Sonangol and is limited by law to a maximum of
7% of the overall payments 40 . The difference in
reported barrels could thus result from a greater
share being collected by Sonangol than what it
has officially disclosed .

Theory II: The difference in Profit Oil
stems from d i fferent valuations of the
barrels of oil from Block 17.
In 2015, the reference price published by the
Angolan authorities to value a barrel of crude paid
as Profit Oil for Block 17 was USO 51.91 41 •

Using this information, we can estimate the
number of barrels of Profit Oil paid by Total at
29,573,743 barrels 39 . This would mean a difference of 1,465,990 barrels according ~o the data
published in Sonangol's financial report. So how
can the difference between the numb,:Jr of barrels
in the statements of the Angolan authorities and
the estimates derived from the data of Total be explained?

Without the disclosure by Total of the number of
barrels associated with the valuation of the Profit
Oil payment for Block 17, and without knowing the
Profit Oil valuation method, it is impossible to
directly calculate Total's price per barrel. To con·
firm the valuation per barrel, it is necessary to
cross -reference the information with other data.

One explanation could be a difference in the definition of Profit Oil used by Sonangol and by Total.
Analysis of Total's disclosures highlighted that the
French company used US accounting rules to define its payment categories, while the Angolan au thorities may use a different reference. This way,
when Sonangol receives various kinds of pay·

Total holds its 40% stake in Block 17 via two subsidiaries. One subsidiary, Total E&P Angola, registered in France, manage s 35% of the 40% stake
of Total in Block 17. Its activity is limited to managing and selling oil from Block 17 42 • The accounts
of the subsidiary are held at the French company- regi stry and accessible for a small fee . Use of
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the information disclosed in these accounts and
Sonangol's filings makes it possible to calculate
the price per barrel of Block 17 Profit Oil at USO 49 43 ,
giving a valuation difference of USO 2.91 per barrel.
How to explain the fact that Total values the barrels
at a lower price than Sonangol does for the same
Profit Oil from the same well? The accounts provided by Total E&P Angola indicate that the sole
activity of the subsidiary consists of the sale of
oil from Block 17. All of the sales by this subsidiary
were made to another subsidiary of Total, TOTSA
Trading, the international trading platform of the
group located in Switzerland 4 4, a country known
for its "advantageous" taxation for multinational
companies 45 • By applying a selling price between
its two subsidiaries that is below that set by the
Ministry of Finance, Total could reduce its taxable
profit in Angola and reduce its tax payments. If
Total E&P Angola were to value the barrels at the
Ministry of Finance's reference price of USO 51.91
per barrel instead of USO 49, the subsidiary would
earn 186 million euros in additional revenue 46 • The
tax rate on oil revenues in Angola (50%) would result in USD 93.4 million (USO 93,388,342} in additional taxes in Angola .

CONCLUSION
The first disclosures of payments to govern ments by Total has revealed differences between
the information published by the company and
that of the Angolan government. In particular, a
gap of more than USO 100 million was recorded
between Sonangol's reported Profit Oil regarding
Block 17 and calculations based on Total's statements. This can be explained either by a difference in the number of reported oil barrels, or by
a different valuation of the price per oil barrel. To
confirm or invalidate one of these theories, Total
would have to publish the number of Profit Oil barrels regarding Block 17 that the company actually paid - a requirement set out in the Accounting
and Transparency Directives which has not been
transposed into French law. The French company should also indicate its method of valuing
Profit Oil for each payment in kind and publish the
amount of its profits made in Angola. The disclosure of such information would make it possible
to confirm or invalidate each of the two theories
by removing the ambiguity around the valuing of
payments between companies and the authorities. The reported gap of more than USO 100
million is questionable and could be all the more
condemnable if it were the result of illicit practices in a country where nearly one-third of the
population lives below the poverty line.

FOR THE FRENCH GOVERNMENT:

0

Modify Article L.225-102-3 of the Code du Commerce to incorporate an obligation to disclose
payments in kind, value and volume as required by the European Transparency and Accounting
Directives.

FOR TOTAL:

0
0
0

Publish the volumes relating to the company's payments in kind.
Publish the method used to value each payment in kind.
Proactively publish a country-by-country report such as required of banks by the EU Capital
Requirements Directive IV.

TOTAL in Angola - an ongoing story
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In 2013, Oxfam and ROTAB (Reseau des
Organisations pour la Transparence et !'Analyse
Budgetaire/Publish What You Pay Niger) launched
a campaign " Niger: who profits from th e urani um?" to denoun ce the la c k of contribution from
Areva to the Nigerien budget in return for the
exploitation of uranium in its territory and to demand the renegotiation of the mining contracts.
In France, nearly one in five light bulbs is lit by Nigerien uranium 48 , while in Niger almost 90% of the
population does not have access to electricity 49 .
In particular, Areva used to pay Niger a royalty fee
that is lower than the applicable rate under the
country's 2006 Mining Code 50 •
Thanks to the mobilization of citizens in Niger,
France and all over the world, Areva was finally
forced to agree to apply the legal royalty regime
regarding its uranium contracts with the Nigerien
government 51 in 2014.

Royalty fee: company payment in return for
the right to exploit natural resources.

Two years later, the company - more than 85%
owned by the French government - disclosed the
amounts it pays to the Nigerien government for
the first time, as a result of the new European reporting requirements 62 .
Despite the negoti ations, our calculations show
that Areva seems far from contributing its fair
share. While Nigerien uranium accounts for nearly
30 % of the French company's production 53 , Niger
receives only 7% of Areva's payments to produc ing countries 54 . Analysis of the data published by
Areva for Niger highlights two facto·rs that might
have allowed the French company to reduce its
payments in Niger:
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Lowering the extraction price 55 of the uranium:
The renegotiation of the contracts re sulted in a reduced ex tracting pri ce, whi c h in turn resulted in a
deciin e in profitabiitt y of the mine . This dec line in
profit ability has a twofold effe c t. Wh en profitability declines, the extractive revenues also decline
and, with them, the amount of royalty fees paid.
Furthermore, since the Nigerien royalty rate is calculated based on the profitability of the mines,
the decrease in profitability also results in the application of the lowest rate (5.5%, compared to 9%
or 12% if the mine were more profitable).
If the extraction price had not decreased, the
amount in royalty fees paid would have increased
by nearly 15 million euros in 2015.
Under-valuing the exported uranium:
In 2015, Areva's Nigerien subsidiary may have sold
uranium to its parent company at a price that is
significantly undervalued compared to the prices
otherwise charged by other players in Niger. The
same metric tonne of uranium, coming from the
same mines, would be valued at 11,500 euros more
if it were not exported by Areva. The price of uranium exported by the French company may barely
cover its aGquisition cost, which would allow Areva
not to pay any ta xes on its profits in Niger.
Areva's uranium exports, valued at the prices
charged by other players In Niger, could have
yielded between 10 and 30 million euros in additional tax for the government In 2015, i.e. between
8 °/a and 18% of the health budget of Niger for that
same y ear, in a country where life expectancy
barely exceed s 60 yea rs 56 ,

Beyond Transparenc y - Inve stigating th e New Extra ctive Indu stry Di sclosures

FROM THE MINES OF NIGER TO FRANCE:
FROM EXTRACTION TO EXPORT
Areva operates two active uranium mines in
Niger, Somair and Cominak, with minority partners 57 . Somair is the largest uranium mine in
Niger and one of the five largest uranium mines
in the world in terms of production volume 58 . As
operator, Areva holds almost 64% of the shares in
the Somair mine in association with Sopamin, a
company controlled by the Nigerien government,
which holds the remaining 36% 59 .
When extracted from Nigerien mines, the uranium is not directly owned by Areva. In order to obtain the uranium, Areva and Sopamin must buy it
back at the mine in proportion to their shares for
a contractually agreed extraction price. The Areva
Mines Niger60 subsidiary buys the uranium and
then sells it back to the Areva parent company.
The French multinational also buys uranium from
Sopamin.
Like many mineral-rich countries, Niger imposes
royalty fees on the extraction of its natural resources61. Profits from the extraction of these resources are also taxed according to the national
tax regime 62 , similar to other company profits.

Figure 6. Overview of the chain of uranium
ownership mined at the Somair mine

Uranium extracted
by Somafr
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Sopamin

Areva NC Niger

Areva

Extraction price: price at which Areva buys
uranium from Nigerien mines. It is set by
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In 2014, under pressure from civil society, Areva and
Niger signed a Strategic Partnership Agreement
(SPA) 63, which amended Areva's royalty obligation6'- . The rates are now based on the profitability
of the mine. Therefore, according to the profitabi lity of the project, the royalties that the company
will have to pay to Niger will be 5.5%, 9% or 12% (see
table). Previously, the royalty fee paid by Areva was
set at 5.5%, regardless of the profitability of the
mines.
At the time of the conclusion of this Agreement,
French and Nigerian civil society welcomed the
inclusion of the new royalty rates in the text. The
Agreement, however, states in its second part
that the uranium extraction price will be indexed
to market prices. What may seem like minor details actually matter considerably: if market prices
fall, the price of extraction also decreases and this
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will inevitably cause a decrease in the profitability
of the mines, and thus of the royalties due. Since
2014, the indexation of market prices has thus reduced the amount of royalties paid by the French
company.
With a profitability level of 2.5% for Somair in 2015,
Areva paid royalties of 5.5% of the revenue generated by the mine, approximately 10.8 million euros.
This is 5 million euros less than the royalties the
company paid in 2013 for a roughly equivalent
production volume 65 . To hope to see the application of a 9% royalty fee, the profitability of Somair
would therefore need to be eight times greater.
This reduction in the mine's profitability was made
possible by a combination of two factors: a reduction in the uranium extraction price and an increase
in production costs.

How to check the amount of Areva's royalties
in Niger? The example of Somair
Areva's payments to governments disclosures enable us to verify that the amount of royalty fees
paid to Niger is indeed as stated by Areva. We can calculate the extraction price of uranium in
Niger for 2015 from the royalties paid relating to Somair and compare tl;)is extraction price with
the formula provided by Areva in the Strategic Partnership Agreement (SPA) and thus verify the
amount of royalties paid by Areva.
The new formula for calculating the extraction price described in the SPA, und the uranium production volume of the mine as reported by Areva, can be used to calculate the extractive income from
...
Somair
and then to determine if the amount
of
corresponds to the 5.5%
rate.
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Figure 2. Applicable royalties according to the Nigerien Mining Code

The royalty rate is expressed as a percentage of the market value of the uranium mined (i.e. the extraction
price multiplied by the volume of production). The profitability is the net margin of th e mine.

AREVA: A FAIR PRICE?
While the Strategic Partnership Agreement involved a change in the royalty regime, Areva succeeded in obtaining an indexation of the extraction price of uranium to market prices, but not
just any market price. The new pricing formula is
based on several market prices, including spot
market prices, or short-term market prices, that
are historically lower than others 66 and reduce the
extraction price at which Areva and Sopamin buy
uranium .
Therefore, since the signing of the SPA and the
indexation, the extraction prices have been decreasing. Whereas in 2013 the extraction price of
a kilo of uranium was 73,000 CFA francs (about
111 euros 67), it was less than 52,000 CFA franc (or
78.38 euros) in 2015.
Indexing the extraction price of uranium to socalled spot market prices is surprising, since
Areva does not operate on spot contracts. The
uranium purchased at extraction price is resold
l.Jy Arevd Mi11es Ni981· to the parent company. In
reality, Areva has sold uranium to itself since the

beginning of operations at the Somair mine, at
that time by the predecessor of Areva, the company Cogema. This has therefore little to do with a
short-term contractual commitment.
Even after being processed, Areva's uranium is
mainly sold to long-term trading partners, most
notably EDF, with which Areva has a contract
to supply 35,000 metric tonnes of uranium until 2030 68 . Nigerien uranium, which accounts for
nearly 30% of Areva's annual production, is therefore a strategic raw commodity, the sale of which
is used to honour long-term contracts.
The reduction in extraction .prices due to indexation therefore resulted in a decline in the profitability of the mine, thus repucing the amount of
royalty fees paid and de facto locking the applicable royalty rate at the lowest level.
The decrease in extraction price s, however, would
not be the only fa c tor dimini shing the profitability of the mine; the incres3e in production oooto
would be another.

Profitability: profitability is the net extractive margin and is calculated by dividing the operating
result s of a min e by its operating revenue s.
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During the 2014 negoti ations, Areva and Niger also
agreed on the need to reduce production costs,
while safeguarding employment to preserve the
profit ability of Ni gerien mines 69 . Since the costs
of produc ing uranium are not m ade publi c, it is
imp oss ibl e to know exa ctly if they have increa sed
sin ce the SPA was signed. But th e signs are not
rea ss uring .
In 2014, an internal audit of Somair, which was
leaked to the press, showed that the production
costs of the mine had more than doubled between 2006 and 20117°, without any correlation
with production levels. The Nigerien government
still refuses to make the complete audit public.
According to Areva, this increase is due to new investments. Without the entire audit, it is not possible to verify the company's assertions.
If the rise in production costs reduces the profitability of the Nigerian mines, does it benefit Areva?
The company could in fact benefit indirectly from
this increase in costs. How? Areva is organized vertically: the company operates mines, transports
uranium and converts it into nuclear fuel. It has
subsidiaries spec ialized in logistics, marketing,
transport71, etc. For all these services, Areva could

.so

charge higher price s to the mines it operates . The
increase in costs for the mine could thus represent
an increase in profits for other Areva subsidiaries.
The opaquen ess surrounding the structuring of
Areva's activitie s in Nig er doe s not c urrently m ake
it possible to answer this qu estion prop erly.
To cope with rising costs, Areva needed in any
case to break one of its commitments. In 2015, the
French company laid off several hundred Nigerien
workers 72 , justifying this in terms of a declin e in
the profitability of the mines. This decline was in
particular due to the inde xation of price s that the
company itself had negotiated .

This combination of higher production
costs and lower extraction prices could
explain the very low profitability of the
mines and thus the reduction in the applicable royalty fees. If the extraction price
in 2013 had been maintained at 73,000
CFA francs {compared to the current price
of less than 52,000 CFA francs), the appli cable royalty rate for the year 2015 would
have been 9%. The royalties paid would
have been 25 million euros, nearly 15 million euros more than the current payment.
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AREVA'S EXPORT PRICES
WELL BELOW THOSE OF COMPETITORS

After being bought by Areva Mines Niger at extraction price, the uranium is sold to Areva in France
for a price that beats all competition.
The UN Statistics Division and Nigerien Customs
both publish information on the volumes and value of Nigerien uranium exports, which makes it
possible to obtain an export price 73 • By comparing the extraction prices and the export prices to
France, we can calculate that, for 2015, the margin generated by the sale of uranium from Areva
Mines Niger to Areva Mines France is on average
31 cents per kilo (on an average sale of 78.69 euros per kilo of uranium). This margin is intended
to cover transport costs, which are high due to
the safety measures surrounding the transport
of yellow cake 74 , as well as a profit to remunerate
the employees of Areva Mines Niger. However,
the same kilo of uranium from the same mines
yields a margin of 11.8 euros per kilo (on a sales
price higher than 90.2 euros per kilo of uranium)
when it is not sold to Areva . The price of the kilo
of uranium sold to Areva therefore seems undervalued compared to the prices charged to
other companies.

Illustration 7. Export Price of Nigerien Uranium

Uranium extracted
by Somafr

Areva NC Niger

Sopamin
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Export of uranium: whoever loses, wins
In 2075, the uranium exported from Niger came
only from the two mines operated by Areva, both
subject to the SPA between Areva and Niger,
which establishes a single extraction price. This
implies that uranium should have been sold at the
same price to all partners in both mines. However,
exports to France (i.e. Areva's purchases) are on
average 11,500 euros cheaper per metric tonne
than exports to the rest of the world. They are also
well below average uranium prices for 2015. How
can this be explained? Two reasons can be given.
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Not only is Areva buying uranium from its Nigerien
subsidiary at an unbeatable price, but it passes
this purchase price on to other suppliers, as indicated by the UN data ·,.
The second reason relates to income tax. The
export price of uranium to France leaves a very
small profit margin (31 cents per kilo) to cover the
transport costs and to pay the empioyees of Areva
Mines Niger. This very low profit margin also allows
Areva not to pay income tax for its Nigerien subsidiary76. When contacted, the company defended itself for not paying taxes, and explained that it
took advantage of a tax credit resulting from prepaid taxes in 201477_ In other words, Areva claims
to have paid too much tax in 2014 in relation to its
profits, and that the surplus paid in 2014 covered
the total amount of taxes due in 2015.
But how much in taxes did Areva's Nigerien subsidiary pay in 2014? According to data from the
Nigerien government78, in 2014 Areva Mines Niger
did not pay income tax, apart from a pre-payment, equivalent to less than 38,000 euros 79 . For
the years 2014 and 2015 combined, Areva could
have therefore paid less than 38,000 euros in taxes. It is unclear today whether the 2015 payments
have exhausted the 2014 tax credit or whether the
pre-payment will also cover the taxes due in 2016.
This data tends in any case to demonstrate the
limited profits of Areva's subsidiary in Niger. Are
these profits limited by the underpricing of uranium exported to France?
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While Niger is still struggling to raise funds to fi nance essential services such as access to health
or education, the potential underpricing of uranium exported by Areva represents significant potential iosses. Since these iosses are d1fficuit to
quantify with precision, we have identified two
possible scenarios based on a comparison of the
extraction price and the export prices of 2015, taking into account Areva's economic model:

Scenario 1: If Areva values its uranium at the
same price as other Nigerien uranium exporters
(90.2 euros per kilo in 2015), the profit of Areva
Mines Niger would amount to more than 39 million euros in 2015 80 and the taxes that Areva
would have to pay would be around 11.75 million
euros.
Scenario 2: If Areva values its uranium on the
basis of long-term market prices that would reflect its activity correctly (109 euros per kilo in
2015), then the profit of Areva Mines Niger would
amount to more than 101 million euros in 2015 81
and the taxes that Areva would have to pay would
be around 30.5 million euros.
These potential tax losses represent between
8% and 18% of the health budget of Niger i•.,
2015, in a country where life expectancy is just
over 60 years.
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CONCLUSION
Three years after the renewal of Areva's contracts
in Niger, the contracts regulating Areva's activities
have still not been made public despite a Constitutional mandate. Disclosure of the SPA, as well
as the first set of data published by the French nuclear giant to fulfill its European obligations, make
it possible to reach a partial assessment of the
outcome of the negotiations.
The change in the royalty regime, one of the main
demands of the Nigerien public, unfortunately did
not have the expected results . The parallel negotiations on the indexation of the extraction price
have frozen profitability, preventing the application of higher royalty rates and de facto decreas-

ing the amount of royalty fees to be paid. Without this modification of the extraction price, the
royalties paid could have increased by 15 million
euros in 2015. The formula for the extraction price
introduced for the financial years 2015 and 2016
should be reviewed every two years, giving Niger
an opportunity to readjust the formula in accordance with Areva's economic model.
Moreover, this analysis also shows that Areva's
uranium exports could be underpriced, which
would allow the company not to pay any income
tax. This underpricing would represent estimated
losses of between 10 and 30 million euros. It is up
to Areva to price sales between its subsidiaries on
an arm's length basis 82, reflecting both the market
value of the goods and the business model of the
company.
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FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF NIGER:

0
0
0

The contracts regulating the extraction activities of Areva in Niger must be made public in
accordance with the provisions of the Constitution.
The renegotiation of the extractive price of uranium must take into account Areva's economic model.
The audits of the mines operated by Areva must also be made public so that citizens get a clear
idea of how the mines are governed.

FOR AREVA:

0
0
0

Areva should renegotiate a uranium extraction price that corresponds to its economic model.
Areva should sell uranium from its Nigerien subsidiary at an arm's length price, in accordance
with OECD principles.
Areva should pro actively publish a country-by-country report in order to complete the disclosure
of information on its activities in the countries where it operates.

FOR THE FRENCH GOVERNMENT, MAJORITY SHAREHOLDER IN THE COMPANY:

0
0

As the majority shareholder in Areva, the French government must ensure that Areva adheres
to the highest standards of transparency and dialogue with civil society. In particular, the French
government must require Areva to publish all contracts relating to its mining activities in Niger.
The French government must commission a public audit of the extractive activities of Areva
in order to account for the potential overcharging by the French company of its own subsidiaries
operating its mines.
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The difficulty of accessing this data, the lack of context of the data, the lack of information on the exchange
rates used, the insufficient precision of the criteria defining the different categories ur µruj1:::Gb dr ,Jr 1:::Giµi1:::11L
entities, etc. are all elements that do not currently allow the public to have a complete understanding of the
disclosures published by the French extractive companies.
As the cases of Total in Angola and Areva in Niger show, French extractive companies still appear to benefit
from the exploitation and extraction of natural resources at the expense of the development of the countries
in which they operate.
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FOR THE EUROPEAN UNION

0

Improving the reporting requirement
for each project:

Access to data:

a. Require Member States to create a centralized, public and free registry of company
reports on payments to governments;

b. Require companies to publish reports in
both pdf and in an open data format.

0

Putting the information into context:

a. Require companies to publish the
following information for each project:
project status (exploration, development,
exploitation), partners, start date,
production volumes, contextual information
about payments linked to infrastructure;
b. Require companies to include and name
projects where payments are of less than
100,000 euros;
c. Require companies to report per
country for all countries where they are
present without excertion, including the
fo!!owing information: revenues, number of
employees, physical assets, sales, profits,
a complete list of subsidiaries and the
nature of the activity of each subsidiary.
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a. Require companies to declare the
amounts paid in both their original
currencies and in euro, indicating precisely
the rate and the reference system used for
currency conversions;

b. Require companies to indicate the source
used for defining each payment category;
c. Differentiate the nature of payments
by commodity and provide the method
that companies must use to value these
payments;

d. Require companies to publish
the payments in proportion to their
participation in projects regardless of their
status as operator or non-operator;
e. Clarify the concept of "project";
only projects that are integrated both
operationally and geographically and with
similar terms can be combined;

f. Specify that companies disclose the
official name of each authority that
received a payment.

Beyond Transparency - Investigating th e New Extractive Industry Disclosures

FOR THE FRENCH GOVERNMENT
The French government should support the
recommendations set out above at a European level.
Given the loopholes in the transposition of the
European Directives into French law, as highlighted
in our analysis, the French government must
reinstate the obligation to disclose payments in
kind by both value and volume as required by the
Directives, and should:
a. Consolidate all reports in a centralized, public
and free registry and request disclosure of
reports on payments to governments in both
pdf and an open data format (open data format
reporting is required in the United Kingdom for
UK-registered extractive companies and will be
required for publicly listed non-UK-registered
extractive companies when reporting on financial
years that start on or after August 1, 2016);

b. Raise the upper limit of the current fine
of 3,750 euros to make the penalties more
dissuasive, as specified in the Directives .

These improvements would allow for a better understanding

of the activities of the companies concerned regarding their obligation
to report per project and thu.s meet the objective of trnnsparency
in the extractive sector.

Recommendations
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Several of these definitions are taken or adapted from
OpenOil (2012), Oil contracts: how to read and understand th em
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Way of measuring energy
production or consumption
across different energy
sources.Other hydrocarbon s
like natural gas and coal and
occasionally even renewables
are measured by the amount of
energy they produce compared
to a barrel of oil.

Crud ·:! Oil
A fossil fuel formed from
organic material over millions
of years and extracted directly
from the rock s where it is
found, which can be further
proces sed into various fuels
and petrochemical products for
consumers. Natural gas is often
found dissolved in the oil.

Barrels Per Day {Bpd}

Two or more companies share
the management of a project,
as well as any profits and
losses.

Joint venture
The standard way of measuring
oil production. A barrel is about
42 US gallons or 158 litres,
though the exact number varies
according to crude oil grades.
The world currently consumes
around 90 million barrels of oil a
day, a quarter of it in the United
States.

Block
Method used to designate
an area of land into workable
areas for separate consortia or
companies to operate in . One
block can contain several oil
fields.

Concession
A lease agreement by which
an oil company can enjoy the
exclusive right to produce oil in
any given area, as ownership
of the oil is transferred from
the natural owner, such as the
state or landowner, to the lease
holder at the wellhead .
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Natural gas
Mainly methane. It occurs
naturally and is used as a fuel.

OP i:C
The Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries was
established in 1961 and has
12 member states that agree
on a common quota for the
production and sale of oil.

Operator
The company partnering
in a joint venture that has
decision-making authority at
the operational level for the
extractive project. It is also the
company that will meet the
financial obligations of the joint
venture on behalf of the other
partners; to latter contributing
their share in proportion to the
percentage they hold in the joint
venture .

Natural resource curse
The theory that natural resource
wealth can paradoxically lead
to negative development
outcomes in producing
countries due to the weakening
of government institutions, the
neglect of other key sectors of
the economy, corruption, high
inequality of income and/or
pollution. Sometimes called the
"paradox of plenty".
Offshore
Term for oil and gas deposits
and installation s at sea .

Onshore
Term for oil and gas deposits
and installations located on
land .

Petroleum
The technical term to denote
both crude oil and petroleum
products produced by refining.

Production sharing
agreement (PSA)
An agreement which regulates
the sharing of production
between the host government
and the oil cornpany, after
deduction of the Cost Oil (which
allows the company to recover
the costs it has borne). The
company generally pays the
share due to the government
in the form of royalties and
income tax.
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Profit Oil

Signature bonus

The portion of revenues divided
up between participating
parties and a host government
in a production sharing
agreement, once the operator
has recovered its investment by
deducting Cost Oil production

Lump sum of money paid
up front by companies to
governments upon signing
an exploration contract,
production sharing agreement
or concession agreement.

Reserves
The quantities of oil and gas
whose extraction is profitable
under the prevailing economic
conditions. A series of
definitions has been established
by the American Society of
Petroleum Engineers. Reserves
are divided into subcategories:
proved reserves, probable
reserves and possible reserves.

Royalty fee
Payment by a company in
return for the right to extract
natural resources.

Transparency in the
extractive industries
Improved access to
information such as data
on revenues, prices and
contractual conditions for
better management of natural
resources and to prevent illegal
practices such as corruption
or tax evasion. The concept
of transparency gained
prominence in the 1990s as
governance issues dominated
the development debate. Since
2003, the Extractive Industries
Transparency Initiative (EITI)
has promoted transparency in
the extractive sector.

Service contract
An agreement whereby
a foreign oil company is
contracted to produce a
country's oil reserves on a
simple fee basis. The state
maintains sole rights over the
reserves, and the contractor
is compensated by a fee per
barrel, plus cost recovery.

Glossary
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FRENCH EXTRACTIVE
COMPANIES PUBLISH THEIR
PAYMENTS TO GOVERNMENTS
FOR THE FIRST TIME: WHAT ARE
THE IMPLICATIONS?

1. Oil exports have increased by
25% in value since 2005 and
amounted to US$1,440 billion in
2015. At the same time, gas exports
increased by 75% to US$260
billion by 2015,

? 7rJ17)

in 2013 at 75 billion euros for
the countries in sub-Saharan
Africa alone. See Global Financial
Integrity (2015), Illicit Financial
Flows from Developing Countries:
2004-2013, pvii, http:/!www.
gfintegnty.org/wp-content/
uploads/2015/l:!/IFF-Update __ 2015F1nal-l.pdf (accessed April 2, 2017).

3. Publish What You Pay
(PWYP), Extractive Industry
Transparency Initiative, http://www.
publishwhatyoupay.org/our-work/
e1ti/ (accessed April 2, 2017).

4. It should be noted that these
Directives also apply to logging
companies.

5. Legifrance (2014), Law number
2014-1662 of December 30, 2014
encompassing various provisions
for adapting the legislation to
European Union law regarding
economic and financial matters,
which incorporates a new article
in the commercial code (article
L 225-102-3 of the commercial
code).

6. Ibid.
7. These are the six largest
companies among the 12 French
companies in the mining, oil and
gas sectors whose disclosures
were identified.

TRANSPARENCY OF FRENCH
EXTRACTIVE COMPANIES: MORE
PROGRESS NEEDED
8. Thia, Kouaoua, Nepoui-Kopeto,
Tiebaghi, Poro, Pinpin, Etoile du
Nord, Tontouta-Opoue and Poum.
See Nickel Mines & Factories
Company, !Jr~;.:i-/ : ,,,,..,,_..,., :d,i :· t;/
n '::"1-.b ·8· ·u :.;:r1d (accessed April 2,
2017)

9. Muyunkum and Tortkuduk. See
Mining Atlas Kazakhstan, http,:/i
rn; :11.""\g · Jt!J_:; '.':'} '":; 'n;:,2ratio11/
TY~-~:,(: ~, ',: - :j;- ·1 -,:. ,rn -~•lin2.php
(accessed April 2, 2017).

10. Total does not provide any
explanation regarding this point 1n
its disclosures. In response to our
questions, the company told us
that it ha s reported payments from
each of the major fields in Gabon
- which together account for 80%
of production - and that all other
payments have been allocated to
"unallocated concession field" (the
majority of these payments relate
to non-attributable income taxes).

i1. The categone5 "royal t\' fe8 s"
rmd "ta)(es" c!ln som~t,m~:; he
substituted; whereas in most
countric~ of production, a royJ1tv
fee refers to a monetary payment
calculated on the basis of revenues
in return for a_n exploitation right,
some other countries use that term
to indicate a payment based on
profits which is considered to be
a tax.

18. International Monetary Fund
(2015). Angola - Count;y Reµort ~J\>
15/302, p 6, ·
(<lccessed April 2. 2Jl 7)

19. US Energy Information
Administration (2016). op. cit. p
20. EMIS Insight (2014). 011 and
Gas Angola, November 2014, p_
18, -- -- ,

1

22. EMIS Insight (2014), op. cit.,
p.16.

13. Le Monde (2017)

24. EMIS Insight (2014), op. cit.,

Angola: le parti au pouvoir
remporte !es elections generales
(Angola: Party in Power Wins
General Elections)
http:i/www.lemonde.fr/afrique/
article/2017/08/24/angola-leparti-au-pouvoir-remporte-leselections-generales_5176172_3212.
html/16LgcxVpldAHzuyxw.99
Accessed August 25th 2017

p.18.

25. See in particular OSISA
and Global Witness (2012). Oil
Revenues in Angola: much more
information but not enough
transparency, http://www.os1Sa
org/other/econom!c-ju3t 1c~/
angola/oil-revenues-angol (l -muchmore-informat1on-not-encughtransparency (accessed April 2,
2017).

26. Human Rights Watch
(2004), Some Transparency, No
Accountability: the Use of Oil
Revenue in Angola and Its Impact
on Human Rights, https./ /ww•.v.
hrw.org/report/2004/0 l/12_/:,om8 ·
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10 DOWNING STREET
LONDON SW1A2AA
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From the Assistant Private Secretary

I March 2017

Dear Mr Litvinoff
I am writing on behalf of the Prime Minister to thank you and the members of the
Publish What You Pay anti-corruption coalition for your letter of 25 January, about
payments to governments by oil, gas and mineral companies.
Improving transparency makes a critical contribution to fighting corruption, including
through the support it provides to law enforcement.
I am sure you will be aware that the Congress has now voted in favour of repealing
the regulation in the Dodd-Frank Act, requiring oil, gas and mineral companies that
are publicly listed in the United States to publish their payments to governments.
The Government will continue to make the case for transparency, including with our
partners in the United States. In doing so, we will build on our strong record of
accomplishment in championing international action on transparency.
We promoted mandatory reporting by extractives companies as part of our 2013
G8 Presidency and were joined in the establishment of such rules by Canada, Norway
and other members of the EU. The UK became an Extractive Industries Transparency
Initiative (EITI) candidate country in 2014. We are on track to publish our second
ETTI report in April 2017, and we will undergo the EITI validation process next
summer.
The Government remains committed to this, and will continue to work with other
jurisdictions around the world to raise global standards of transparency in the oil, gas
and mineral sectors.
Yours sincerely
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CLAIRE BRADSHAW

Mr Miles Litvinoff

Publish ·
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UK coalition members
ABColombia
Action Aid
Amnesty International UK
Burma Campaign
CAFOD
Campaign Against Arms Trade
CARE International UK
Christian Aid
Ecumenical Council for Corporate
Responsibility
Engineers Against Poverty
Global Poverty Project
Global Witness
Natural Resource Governance
Institute
The ONE Campaign
Open Corporates
Open Knowledge Foundation
Open Society Foundations
Oxfam Great Britain
Peru Support Group
Progressio
Save the Children UK
Scottish Catholic International
Aid Fund
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Transparency International UK
United Nations Association of
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World Vision International

The Rt Hon Theresa May MP
The Prime Minister
10 Downing Street
London SW I A 2AA

25 January 2017

Dear Prime Minister

Threat to United States extractive industry mandatory reporting law
We write as UK members, the International Secretariat and other
members of the global Publish What You Pay anti-corruption coalition,
which has worked for many years for a more transparent and accountable
extractives (oil, gas and mining) sector.
In light of your forthcoming visit to the United States, and your
Government's strong anti-corruption commitments, we must alert you to
a threat under the Congressional Review Act (CRA) to mandatory
reporting in the United States. Certain US legislators are seeking to use
the CRA to void the Cardin-Lugar anti-corruption rule (Dodd-Frank Act
2010, Section 1504), which requires oil, gas and mining companies
publicly listed in the USA to publish their payments to governments.
The first year of mandatory extractive company reporting in the United
Kingdom, under the Reports on Payment~ to Governments Regulations,
and the Disclosure and Transparency Rules, has been a real success.
Similar laws exist throughout the European Union and in Canada and
Norway, as well as in the USA.

It would be
transparency
that the UK
legislation in

a serious setback for global efforts to achieve greater
and accountability in the extractive industries - progress
Government has championed - if mandatory reporting
the US were to be rolled back.

We urge you and your officials on your forthcoming visit to do everything
possible to persuade your US counterparts and American legislators to
ensure that the Cardin-Lugar anti-corruption rule (Dodd-Frank Section
1504) remains intact.
For further information, please ask your office to contact Miles Litvinoff,
Coordinator, Publish What You Pay UK (mlitvinoff@pwypuk.org;
01442 825060: 07984 720 l 03).

Publish What You Pay UK, c/o Publish What You Pay International, CAN Mezzanine, 7-14 Great Dover Street,
London SEl 4YR, UK; tel: +44 (0)20 3096 7717, www.publishwhatyoupay.org

Yours sincerely

Gillian Caldwe ll
Chief Executive O ffic er
Global Witness

Robert Barrington
Executi ve Director
Trans parency International UK

Daniel Kaufmann
President and CEO
Natural Resource Gove rnance Institute
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UK Director
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Neil Thorns
Director of Advocacy
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Elisa Peter
Executive Director
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John Arnold
Executive Director
Ecumenical Council for Corporate
Responsibility

Rosemary Thorp
Vice-President
Peru Support Group
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Mona Thowsen
Secretary General
Publish What You Pay Norwa y

Miles Litvinoff
Coordinator
Publish What You Pay UK
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SHELL EXECUTIVES CHARGED
IN LEAD UP TO LAND M.A RK
TRIAL OVER BILLION DOLLAR
NIGERIAN BRIBERY SCHEME
1

7\veet Share Oil, Gas & Mining Nigeria

l•I•)@t4jj§

Senior Royal Dutch Shell executives have been charged in Italy for their role in
a vast bribery scheme that deprived the Nigerian people of over a billion dollars,
the Milan Public Prosecutor's Office confirmed on Friday. Those facing trial
include Malcolm Brinded CBE, the second most powerful person in the
company when the deal was struck ( 1). Shell itself is also facing bribery charges
alongside t)le four named individuals.
This historic decision follows a dramatic U-tum in which it admitted that it
knew its billion dollar payment would go to convicted money-launderer and
former Nigerian oil minister, Dan Etete, in exchange for Nigerian oil block OPL
245 in 2011.
"This could be the biggest corporate bribery trial in history, and a watershed
moment for the oil industry. The top brass of the UK's largest company is in the
dock after it finally admitted dealing with a convicted money launderer. There
can be no clearer sign that wholesale change is needed. Shell must first
apologise to the Nigerian people, then take clear steps to reassure investors and
the broader public that this won't happen again," said Barnaby Pace of Global
Witness.
In April, Global Witness and Finance Uncovered revealed that Shell executives
knew that $1.1 bn they paid for OPL 245 would go to Dan Etete and were likely
to be used in a vast bribery scheme. For years, Shell has claimed that it only
paid the Nigerian Government. But after our investigations Shell shifted this
position and acknowledged it had dealt with Etete, via his front company

Malabu. Dan Etete was convicted of money laundering in France in 2007. Etete
had awarded his own company the OPL 245 oil block while oil minister during
the rule of former dictator Sani Abacha.
In December, the Milan Public Prosecutor alleged that $520 million from the
deal was converted into cash and intended to be paid to the then Nigerian
President Goodluck Jonathan, members of the government and other Nigerian
government officials.
Now, Italian authorities have brought bribery charges against Malcolm Brinded,
then Head of Upstream, alongside three others (2). According to the Shell
Foundation, Brinded has stepped down from his role as Chairman of the Board
of Trustees due to the legal action in Italy. Brinded remains a trustee of the
Foundation as well as retained positions as Chair of Engineering UK and
President of the Energy Institute.
In September 2017 BHP Billiton announced that Malcolm Brinded will not
return to the BHP Billiton board due to judicial inquiries over the OPL 245 deal.
In 2002, Brinded was awarded the CBE for services to the U.K. Oil and Gas
Industry. These individual charges are in addition to existing charges brought
against Shell, Italian oil major Eni, Eni's CEO, former CEO and Chief
Operations Officer, middlemen and several Nigerian officials.
"Shell's current CEO Ben van Beurden has described the emails we leaked as
"pub talk", but most pub chats don't end up in criminal proceedings. Mr van
Beurden has had four years as CEO to address a scandal that now threatens to
engulf his company, but has done next to nothing. He should draw a line under
the case by admitting the company's guilt, removing Mr Brinded from his
position, and setting out his plan for overhauling the company's anti-bribery
efforts for the future," said Pace.
"These charges are a clear signal that it is no longer business as usual for oil
companies in Nigeria. It's now time for the Dutch and British authorities to
follow Italy's lead and hold their biggest company to account," said Olanrewaju
Suraju, of Human and Environmental Development Agenda of Nigeria.
/ENDS
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Shell, Eni & company executives
face corruption charges:
Key issues for investors
INTRODUCTION
On 8 February 2017, Italian prosecutors requested
that Shell, Eni and several Eni senior executives
including the current CEO Claudio Descalzi, be
tried for alleged international corruption offences
over the 2011 purchase of the Nigerian OPL 245 oil
block. 1 Shell, Eni and Mr. Descalzi have all denied
the charges. The oil block could, if estimates prove
accurate, increase Shell's proven global oil reserves
by a third, and add two thirds to Eni's. 2 A preliminary
hearing will take place on 20 April 2017.
The prosecutors also confirmed that they will
separately seek charges at a future date against
four senior Shell executives including the current
Shell Foundation Chairman Malcolm Brinded, who
at the time of the deal was Shell's head of Global
Exploration and Production. 3
These developments were followed by reports
in early March of charges being filed by Nigerian
authorities against Eni and Shell relating to the
purchase of OPL 245. 4
As well as raising specific issues for Eni and Shell,
this matter highlights the risks to companies
and shareholders more broadly from a lack of
transparency around company payments to
governments and the ultimate beneficial ownership
of companies, as well as the need for more robust
corporate anti-corruption policies and practices.
In this context, investors should be troubled by
the voiding on 14 February, following intense and
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prolonged oil industry lobbying, of an SEC rule
(known as the Cardin-Lugar rule). 5 This rule would
have required oil and gas and mining companies to
disclose in detail the payments they make to foreign
governments. Had such a rule been in place in 2011,
it likely would have prevented the circumstances
which have led to Eni and Shell facing corruption
charges. Investors should expect and counter
· extractive industry lobbying to undermine the
corresponding EU, Norwegian and Canadian
legislation following the US reversal.
This briefing outlines the recent legal developments
in Italy. It provides background on the OPL 245
deal which has led to the Italian charges, as well
as ongoing investigations in Nigeria and the
Netherlands. We suggest questions investors should
ask Shell and Eni. The briefing also outlines the
relevant legislative transparency protections and why
investors should work to counter efforts to dismantle
such regulations.

MAJOR RISKS FOR INVESTORS
0 Potential loss of oil block key to Shell's
and En i's future reserves

0 Potential convictions for corruption

O Inadequate anti-bribery & corruption policies
& board oversight

0 Repeal of anti-corruption regulations at the
request of extractive industries.
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ITALIAN CORRUPTION CHARGES
Charges are being sought by the Milan prosecutor
against 11 individuals, including En i's current CEO,
Claudio Descalzi and his predecessor Paolo Scaroni.
The prosecutor has also requested that Shell and
Eni in their corporate capacities stand trial. The
prosecutor claims that $1.1 bn of the money paid
by Shell and Eni to a Nigerian government escrow
account was, with the knowledge of those charged,
transferred to a company controlled by a formei- oil
minister and then used to pay bribes to then Nigerian
President Good luck Jonathan, Oil Minister Diezani
Alison-Madueke and Attorney General Mohammed
Adoke. The prosecutor further alleges that money
was also channeled to Eni and Shell executives with
$50million in cash delivered to the home of Eni's
current Chief Operations Officer.
The preliminary hearing is scheduled for 20 April,6
at which a judge will decide whether to acceptthe
prosecutor's requests. If the judge approves the
charges, a trial will likely start !Ater this year and
may last for around 1 year. The separate request for
charges against 4 Shell personnel is likely to be made
within weeks. If all parties are tried, all charges may
be heard together.

THE ALLEGED CORRUPT PURCHASE
ric rin1 , ,. c:
VJ

'Vr '- "-"""'1'.J

In 2011, Nigerian subsidiaries of Shell and Eni paid
US$1.3bn for OPL 245. 9 $1.lbn was paid by the
companies to an account created at JP Morgan in
London by Nigerian government officials with a
separate agreement to transfer it to Mala bu Oil and
Gas (Malabu). a company widely believed at the
time of the payments to be controlled by convicted
money-launderer and former oil minister Chief Dan
Etete. In July 2013, a British High Court ruled that
Etete wa s indeed the owner of Malabu. 10 As Etete
had awarded the oil block to Mala bu whilst oil
minister, he had effectively given himself one of
the most lucrative oil blocks in Nigeria.
Shell and Eni deny paying any money to Malabu
and claim to have paid the money to the Nigerian
Government. However, High Court proceedings in
London and other evidence seen by Global Witness
reveal that, in reality, Shell and Eni were aware and
in agreement that the deal was for the benefit of
Mala bu, knew that Etete was the owner of Mala bu,
and had even met with Etete face-to-face on
several occasions.
According to the Wall Street Journal,

In response Eni commented that "Eni is entirely free of
any involvement in the alleged corrupt conduct subject
to investigation. The Board of Directors also confirms
its total confidence that the company's CEO, Claudio
Descalzi, was not involved in any way in the conduct
under investigation, and maintains their upmost
support for him as CE0." 7

-'Italian magistrates have maintained that
Mr. Descalzi, then the head of exploration, and
Paolo Scaroni, En i's CEO at the time, knew the
government escrow account was a stopover
for the money before it moved onto an account
controlled by Mr. Etete and was eventually paid
as kickbacks."11

Eni's 2017 AGM at which Descalzi will seek re-election
is scheduled for 13 April, 1 week before the
preliminary hearing. Investors should not vote fqr
his re-appointment in the current circumstances.
Moreover, investors should withhold support on
relevant board reappointments until questions over
the involvement of senior management in corruption
and the adequacy of the board's oversight have been
satisfactorily un5wcrcd.

Due diligence reports commissioned by Eni during
the negotiation process prove that the company
knew about Etete's involvement from the early
stages. A 2007 report states that Mala bu is "controlled
by the former petroleum minister, Dan Etete. The
company was awarded OPL 245 by the Abacha
administration, while Etete was still petroleum
minister '; 12 while the 2010 report is even more explicit:
"whatever lile formal ownership structure of Mala bu,
all of the sources to whom we have spoken are united
in the opinion that Dan Etete is the owner of
the company''. 13

Shell's response stated: "Based on our review of the
Prosecutor's file and our understanding of the facts,
we don't believe a request for indictment is justified
and we are confident that this will be determined in the
next stages of the proceedings. We continue to take this
matter seriously and co-operate with the authorities." 8
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However, Eni continues to deny any knowledge of
Etete's involvement. In response to a question from
Global Witness at its 2014 Annual General Meeting
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Eni, in its written answer, replied that "no clear
evidence was found during the preliminary audits
conducted by the Eni legal department under the
anti-corruption procedures, particularly in relation
to his {Etete's} connection with the company''. In light
of the due diligence reports' explicit references to
Chief Etete, it was put to Eni that they had lied to
their investors about their knowledge of Etete's
involvement in Mala bu. Eni did not respond.

Documents seen by Global Witness indicate that over
US$801 million of the money transferred to Malabu
was later transferred to a further five shell companies
with hidden owners, raising concerns as to who truly
benefitted from this deal. Etete told a UK court in
2013 that he received $250m in total for his role in
the deal. 16 The ultimate recipients of the rest of the
money are not yet known.

There is evidence that Shell managers were in direct
contact with Etete during the negotiation of the deal
and worked with others at Shell's headquarters in the
Hague to decide how much to offer him. A meeting
with Etete is referred to in an email from Shell's John
Copleston read out in 2013 court hearings in London:
"Our initial response is that it will remain very difficult
to meet Chief's expectations in terms of the cash Shell
is able to put up front on the table{... } Peter has to
talk to The Hague and we will come back with a figure
{. . .] As always, the issue will be the extent to which
the Chief is ready to be sensible . .. Meanwhile we are
getting along very well personally- lunch and lots of
iced champagne - and this time round we are at least
negotiating face to face''. 14

THE CASE FOR MANDATORY
TRANSPARENCY

Global Witness believes that "Peter" could have
been Peter Robinson, Shell's Vice President for
Commercial Sub Saharan Africa, who took part in
the negotiations for Shell. His superior at the time
was Malcolm Brinded, Shell's Head of Upstream.
Robinson, Brinded and Copleston are among the
Shell executives facing a separate charge request
from the Milan prosecutor.
In 2015 Eni commissioned an external audit of the
case from Pepper Hamilton, a U.S. law firm, which
it has shared with investigators and it claims did
not find evidence of illegal conduct. However, Eni
would not originally disclose publicly the name of
the law firm, and has still not released the terms of
reference or detailed findings of the investigation.
However, in response to questions from shareholders
Eni has admitted that the investigation did not
inc:lude interviews with any of the Eni staff under
investigation . Eni has self-reported the OPL 245 deal
to the U.S. authorities for review under the Foreign
and Corrupt Practices Act. 15 No information has been
provided by Shell as to whether it has commissioned
an independent review of its involvement in the
deal or whether it has self-reported the deal to
the U.S. authorities.
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Global Witness and others - including investors - have
long called for laws requiring extractive companies to
disclose their payments to governments on a project
level basis. Had such laws been in place at the time,
the OPL 245 scandal would almost certainly not
have happened.
Absent transparency rules, the corrupt money trail
only came to light because a middleman who had
acted for Mala bu in negotiations with Eni, sued
Mala bu in UK commercial court for fees he claimed
he was owed for his cut of the sale of OPL 245. These
cases put previously secret information into the
public domain, revealing how Eni and Shell had
acquired OPL 245 from Mala bu and Etete, and,
also confirmed that Etete was a beneficial owner
of Mala bu.
Had Shell and Eni, been required to publish details
of this deal would they have gone ahead with the deal
as concluded? If the Nigerian government had known
their payment to Mala bu would have been so easy
to track, they too may have thought twice.

TRANSPARENCY RULES UNDER THREAT
The US first passed the Dodd-Frank Act in 2010,
Section 1504 of which requires companies to
report payments to governments for oil, gas and
minerals. The SEC then set about drafting a rule that
would detail the requirements for companies, and
implement the law.
In 2013, the EU passed similar legislation, the
Accounting and Transparency Directives, 17 which
requires the disclosure of project-by-project
payments to governments by extractive companies.
The UK and French implementing laws came
into effect in 2015, with over 100 oil and mining
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companies publishing details of approximately $150
bn in payments to governments around the world
for that year. Disclosing companies include Shell,
BP, Total, Rio Tinto, and BHP Billiton. Sta toil reports
under a corresponding Norwegian law.
In 2014 Canada followed suit with the Extractive
Sector Transparency Measures Act which came into
force on June 1, 2015. 18
!n 2012, the American Petroleum Institute (API),
an influential US oil industry lobby group whose
members include Shell and a number of other
big oil companies, brought a case against the the
SEC's regulation implementing Section 1504 (the
"Cardin-Lugar Rule"). This delayed implementation
of the US legislation and meant that the US now
lagged behind the EU as the leader on extractive
industries transparency. The oil industries' intensive
lobbying against the Cardin-Lugar Rule stands in
marked contrast to their public claims to support
transparency.
In 2016, the SEC finalised the Cardin-Lugar Rule
allowing a 2 year phase-in period. To address
company concerns regarding host country
prohibitions on required disclosures, the rule
provided for applications for exemptive relief on
a case-by-by case basis. The rule was publicly
welcomed by investors with $5.6 trillion in assets
under management. 19
However, in early 2017 in its first act, the newly
elected US Congress voted to rescind the CardinLugar Rule and President Trump signed this into law
on 14th February. Section 1504 remains in place but
these developments mean that for the moment there
is no mechanism to implement it.
The dismantling of this transparency provision has
drawn criticism from investors. 20 It is likely, based on
their lobbylng via trade associations in the US, that
extractive companies will now seek to undermine
the corresponding EU, Norwegian and Canadian
laws. Investors should confirm their support for
such laws and push for US listed companies to make
such disclosures as would have been required under
the Cardin-Lugar Rule. Claims made by the API
that publishing project-level payments will harm
companies' competitiveness have been refuted,
as companies reporting under the European laws
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have continued to win extractive licenses around
the world .

EXTRACTIVES INDUSTRY
TRANSPARENCY INITIATIVE
Founded in 2002 the EITI is a voluntary scheme
implemented in over 51 countries for extractive
companies to declare what they pay to
governments, and for governments to declare
what they receive. Once adopted by a country the
reporting requirements within the EiTI become
mandatory for relevant companies. The EITI
standard requires project level payment disclosures
thereby aligning with Section 1504 and EU law. 21
However not all EITI countries were implementing
the project level disclosure standard. The EITI board
recently reaffirmed this requirement and set an
implementation deadline of December 2018. By
1 January 2020, all countries must ensure that
privately held companies disclose their beneficial
owners as part of their EITI reports.

FOLLOW THE MONEY BENEFICIAL OWNERS
The OPL 245 deal also would not have taken place
had Etete not been able to hide his ownership of
Malabu. The UK, Norway and Ukraine are creating the
world's first public registries of beneficial ownership,
so that investors, taxpayers and other interested
parties can see who really owns and gains from
companies. The EU has also recently agreed that all
Member States will have to create national registries
and that members of the public will have access
providing that they can pass a "legitimate interest"
test. The OPL 245 deal demonstrates the need for
the similar laws to be passed In other countries
including the US so that criminals - including corrupt
officials - cannot disguise their identities to carry out
corrupt dealings. As of September 2016, institutional
investors managing over $740m in assets have sent
letters to the U.S Congress calling for an end to shell
company secrecy.22
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INVESTORS:
G Encourage extractive companies to disclose
payments to governments on a project by project
basis regardless of the revocation of the Cardin-Lugar
rule in the United States.

G Publicly express support for EU and other
international transparency legislation.

G Express to companies their view that shareholder
capital should not be expended, either directly
or via trade association membership, think-tank
contributions or other third party lobbying activity,
on efforts to repeal, challenge or weaken any such
legislation.

G Support payment transparency on a project by
project basis globally through the EITI. Investors
can write to the investor representative on the
international board Mr Sasja Beslik.

G Support collaborative investor efforts in support
of beneficial ownership transparency for U.S.
companies.

CONCLUSION
As Shell and Eni face corruption charges, ongoing
investigations, and the possible loss of a valuable
asset as a result of a 2011 deal, the laws enacted
since then to prevent opaque money trails from
companies to governments and onwards to corrupt
officials are under threat. Buoyed by their successful
lobbying efforts in the U.S., extractive companies
will likely turn their sights on corresponding
legislation elsewhere. Given the risks highlighted
by Shell's and En i's current predicaments, investors
should continue to demand company disclosures of
payments to governments, push-back on industry
efforts to dismantle such risk-mitigation laws, and
voice their support for such measures. For Shell and
Eni shareholders, many crucial questions remain
unanswered in relation to what the companies knew
and when they knew it about the money trail for
their purchase of OPL 245. As the case moves its way
through the courts, shareholders must challenge the
companies on the steps they have taken to address
the corporate failings and allegedly criminal actions
of senior managers to prevent any similar incidents.
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QUESTIONS FOR SHELL

QUESTIONS FOR ENI

C What provision s has Shell made for poten tial

C What provisions ha s Eni made for potential

financial impacts of the corruption allegations
relating to the OPL 245 deal?

financial impacts of th e corruption allegations
relating to the OPL 245 dea1 7

C What level of oversight is being exercised by

C What actions has Eni taken to rev iew its

the Board of Directors over the ongoing
investigations and legal developments rel ating
to the OPL 245 deal?

anti-corruption procedures in response to
allegations of corruption in the OPL 245 deal as
well as allegations of corruption in lraq , Kuwait,
Libya, Braz il and Algeria? If Eni intends to upd ate
its anti-corruption procedures what is the tim eline
for doing so?

€.> HJs the Board of Directors co mmi ss ion ed an
indeµer1dent investigation of the co1Y1pany's
involvement in the OPL 245 deal?
> If so, will Shell disclose the terms of reference

0 If current Eni executives are tried in Italy or

and the detailed findings of such an investigation
for shareholders to assess?

elsewhere in relation to corruption, what action
does the Board of Directors plan to take e.g.
termination of employment, and/or remuneration
claw-backs?

> If not, why not given the seriousness of the

allegations arising and the failings they suggest
exist within the company's anti-corruption
policies?

C Has Shell reviewed its anti-corruption
procedures since the OPL 245 deal? If so, have any
steps been identified and/or taken to address the
concerns highlighted by the OPL 245 deal?

C Has the Nomination and Succession Committee
of the board considered recommending an
appointee with specific expertise related to anticorruption, given the risks it poses to the industry?

0 Has Shell self-reported the OPL 245 deal to
regulators? If not, does Shell plan to do so?

0 If Shell executives are tried in Italy or elsewhere
in relation to corruption, what action does the
Board of Directors plan to take e.g. termination of
employment, and/or remuneration claw-backs?

0 In relation to Eni's investigation of the
OPL 245 deal:
> Will Eni disclose the terms of reference and

the detailed findings of the Pepper Hamilton
investigation commissioned by the Eni Board for
shareholders to assess?
> Why were senior executives who are now

facing charges in Italy not even interviewed as
part of the company's internal investigation?
These executives include CEO Claudio Descalzi
and COO Roberto Casula.
> What steps (if any) have been taken to examine
the actions of current CEO Claudio Descalzi and
current COO Roberto Casula in the OPL 245 deal?

> Why were the relev·ant executives not suspended
during the investigation?

In contrast, why was Independent Board Member
Karina Litvack, an expert on corporate governance,
removed from her position on the company's risk
and control committee?

>

C Did the former Independent Board Member Luigi
Zingales resign over concerns rcg;:irding corruption
at Eni as has been reported?
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PUBLISH WHAT
YOU PAY

Is the United States
getting a good deal on
its natural resources?
A taxing question

USING THE DATA
The 2015 state and federal tax payments made by nine
major extractives companies operating in the United
States were compiled and analyzed using the financial
disclosures made by companies in compliance with
transparency laws in the European Union and Norway, as
well as voluntary disclosures.
Table 1
Ni ne major extractives
companies operating in
the United States and
w here they disclo se
taxes (as of February
2017)

France (!.LS.10-F Form)

What is the EITI
T he EITI 1s a frame work to promote and
fa cilitate reve nue transparency by governments and companies.
W hen a country signs
up to E!TI, they commit
to publishing what
they receive from extractive companies, and
extractive companies
w ithin their juri sdiction have to publ1sh
vvhat they pay.

The UK disclosures available in .csv format on the UK
Companies House website were the easiest to access and
sort. The 2015 payment reports by BHP Billiton and Statoil
were only available in .pdf format on the companies' own
websites, so Tabula was used to scrape and organize the
data. Total disclosed in compliance with the EU Directives
in France, but the data was accessed using their 20-F disclosure to the SEC.
It is important to note that there is no U.S. tax data available
for ExxonMobil, Chevron or ConocoPhillips under any of the
relevant payment disclosure regimes.
These companies sit on the governing bodies of transparency initiatives, like the Extractive Industries Transparency
Initiative (EITI), yet have refused to comply with the most
basic requirement of the EITI standard in the US: to disclose

their fed~EJ,I income tau ayments to the US government.
This reluctance is especially puzzling given that these
companies have disclosed tax payments through the EITI in
other countries .
While these companies are required to make some tax
disclosures in their reports to the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC), there is an important difference between these SEC disclosures and those required through
the EITI and mandatory disclosure laws. The SEC requires
tax payments to be disclosed in the year when the obligation is accrued, whereas EITI and mandatory disclosure
laws require disclosure of the actual payments that are
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that results in discrepancies between tax obligations that
are accrued in one year but whose payment is allowed
to be delayed until much later, especially under the US
corporate income tax regime that permits multinational
corporations to defer US taxes on their offshore income.
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Therefore, the disclosures made to the SEC do not provide
an accurate tally of the taxes a company in fact paid to the
US government.
"TAXES, AFTER ALL, ARE DUES THAT WE PAY FOR THE PRIVILEGES OF MEMBERSHIP IN AN ORGANIZED SOCIETY."
FRANKLI N O ROOSEVELT

Graph 2
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So while there is some data available about taxes paid
by US-listed companies through their SEC disclosures,
it is not comparable to the tax information disclosed by
companies in compliance with mandatory disclosure laws
or EITI. Despite this, it is important to include them in the
analysis as they are major American companies, profiting
substantially from US natural resources, and should thus
be eager to disclose the contributions they make to federal coffers.

DISCOVERY
Compiling and visualizing the data using fob leauPu bl ic,
raised more questions t han answers. Of the six companies
that disclosed federal tax data, two listed tax payments in
the negative hundred s of millions of dollars, two listed tax
payments as zero, and two disclosed positive amounts.
Why was there such a wide distribution in the taxes paid
by some companies? Some possible explanations:

.

Section 1504

Sect10n 1504 requires
any oil, gas or mi ning
company filing an
annual report w ith
t he SEC to disclose
thei.r pro ject-level
payments to h ost gove rnme n ts CGch ycGr. It
covers companies listed
on US stock exchanges.

•

•

•

Shell, which had a negative tax payment, reported
large losses in 2015 due to the global drop in oil prices,
which likely influenced its federal tax burden. It will
be important to follow up with Shell to gain further insight, and to compare 2015 tax data with the 2016 data
when it is released.
Total and Statoil US federal tax payments were each
$0, but they did pay taxes to state governments. To understand why these companies have paid tax on state
land, but not federal, further inquiry is required.
This analysis looks at both mining and oil/gas companies, yet these industries are subject to different fiscal
regimes. To asses if the US is getting a good deal on its
natural resources, these industries must be analyzed
separately.
The US government provides massive tax subsidies to
the oil, gas and mining sectors. Fossil fuel companies
get over $4 billion a year in tax subsidies, which could
help explain the low tax figures.

Of course, taxes alone cannot tell the complete story of
company contributions to state and federal governments;
one must aiso anaiyze other types of payments including
royalties, bonuses, and fees. This is proving difficult to do
in the United States because consistent payment information at the project-level is either unavailable or limited, in
part because a few regressive companies, such as ExxonMobil and Chevron, and their lobbyists are fighting against

legal requirements like the Cardin-Lugar Provision (Section
1504) of the Dodd-Frank Act.
For the companies unwilling to disclose their US tax payments through the USEITI, it is important to ask what exactly
is motivating them to refuse.

CONCLUSION
While the question, "Is the United States getting a good deal
on its natural resources?" cannot yet be answered, this case
study presents an excellent springboard for further analysis.
It also highlights the importance of having access to complete, comparable and machine-readable data. And for those
companies that refuse to provide their tax data through
USEITI - Chevron, ExxonMobil and ConocoPhillips - it is
impossible to even begin this analysis.
In fact, research by Taxpayers for Common Sense has shown
that these three companies pay a much lower effective tax
rate than they claim because of overly generous provisions
in the US tax code that allow for subsidies and deferral of tax
payments.
While not necessarily doing anything illegal, companies with
sawy accountants can take advantage of favorable tax laws,
including the many subsidies available to oil, gas and mining
companies in the United States, to ensure that their tax
bills are minimal - or even nothing at all. The Obama administration and the G20 committed to eliminating fossil fuel
subsidies, but weren't able to get far due to Congressional
gridlock.
As a continuation of this case study, company tax payment
data for 2016 will be compiled, explanations from companies about these tax bills will be sought, anrl further analysis of US tax subsidies will be conducted. To follow along
as we continue to explore tax and other extractives data,
please visit PWYP-US at Extract-A-Fact.
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Oil, Gas, and Mining Company Support for Transparency
September 2017
Oil, gas, and mining companies are now reporting project-level payments to governments in over thirty
countries in compliance with disclosure laws modeled on Section 1504 of the Dodd-Frank Act. No
negative impacts have been reported by companies - in fact, many oil and mining majors have spoken
out about the benefits of transparency to citizens in resource rich countries and investors.

BHP Billiton
On the business case for transparency
"I think it's very easy to answer the question of what the business case is, you 've only got to look at the
realities of being the largest natural resources company in the world , and what that entails, to understand
how important transparency is . Quite simply, for a company like ours, public acceptance and trust is at the
forefront."

"It's not a 'nice to have' for BHP, it's an absolute imperative to our business."
On project by project reporting
'When you start to get granular it starts to become a lot more useful."
1
Geoff Healy, Chief External Affairs (September 2017)

"To be meaningful, information and data should be disclosed in a format that is accessible and easy to
understand. To this end, we support the establishment of a globally consistent regulatory
disclosure framework, including equivalency provisions between jurisdictions. This would create a
consistent basis for companies to disclose payments to governments, minimise compliance costs and
make it easier for stakeholders to compare information between jurisdictions, sectors and companies. We
remain concerned that the number and variety of local disclosure initiatives introduced in recent years will
result in unhelpful complexity and we will continue to engage with governments and regulators to move
towards global consistency."
2
Economic Contribution Report 2017 (September 2017)

Shell
'Tax binds f;:overnments, communities and businesses together. Revenue transparency provides citizens
with important information to hold their government representatives accountable and to advance good
governance. Shell is committed to transparency as it builds trust. Trust is essential for a company that
operates in our line of business , reflecting our core values of honesty, integrity and respect for people."

1

Healy, Geoff. "Transparency, anti -corruption , and sustainable development: Is progress possible?" (September 18,
2017) Brookings Institution, Washington, DC. Available at: https://www.brookings.edu/events/transparency-anti corruption-and-sustainable-development-is-progress-possible/
2
BHP Economic Contribution Report 2017 (September 7, 2017) Available at: http://www.bh p.com//media/documents/investors/annua l-reports/2017/bhpeconomiccontributionreport201 7 .pdf

"By fulfilling the mandatory disclosures in line with the new UK legislative requirements we demonstrate
that extraction of natural resources can lead to the opportunity of government revenue, economic growth
and social development."
3
Jessica Uhl, Chief Financial Officer (June 2017)

British Petroleum (BP)
"BP supports the concept of transparency in revenue flows from oil and gas activities in resource-rich
countries. It helps citizens of affected countries access the information they need to hold governments to
account for the way they use funds received through taxes and other agreements."
4
Report on Payments to Governments (June 2017)

Kosmos Energy
"Being transparent in everything we do requires courage; it takes true commitment, but is the right thing to
do. We have set a standard for transparent behavior by publishing our host government contracts, along
with payments to governments at the project level and in aggregate."
5
2016 Corporate Socia! Responsibility Report (Ju!y 2017)
Barrick Gold
'We believe that transparency- whether through disclosing payments to governments, reporting on our
energy and water use, voluntarily opening ourselves to third-party scrutiny, or otherwise - is integral to
being a true partner. As such, we support consistent global standards for payment transparency[ ... ]
transparency is a core value at Barrick that we strive to achieve in everything we do."
6
Response to inquiry from the Business & Human Rights Resource Centre (February 2017)

Newmont Mining
"Newmont believes that revenue transparency is essential to generating long-term value. Building broader
awareness of how taxes and royalties are spent in-country - and how much is paid - can provide greater
clarity around the economic and social benefits natural resource development can bring to local
communities . In addition, reporting those revenues according to internationally accepted standards
makes that information more credible and accessible to all stakeholders."
Response to inquiry from the Business & Human Rights Resource Centre (February 2017)7

For more information visit www.pwypusa.org

3

Shell. "Revenues for Governments" (June 2017) Available at:
http://www.shell.com/sustainability/transparency/ravenues-for-govemments.html
4
BP p.l.c. Report on payments to governments, Year ended 31 December 2017. (June 2017) Available at:
http://www.bp.com/contenUdam/bp/en/corporate/pdf/sustainability-report/group-reports/bp-report-on-payments-to~ovemments-2016.pdf
Kosmos Energy 2016 Corporate Social Responsibility Report (July 2017) Available at:
http ://www.kosmosenergy.com/res ponsibility/pdf/2016-CR.-R.eport-Letter-to-Stakeholders.pdf
6
The full statement is available at: https://business-humanrights.org/en/putJli§b_~what-you-pay-urge§_~_Ql!::g 9_s-r_Tll ningfirms-to-support-us-law-on-disclosure-of-payments-to-govts-statements-of-support-by-8-firms#c151944
7
Newmont. "The Importance and Value of Revenue Transparency" (February 2, 2017) Available at:
http://ourvoice.newmont.com/2017/02/0 2/the-importance-and-value-of-revenue-transparency/
Publish What You Pay (PWYP) is a global civil society coalition with more than 600 members from over 60 countries who believe
that the wealth generated by oil, gas and mining industries can be a pathway to poverty reduction, stable economic growth and
development in resource-rich countries. In the U.S., PWYP comprises 39 members, including development, faith based, human
rights, envirunmenlal, financial reform and anti-corruption organizations representing over 2. 5 ml/I/on constituents spread through
every state in the nation
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www.ExtractAFact.org
Extract-A-Fact is a project of Publish What You Pay - United
States (PWYP-US) and is born out of our commitment to
empower citizens, activists and journalists to harness oil, gas,
and mining data and use it as a tool to demand accountability
from governments and extractive companies.
Riding on the wave of recently released payment data,
Extract-A-Fact seeks to answer questions like :

Are citizens getting a good deal on their natural resources?
How much did Big Oil pay (or not pay) in taxes last year?
How do I make a map to show mining revenues owed
vs. revenues paid to my community?
Extract-A-Fact provides training modules detailing useful and
creative ways to find, analyze, and visualize extractives data, as
well as blog posts from PWYP-US and our partners as we dig
deeper into oil, gas, and mining sector data to answer questions
critical to communities impacted by natural resources.
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SHELL KNEW
SHELL MISLED INVESTORS AND THE
PUBLIC ABOUT MEGA-DEAL WITH
CONVICTED MONEY-LAUNDERER
After 50 police raided Shell's headquarters in a
bucolic suburb ofThe Hague, the oil major's CEO
had some advice for a senior colleague-don't
volunteer information.
In the joint raid in February 2016 Dutch and Italian
police were looking for one thing: information on
a $1.1 billion deal to acquire oil exploration rights
for one of the most valuable oil blocks in Africa,
thousands of miles away in Nigeria. Corruption
allegations over the April 2011 deal have sparked
law enforcement inquiries in six countries.
At the time, Shell said publicly that it took the
allegations of bribery seriously and was cooperating
with the authorities. "Shell attaches the greatest
importance to business integrity," the company
said in a statement. But that's not quite what the
$235 billion oil giant's CEO Ben Van Beurden said
in a phone call right after the raid.
"Don't volunteer any information that is not
requested," Van Beurden told Simon Henry, Shell's
CFO at the time, in a previously unreported call
tapped by Dutch police. The two top Shell officials
agreed that it was best not to tell shareholders about
the raid. "The last thing you want of course is some
sort of request to issue a stock exchange release," Van
Beurden said. "There is nothing to be said other than
that we are being asked to provide information."

Th~ amount paid for the oil block is one and a half times what the
UN says is needed to respond to the current famine crisis· but the
money was diverted into private pockets. Photo: Alamba/AP/
REX/Shutterstock

New emails and documents seen by Global Witness
and Finance Uncovered reveal that Shell had good
reason to keep quiet.

•• The companies conspired to
hide the ex-minister's role
The Anglo-Dutch major and its Italian partner Eni
knew the $1.1 billion would flow to a notorious
former Nigerian oil minister who had been convicted
in Paris for money-laundering. The companies
conspired to hide the ex-minister's role, the
material shows.
In its statements after the deal Shell would only
admit to dealings with the Nigerian government and
claimed ignorance of the money-launderer's role.
The new material shows that Shell was misleading
shareholders and the public-and that it knew funds
from the deal could flow to senior government
officials, including the president (see box: Why we
say "Shell executives knowingly participated in a
bribery scheme").

A TROUBLED GIANT
Nigeria, Africa's most populous nation, produces over
1.5 million barrels of oil a day but corruption helps
explain why a third of citizens live without running
Shell CEO Ben van Beurden referred to emails implicating Shell in a vast
bribery scheme that robbed Nigeria of life-savin g funds as "pub talk".
Credit: Alamy

water and electricity. Right now, five million Nigerians
face starvation in the north and 450,000 children are
suffering acute malnutrition, according to the
United Nations.
Shell and Eni paid $1.1 billion for the block, not
including a $210 million signature bonus. The
corrupt former oil minister, Dan Etete, took
possession of the entire $1.1 billion-a sum
equivalent to more than Nigeria's 2016 health

WHY WE SAY "SHELL EXECUTIVES
KNOWINGLY PARTICIPATED IN A
BRIBERY SCHEME"
The emails leaked to Global Witness and Finance
Uncovered show knowledge at the highest levels
that Shell and En i's $1.1 billion payment for OPL
245 would go to convicted money launderer
Dan Etete, and that this money would flow
onwards as bribes. Here's how we reached that
conclusion.
In January 2011- less than three months
before the deal was finalised - Shell's head of
exploration Malcolm Brinded told then CEO Peter
Voser that the $1.1 billion "will be used by the
FGN [Federal Government of Nigeria] to settle all
claims from Malabu", Etete's company.
The previous year Shell executives had sent
each other emails saying that Etete would spend
much of his money on bribes. In July 2010 Senior
Business Advisor Guy Colegate wrote to Shell
Vice President for Commercial Sub-Saharan
Africa Peter Robinson after a meeting with Etete
in Paris. Colegate related that Nigerian president
Good luck Jonathan had just written a letter
confirming Malabu's rights to OPL 245.
This letter was "clearly an attempt to deliver

significant revenues to GLJ [Goodluck
Jonathan] as part of any transaction" over
OPL 245, he said. "This is about personal
gain and politics!'
In August 2010 Robinson sent exploration
head Brinded a brief, saying "the President is
motivated to see 245 closed quickly- driven by
expectations about the proceeds that Malabu
will receive and political contributions that will

care budget. Only a fraction of the money Shell
and Eni paid went to the Nigerian state.
The country has always been important for Shell.
Ann Pickard, its former Executive Vice President
for Africa, told a senior US diplomat in Nigeria in
2009 that Shell "had seco nded peopl e to all the
relevant ministries" in the country and that "Shell
consequently had access to everything that was
being done in those ministries".

flow as a consequence." The brief was also sent
to three other Shell executives.
Even as far back as January 2009, Strategic
Investment Advisor John Copleston wrote
to Shell vice presidents Robinson and Ann
Pickard, relaying a conversation with a source he
described as "my Delta man": "He spoke to Mrs
E this morning. She says E claims he will only get
300m we offering-rest goes in paying people
off." " E" is understood from other emails in the
chain to be Etete.
The context was clear, as elections in April 2011
drew near. "In Abuja it is still a case of all politics
and no government," Colegate wrote in a 29
March 2010 briefing to senior Shell executives.
" Jockeying for ministerial position remains
intense, with many aspirants offering substantial
sums to purchase their way into office."
Colegate continued: "With an election only 10
months away the need to build war chests for

campaigning is strong."
So, to sum up:

Did Shell know it was a bribery scheme? Yes.
And the emails show senior Shell executives were
aware of this danger more than two years before
the deal was signed.
Was it vast? Yes. Any scheme involving payments
of hundreds of millions of dollars, with money
flowing onwards to Nigeria's president, can fairly
be characterised as vast.

Was Shell a party to it? Clearly yes. It was paying
the $1.1 billion, along with Eni-Shell's then CEO
Peter Voser even signed off on the OPL 245 deal.

·- sffeTl's annual reports have given scant details
about the OPL 245 deal, despite the oil block's huge
potential. But with nine billion barrels of "probable
reserves" the block could increase Shell's global
"proven oil reserves " - a key figure for shareholders by a third.
The sale of the oil block was so clearly detrimental
to the public interest that the most senior civil
servant in Nigeria's petroleum department blasted
it as "highly prejudicial" in a previously unreported
letter. Nigeria was "throwing away an enormous
amount of financial resources", said the official. The
letter was sent on 1 April 2011, barely a fortnight
before the deal was agreed.
To see the petroleum department's letter go to
www.globalwitness.org/shellknew

•• Prosecutors in Italy are
demanding that Shell stand
trial for bribery offences
Now prosecutors in Italy are demanding that Shell,
Eni and some of their senior managers - along with
Etete - stand trial for bribery offences. Nigerian
authorities have charged the two oil majors, senior
executives and Etete with "official corruption". The oil
companies' ownership of OPL 245 is now in doubt.
Shell did not directly respond to Global Witness'
request for comment. In an email to Finance
Uncovered on 8 April 2017 Shell said: "we do not
believe that there is a basis to prosecute Shell.
Furthermore, we are not aware of any evidence
to support a case against any former or current
Shell employee." If it was ultimately proved that
Etete's company made bribe payments relating to
the OPL 245 deal "it is Shell's position that none
of those payments were made with its knowledge,
authorisation or on its behalf", the company said.
Eni tolqGlobal Witness that "None of the contracts
relatin~wthe 2011 transaction was executed secretly
or desig.ned to 'hide' any party's transaction." Globzil
Witness had mischaracterised the.structure of the
,OPL 245 deal and En i's position would be fully set
out in response to the Italian prosecution, the
company said.
Both companies said they had commissioned
separate, independent investigations. "No illegal
conduct was identified," Eni has said, claiming that
it "concluded the transaction with the Nigerian

government, without the involvement of any
intermediaries". Shell said it had shared key findings
of its OPL 245 investigation with relevant authorities.
Etete, for his part, did not respond to emailed
questions, but spoke out in a florid two-page
newspaper ad earlier this year.
"People who live in the dark fringes of our national
life have spread unfounded propaganda through
their equally dark agents of misinformation," he
said. It was entirely untrue to say that he took state
funds "for himself and shared amongst his friends,
associates and playmates".
To see Shell and Eni's latest replies go to
www.globalwitness.org/shellknew

SHADY DEAL
OPL 245 was shady from the start. ·
In April 1998, when he was Nigeria's Minister of
Petroleum, Dan Etete, awarded the block to Malabu,
a company that he secretly owned along with
Mohammed Sani Abacha, the son of Nigeria's venal
dictator General Sani Abacha. Etete was essentially
stealing a state asset.
MJlJbu hild only been created five days earlier. It had
no experience, no assets and little cash, and could
only come up with a tenth of the $20 million payment
required up front.
Just two months after the block was granted Abacha
died in the arms of two prostitutes, bringing an
end to a regime notorious for jailing and executing
opponents, as well as for looting on a staggering
scale (Transparency International estimates that

· ·PASS THE PARCEL The saga of Nigeria's oil block GH::Z-4.fi _
1998: Nigerian oil minister, Dan Etete, awa rds block to Malabu (a company he
secretly owned}, which pays only $2m of the required $20m signature bonu s
2000: Shell executives say they will have to "find out from Etete who is holding sh ures on his beh alf"
2001: Shell agre es in principle to buy 40% of blo ck from Malabu. Government then
revokes the licence altogether; Malabu launches court action
2002 : Government aw ard s 100% of block to Sh ell under a
production-sharing agreement, for signature bonus of $210m
2006: Government reaches deal with Malabu, re sto rin g its own ershi p of block fo r
a signature bonus of $2 10m with in 12 months. Shell launches legal challenges

1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 20092010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
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2007: Etete convicted of money lau nd ering by French cou rt
2009: Etete's conviction upheld; he has meetings with Shell officials -'
2011: New deal stru ck, Shell and Eni pay government $1.1 bn and the long overdue $210m
si'.;;;nature bonus for full control of the block. Governm ent pay s Malabu $1.1bn. $520m all eged ly
converted to cash and distributed to Nigerian public officials. Malabu sued by two advisers ·
2012: Global Witness publishes first exposes on the story

I
1

2014: Nigerian House of Re presentati ves vot es to canc el
the deal for OPL 245 and calls the deal "contrary to the laws
of Nigeria". $190m from the deal fr ozen in UK and Swi tzerland

2015: New Ni gerian governm ent elected
2016: Milan Public Prosecutor concludes preliminary
investigation; accuses Shell, Eni and senior executives of bribery

2017: Milan Public Pro secutor requests tri al; Nigerian auth orities ch arge Shell and Eni with I
official corru ption and former Attorn ey General with money laundering

Abacha and his family stole between $2 billion and
$5 billion from the state's coffers over less than five
years) . With the death of Abacha and his regime, Etete
lost his job.
Despite the high corruption risks Shell agreed in
200~ to pay Mala bu around $150 million for 40% of
the exploration licence. It has said it did not know of
the link with Etete, telling the Financial Tirnes years
later: "inspection of Malabu's company records as
part 0L91,1e diligence did not establish any connection
betwe~n Dan Etete and Malabu ".

•• Shell knew full well who it
was dealing with
But Shell did, in fact , know full well who it was
dealing with. As far back as 2000, when Shell was first
considering a deal over OPL 245, Shell executives
discussed the names on the shareholders' register for

Malabu, saying in one of the leaked emails that "we
will have to find out from Etete who is hold ing shares
on his behalf".
But before the deal was sealed the new government
revoked Malabu's licence.
"Etete and Abacha had abused their positions in
the past, while in office, to award themselves the
OPL 245 at a ridiculously low price," a presidential
spokesperson said of the decision.
Shell secured OPL 245 for itself soon afterwards but
its success was short-lived. In 2006 the government
once again awarded the block to Malabu , on
condition that it pay a $210 million signature bonus
within a year as a down payment. The allocations and
revocations sparked court battles involving the two
companies, embittered shareholders and the
Nigerian government.

LIGHT IS THE BEST ANTIDOTE
Global Witness has long called for laws requiring
oil companies to disclose their payments to
governments on a project level basis. This would
help to prevent companies from scheming with
greedy government officials to get rich at the
expense of ordinary people.
Over 30 major economies including the US,
Canada, Norway, UK, and all 27 members of
the European Union now have such laws. A
transparency body covering 51 countries - the
Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI)
- tightened up its rules last month, requiring oil,
gas and mining companie~ to also report such
payments for each project°they operate.
Had the US law, section 1504 of the Dodd-Frank
Act, been in force when this deal took place, it is
highly unlikely that the OPL 245 scandal would
have happened. It's questionable whether Shell,
knowing that its payment would be made public,
would have gone ahead with a deal as it would
have come to light that their payment was for a
stolen state asset and would be transferred to the
man who stole it.

oil companies like Shell are still fighting to keep
secrets. Earlier th is year their well-paid lobbyists
won a big victory when the US Congress voted
to overturn the implementation rule for Section
1504. This move sets the US in opposition
to a broader global trend towards greater
transparency and accountability in how oil, gas
and mining revenues are managed. It will make
it harder for the public to see what oil companies
are paying for oil blocks -and easier for any
dodgy deals to go undetected.
Shell and its oil industry peers can no longer
masquerade as global leaders for sustainability,
good practice and the protection of human rights,
while entering into dodgy deals and lobbying to
weaken transparency and accountability laws.
Oil companies, their investors and governments
should publicly support strong, project-byproject disclosure requirements through legally
binding rules, including in the US, and during
the forthcoming review of the EU Transparency
and Accounting Directives, as well as through
the EITI. These new developments in the OPL
245 scandal show clearly why robust payment
transparency requirements must be established
and maintained.

In spite of the global trend towards transparency,

SHELL'S FRENEMY
Despite years of fighting in courtrooms, in mid-2007
Shell and Mala bu were still flirting with each other
in private, trying to find a price for partnering on
the block.
The potential for further corruption was evident. In
2007, Etete was convicted in absentia of laundering
, $10 million obtained through bribery and eventually
,. fined eight million euros. The judgment in the court
case fqµ,nd that Etete used the money to buy a twinengin~··speedboat, a chateau in northern France and
to settle bills from The Ritz.
There were also specific warnings from Shell
executives on th e ground, which became more

-'- Etete used the cash to buy a
speedboat and a French chateau

concrete as talks developed. In 2008, Simon Henry,
Shell's chief financial officer for exploration and
production at the time, and Malcolm Brinded, the
head of exploration, were told by their most senior
executive in Nigeria that the then oil minister "is
involved (i.e. on the take)".
·
Two Shell representatives, John Copleston and Guy
Co legate, came to play a leading role in negotiations
with Etete as the company inched towards a new
deal. The Milan Public Prosecutor described them
as having "previously worked for Ml6" (in an email
Copleston refers to his "two tours as UK Intelligence
Rep in Nigeria").
The pair negotiated with Etete and relayed to Shell
intelligence they gathered on the ground - including
indications that bribes would flow from any
payment. The new emails shed light on what Shell
knew and on the thinking of its senior executives.

-----Original Message----From: Copfeston, John SEPA-EPG-CI
Sent: maandag 5 januari-2009 17:16

To:
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Colegate, Guy

---

J SIEP-EPB-S
Subject:

S~w my Delta
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245. He spoke to Mrs E this morning. She says E claims he will only get
40m of the 300m we offering-rest goes in ~ying ~Qle off. Also says E
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From:

"Colegate, Guy J SIEP-UIB/O/P" <SHEUJSI/RECIPIENTS/NLGCO1>

5eiit:

,7/16/2010 2:13:05 PM +0000
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.
I"Robinson Peter:L SEPA-UIBtG• <Peter.L.RObinson
....... ___ @ shell.com>·
.... .
"Copleston, John DC SEPA-UIB/G/SI" <John.Copleston@shell.ci:im>

~ubject:

No pki- apologies its died.

l:oOO meeting yesterday In Paris- salient points:
1) Bete claims he has and has shown (though not copied) a letter from President reiterating malabu's
1OOpc equity/contract "award"
2) This letterclearty an attempt to deliver significant revenues 10 GW as part of any transaction
3) 04csource says this letter "has really damaged dear as etete now "uncontrollable•- he stated deal
was aknost there on a proposed 50/50 split Y!lth RDS. I made no comment
4) Italians look like they might abandon whole thing as they realise there will be no RDS agreement on
this basis and the letter has torpedoed reasonable discussion with chief.
Emails exchanged between senior Shell staff show they knew its massive payment
would go to convicted money launderer and former oil minister Dan Etete.

In January 2009 Copleston wrote to two of Shell's
most senior Africa executives, relaying a conversation
with "my Delta man", whom he did not identify
further: "He spoke to Mrs E this morning. She says
E claims he will only get 300m we offering-rest goes
in paying people off." "E" is understood to be Etete.

•• it he does

turn his nose up
at nearlv $1.2 bill he is
completelv certifiable

In October 2009 Copleston and Shell's Vice President
for Sub-Saharan Africa Peter Robinson met with
Etete: "We are getting along very well personally lunch and lots of iced champagne," Copleston wrote.
In March 2010 Peter Voser, Shell's CEO at the time,
was told of Etete's involvement.
"Etete can smell the money," Colegate, Copleston's
colleague on the ground, wrote in an email forwarded
to Voser. "If at nearly 70 years old he does turn
his nose up at nearly $1.2 bill he is completely
certifiable," Colegate wrote in the email, referring to
Etete. "But I think he knows it's his for the taking."
Vo~er was also kept abreast of negotiations on
the ground by Brinded, the exploration and
production chief. Sending a briefing on a draft
deal for OPL 245, Brinded told Voser in an email
in March 2010 that "your formal endorsement is
appropriate given the history and the political/
business principles issues involved."

Former Nigerian oil minister and convicted money launderer Dan
Etete received vast sums in the OPL 245 deal. Photo: Reuters/Ala my

POLITICS AND PERSONAL GAIN
At the time of the negotiations Nigeria was
suffering a political vacuum. In late 2009 President
Umaru Yar'Adua spent several months virtually
incommunicado in a Saudi Arabian hospital,
suffering from an unclear illness. After his death
power fell to his vice president, Good luck
Jonathan- who hailed from the Niger Delta,
Nigeria's most oil-rich region, directly north
of the offshore OPL 245 block.
To remain in power though he had to win

presidential elections scheduled for.early 2011.

ACCOUNTABILITY FOR WRONGDOING
This case must be an important wake up call for
an industry that has continued to treat corruption
as a cost of doing business. The OPL 245
scandal is not an isolated case. The oil, gas and
mining sector is the most corrupt on the planet,
according to a study of hundreds of bribery cases
by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD). Half of these cases
implicated senior management. The world can
no longer stand back while multi-national oil
companies rob countries of precious assets and
fool their investors. We could save or improve

countless lives across the world, and dramatically
reduce the need for overseas aid if ordinary
people benefit from how their natural resources
are managed.
Those responsible for Shell's participation in
this vast bribery scheme now face justice as
legal action will shortly start in both Italy and
Nigeria. The UK, US, Dutch, Nigerian, Italian and
Swiss authorities should continue to cooperate
to address the case and investigate for potential
breaches by Shell and its executives of antibribery legislation.

It was in 2010 that a new player entered the fray-Eni,
the oil major 30 per cent owned by the Italian state.
Shell and Eni soon started exploring how to work
togeth er, with talks taking place between exploration
chi ef Brinded and his Eni counterpart.
Ah ea d of an August call between the two, Brinded
wa s briefed by email from a colleague that "the
President is motivated to see 245 closed quickly
- driven by expectation s about the proceeds that
Mala bu will receive and political contributions that
will fl ow as a consequence ".
Shell executives were told that money from the deal wa s likely to
flow to some of the most powerful people in Nigeria - includ ing the
th e n president Good luck Jon athan. Credit: Alamy

SLEIGHT OF HAND

For Etete, the change at the top was usefulJonathan was an old friend. According to one
of Copleston's notes Jonathan used to tutor
Etete's children.

The suggestion that Etete planned to use the OPL
245 money for a bribery scheme didn't deter Shell.
In November 2010 the Attorney General of Nigeria Mohammed Adoke - took over brokering the deal,
hosting direct negotiations over the following months
in his office with Shell, Eni, Mala bu and Nigerian
government officials sitting around the same table.

"In Abuja it is still a case of all politics and no
government," Colegate wrote in a 29 March 2010
briefing to senior Shell employees. "Jockeying for
ministerial position remains intense, with many
aspirants offering substantial sums to purchase
their way into office."
"With an election only 10 months away the need
to build war chests for campaigning is strong,"
he concluded.
Etete's position was insecure too. His own rights to
OPL 245 were in doubt, not only because of the Shell
lawsuits but also because his $210 million signature
bonus was way overdue. His failure to pay meant his
licence could be declared invalid.
Etete's friendship with President Jonathan came
in handy. In July, according to another senior-level
briefing from Col~gate, Etete claimed the president
wrote' a letter confirming that Mala bu still held the
block. The letter risked weakening Shell's claim to the
block in ongoing court battles-and strengthening
.Etete's han,9 in the parallel negotiations.
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The letter was "clearly an attempt to deliver
significant revenues to GLJ [Good luck Jonathan] as
part of any transaction", Colegate wrote to Robin son,
the Shell vice president.
Neither Good luck Jonathan nor the oil minister
"understand our legal position", he added-"this
is about personal gain and politics".

Th e parties soon came to an agreement over the
$1.1 billion Shell and Eni would pay to Mala bu. "An
absolute condition of this is that M [Mala bu] are 100%
out of the block!!" Brinded wrote. Shell would also
pay the $210 million signature bonus to the Nigerian
Government, he said.
Shell and Eni had a problem though . Striking
a direct deal with Malabu could land them in
difficulties, both legal and reputational.
So the oil companies, Etete and the Nigerian
government agreed on an ingenious solution:
the Nigerian state would act as middleman in the
deal. Shell and Eni wo'uld pay their·$Ll billion
into an account at JP Morgan in London set up by
government officials, and the money would go
str~ight out again to Etete.

•• rhe oil majors, Etete and the
government agreed a solution:
Nigeria would act as middleman
" Eni will pay on behalf of itself and SNEPCo [a
Shell subsidiary], an amount of $1.09 bin," Brinded
informed Henry, Shell 's CFO, and Peter Voser the
company 's CEO at the time. "This will be used by
the FGN [Federal Government of Nigeria] to settle
all claims from Malabu."

The sleight of hand served an important function :
it allowed Shell and Eni to claim they did not pay
Etete and that they bore no responsibility for what
happened to the money after Nigeria received it. The
deal also allowed Shell and Eni to side-step any legal
disputes with Mohammed Abacha, the son of the
former dictator, who was contesting the ownership
of Mala bu.
Shortly before midnight on April 14, 2011, after a hard
day of negotiations, Shell vice president Robinson
emailed a dozen colleagues. "Mala bu initialed all
agreements," he wrote. " Compliments to our legal
team who have done a brilliant job."

••compliments to our legal team
who have done a brilliant job.
CAREFULLY CONSTRUCTED ANSWERS
When questioned about the deal by journalists and
shareholders over the following years, Shell carefully
constructed answers, designed to mislead.
In one of its first public comments on the matter,
eight months after the deal was signed, Shell said
that "any payments relating to the issuance of the
licence in Nigeria were made only to the federal
government of Nigeria."
"No payments were made by either Agip [En i's
subsidiary] or Shell to Malabu Oil and Gas." Eni
has given similar explanations.

MAJOR RISKS FOR INVESTORS
Shell's deception and hypocrisy also duped
its investors, who include millions of people
across the UK whose pensions are invested in
the company. They should be deeply concerned
about these revelations. In February 2016, Shell's
h~adquarters were raided by 50 police in a joint
Dutch-Italian investigation into the deal and
corruption allegations over the deal have sparked
law enforcement inquiries in six countries. The
OPL 245 oil block holds an estimated 9.23 billion

As the emails seen by Global Witness and Finance
Uncovered show, these explanations may have been
true on a very technical level but did not reflect the
real nature of the deal.
The $1.1 billion deal was carried out despite a letter
of protest sent by the most senior civil servant in the
Ministry for Petroleum Resources to the Attorney
General just days before the contracts were signed.
Granting OPL 245 to Shell and Eni as proposed
"would be contrary to the prevalent practice in
Nigeria", the letter said. "Oil Prospecting Licences are
now granted on the basis of open and competitive
licensing rounds". By agreeing to the proposal, the
Nigerian government "would be throwing away an
enormous amount of financial resources" and risked
"opening itself up to scandal", it said.
Scandal is what it has got. The transaction has caught
the attention of law enforcement in six countries:
Italy, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, the
United States, Switzerland and, of course, Nigeria.

THE SHELL STARTS TO CRACK
The lurid details of the deal could have remained
secret were it not for court cases brought by two
middlemen who helped broker the transaction.
One of the middlemen was Ed nan Agaev, a former
Russian diplomat taken on by Etete to deal with Shell
and other potential partners. The other was Emeka
Obi, a wheeler-dealer with connections to the Eni
senior management.

barrels of crude oil according to the findings
of the Nigerian House of Representatives. If the
estimates turn out to be correct, OPL 245 could
increase Shell's proven global oil reserves by a
third. The potential for Shell to lose this valuable
block is therefore a huge risk to investors. Former
executives could also face prosecution for
corruption.
See our investor briefing on line for
further details.

$75 MILLION
Initially frozen in
Ednan Agaev ILC
case in London

Shell paid $1.lbn for rights to the OPL 245 block. Leaked emails show how money flowed to private hands when it should have
benefited the Nigerian people.

Courts in Britain obliged the middlemen by freezing
nearly $300 million. Obi eventually won $110 million
in his v9s~, while Agaev settled with Etete.
tt, ,·

The ju.dge presiding over Obi's case in 2012 at
London's High Court clearly had issues with the
deal. "The whole exercise is backed by murky
instructions, I am not sure what I should do," said
Justice Steel. "I have seen some odd cases in this
Court over the years but even by those standards
this is a striking one. I am troubled as to who I am
involved with."

Obi's money was eventually transferred from London
to Switzerland, where authorities froze the funds.
The details of Etete's direct negotiations with Shell
i]nd Eni, along with allegations of kickbacks and
bribery, triggered the investigations that led to the
joint Dutch-Italian police raid on Shell early last year.
With investigators crawling all over its files, Shell
risked the secrets behind its OPL 245 deal spilling out.

'REALLY UNHELPFUL EMAILS'
"Apparentty there are some really unhelpful emails in
there," Shell's Ben Van Beurden, the current CEO told
Simon Henry, the CFO, in their phone call after the
raid. Particularly from "the people we hired from Ml6
who must have said things like 'I wonder who gets a
payoff here and whatever."'
Van Beurden, who was not in his post at the time
of the OPL 245 deal, said the emails from the two
ex-intelligence officials-Copleston and Colegatewere "judged to be 'pub talk"'. And that an immediate
public statement on the ra id was unnecessary, as
"there is nothing to be said other than we are being
asked to provide information".
In 2015 Shell's Van Beurden told Global Witness
that the oil company's payments were "morally
OK" and "in accordance with the law of Nigeria and
international practice". There was nothing "unclear
or untransparent about it", he said.
Prosecutors in Italy and Nigeria beg to differ. They
now allege the OPL 245 money was used for vast
bribes, and have traced the money in granular detail.

FOLLOWING THE MONEY
In May 2011 Shell and Eni paid their $1.1 billion into
the JP Morgan account in London, specially set up for
the purpose.
The next hurdle was for the money to be mov~d
into Malabu's private bank accounts, and to satisfy
the compliance officers in charge of oversight at the
banks' money-laundering risk units.
The first two attempts to send the money out of
JP Morgan-first with a bank in Switzerland and then
with a Lebanese bank - failed. Both banks refused
the transfers: the Swiss because of Etete's criminal
record, the Lebanese for "compliance reasons".
Etete finally rece.ived the money in Malabu accounts
at two Nigerian
..,,. banks.
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Within days $801 million was transferred to five
Nigerian companies. They were all fronts, used to
distribute the money further and disguise the origin.
Banking and court documents show the companies
were controlled by Etete and a key middleman,
Abubakar Aliyu, dubbed by the Nigerian press
"Mr Corruption".
The registered address for Imperial Union-one of
the five beneficiaries-was the personal residence of

Money received by Etete from Shell and En i's deal funded lavish
purchases including a $56m private jet, armoured Cadillacs, and
luxury shotguns. Photos: Shutterstock

Aliyu, a middleman whom the Milan_public
prosecutor has described as an "agent of Good luck
Jonathan," the Nigerian president at the time of
the OPL 245 deal. Scores of people would gather at
Aliyu's heavily guarded gates after prayers on Fridays,
begging for alms.
To justify one of the huge transfers Mala bu presented
First Bank of Nigeria in Abuja, Nigeriu's cupitul, with
an invoice-with scant detail and nice, round figures.
The $180 million invoice was dated 23 August
2011, and included "Equipment~ $80 million " and
"Construction and acquisition of site - $50 million".
Mala bu issued payment instructions to First Bank
the same day. Etete later described these and other
payments as "an investment on behalf of Malabu ."

Nigeria's anti-corruption agency, the Economic and
Financial Crimes Commission (EFCC), together with
Italian and American law enforcement, traced the
money flows. Aliyu told the EFCC that he received
$400 million from Mala bu: $50 million for his work
on OPL 245, while the remaining $350 million was
used to buy properties, including a "shopping mall
in Dubai" for Etete.

FIVE TONNES OF DOLLARS
The money trail uncovered by authorities did not
look like a traditional investment pattern.
The Milan Public Prosecutor, in its December 2016
summary of findings, alleges that Aliyu in fact
received $520 million, which he turned into cash,
mostly with local money changers. The cash- which
would weigh five tonnes in $100 bills-was "intended
to be paid to President Jonathan, members of the
government and other Nigerian government
officials", namely: former Attorney General Adoke;
a former oil minister (one of Etete's successors); and
an ex-National Security Advisor. All these officials
were in office during key stages of the OPL 245
manoeuvring.
In January of this year Jonathan released a
statement, saying he "was not accused, indicted
or charged for corruptly collecting any monies as
kickbacks or bribes" in the OPL 245 affair and did
not send Aliyu "to seek favour or col.lect any
gratification on his behalf".
The EFCC has charged Mohammed Adoke, the
Attorney General who brokered the OPL 245 deal,
with receiving $2.2 million in cash, laundering it
through a money changer who converted the cash
into Nigerian naira. Adoke has claimed that the
charges were part of "orchestrated plans to bring
mecto public disrepute" and that he acted only in an
official capacity regarding OPL 245, seeking to bring
an end to court action by Shell that could have cost
Nigeria $2 billion in damages.
' . :1··
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The former Nigerian Attorney General who had
returned OPL 245 to Etete back in 2006-Bayo Ojoalso received $10 million, according to authorities.
Etete said in court that he received $250 million out
of the deal, a fee he justified by saying "I put my
blood, I put my life into this oil block". Eight million
dollars of Etete's ill-gotten gains paid off his overdue
fine from his French money laundering conviction.

Th e money also funded luxury goods including a
$56 million Bombardier private jet, three armoured
Cadillacs and luxury shotguns to fuel his passion for
bi g game hunting.
On April 20 this year a court in Milan will begin
hearings on whether Shell, Eni and Etete will face trial
for international bribery, along with Eni's current and
former CEOs. Separate proceedings are being brought
aga in st Nigeri a's Mr Corruption Aliyu Abubakar and
four senior Shell employees from the time of the deal:
Malcolm Brinded, Peter Robinson, John Copleston
and Guy Colegate.
The companies risk losing the licence, not to
mention public trust.

